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This thesis describes some studies In the aetiology' 
and diagnosis of non-toxic goitre and is in three parts*
The first part concerns an investigation Into the 
role of hereditary factors and environmental factors 
(namely iodine deficiency) in the production of simple 
goitre* In this study a large twin sample was screened 
for the preeeaoe or absence of simple goitre and plasma 
inorganic iodine (FIX) levels were determined In the 
majority of the twins by a recently described technique of 
PZX measurement which X have validated in a preliminary 
section of thle part of the thesis* The twin-study method 
allowed an appraisal of the role of heredity in simple goitre 
formation.
The second pert of the thesis describes a study of 
the phenomenon of iodide inhibition In thyroid disease and 
the usefulness of this technique to the clinician in the 
diagnosis of Kaahlmoto's disease Aeon staple goitre and simple 
goitre from toxic goitre* X have extended my observation# 
to the study of the phenomenon in other thyroid states and 
Xy findings are described In this part of the thasis* 
together with some work which suggests some possible 
mechanisms of occurrence of iodide inhibition In various 
states of thyroid function* *
The third part daals with the use of probability 
theory/
theory in the differential diagnosis of the non-toxic
goitre* the theory of conditional probability was first
• s ^
clearly enunciated by Bayes in 17&3 and later by Laplace 
in 17911 insofar ae its application to the problem of 
diagnosis of non-toxic goitre was concerned however it was a 
new technique which eeemed worthy of study* An automatic 
electronic digital computer wao used to calculate the 
probablitiee of diagnoses for the 3 conditions Hashimoto's 
disease, simple goitre and thyroid oanear for a large oeriea 
of patients and the results have been compared with the 
unconscious but effective asset*ament of probabilities of 
disease occurrence made by experienced clinicians#
To make the reading of the thesis easier, all of 
the tables are presented in Volume 2 and the page number 
where ary table can be founi in Volume 2 la quoted each time 
the table is mentioned in Volume 1* separate lunxaarles 
are presented at the conclusion of each section of each 
part and these Summaries have been indexed In the table of 
contents* Hie references to each section appear at the end 
of that section and are also indexed in the table of contents* 
Furthermore the first table or figure or appendix in any 
section ie known as Table 1 or Figure 1 or Appendix A 
irrespective of where the section appears in the thesis*
This should not cause confusion because the tables and 
Appendices have page reference numbers after them showing 
where they can be located in Volume 2*
XX
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The work on which this thesis is based was 
undertaken during the period 196 3 • 1966 when X was 
Hall Tutorial Follow in Medi dne and then Registrar 
in Medicine in the University Department of Medicine 9 
Royal Infiraaiy9 Glasgow* Xt describes observations 
which X node on ovsr 790 subjects in studies of the 
aetiology and diagnosis of non-toxic goitre*
X should like to express qy gratitude to the 
following* Sir Edward Wayne for first arousing sqt 
interest in the thyroid gland when X was his Houss 
Physician and nore especially for stimulating as to 
think in terms of ascribing numerical values to symptoms 
and signs in arriving at a diagnosis* X an grateful 
to Professor B*M* MoOirr for fostering this interest 
and allowing me ample facilities for research and 
experiment in his wards and laboratories and also for 
his oonstruotive and mature criticism* X am grateful 
to my oolleagues at the Thyroid Clinio9 Royal Infirmaryf 
Glasgow9 for their generous help in the olinloal aspects 
of this thesis especially Part 3* X thank £Hee J* lUool 
and Miss M* Gray for technical assistance in the estimation
of urine Iodine and urine and plaoraa oreatirdnc in fort 1 * 
I should alao like to thank the twins in ths City of 
Glasgow and ths West of Scotland who by their generous 
oo-operatlon mode possible the study reported in Bart 1 
of the thesis. X acknowledge ny indebtedness to the 
librarians of ths following colleges and institutional 
Royal Collage of Physicians and Burgeons, Glasgow,
The University ef Glasgow, The Royal Collage of Physicians 
of London, Ths British Msdiaal Association, The Royal 
Society of Medicine and H*M« latent Office* finally,
X should like to thank Miss X* Dlekson and Mrs* M* skane 
for typing ths MS*
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PART 1 
SECTION 1 
THE AETIOLOGY OF SIMPXJB GOITRE
(A REFXSir}
"Qnle turaidum guttur rairatur in Alplbtts?" * sang 
the poet Juvenal almost two thousand years ago (1)*
This has not turned out the majority opinion fbr simple 
endemic goitre to which Juvenal was clearly referring has 
provoked a great deal of wonder and this wonder hae been 
the oauae of many detailed studies and investigations* In 
this introduction X shall attempt to describe briefly ease 
of these studies and Investigations9 and also to show why 
these are still areas where in spite of this, there le 
cause for wonder* This introduction oust be incomplete 
because a full account of the work which has been done on 
simple goitre| both sporadic and endemic9 would fill many 
volumes.
Goitre hae probably been present for many thousands 
of years* Popovltch (2) in hie artlole "The history of 
goitre study according to materials of Chinese domestic 
medicine”, refers to the legendary Chinese Emperor 3han-Hung 
(2839 - 2696 BC) who in hie book Pen - Te' ao Teing, which 
describee the therapeutic value of herbs mentions the 
iodine - containing soawood sargasso* as a sure fbr goitre 
and/
*" Who wonders at a swollen throat in the Alpsf”
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and Jantach (3) quotes other reference a to Shen • flung* s 
goitre treatment* The Ancient Hindu literature contain* 
references to goitre in spells for protection against 
goitre which are found in tlie Artharva • Teda (4)* iusruta 
and Chakrata two early Hindu physicians who lived about 
400 BC gave the name "galganda” to tumours of the nook and 
there is general agreement that these tumours are likely 
to have been goitres (5)* In the Kbere Papyrus (6,7 ) 
ws read that tumours of the nook which occurred in Ancient 
Egypt were treated surgically and Pettier (8) in her book 
on the history of medicine is of the opinion that these 
operations were in reality thyroidectomies for goitre*
Wilson (9) has defined simple goitre as visible and 
palpable enlargement which is not the consequence of auto* 
imnrune thyroiditis, neoplasm, Including the benign solitary 
adenoma, goitrogen administration, thyrotoxicosis or currently 
recognised defects in thyroid hormone synthesis* Hubble (10) 
has remarked that there are no simple goitres only simple 
people who think that these goitres ere simple* This comment 
does pinpoint the fact that from what is now known about 
simple goitre, its nature and aetiology are much more likely 
to be oomplex than simple*
If simple goitre were possibly widespread in the old 
vrorld/
world it is certainly so in the new* Its incidence 
dlfflsra trou country to country, region to region, 
village to village (1 1 )# In certain areas where 
10 per oent of the population are affected goitre ie 
said to be endemic (12), and simple goitre has been 
reported as endemic in some area of almost every 
country in the world* As Kelly and Snedden (11) 
have remarked, "goitre ****** occurs with varying 
intensity in almost every country »••*•• h  The 
disease has been observed in the far nor oh, in the 
tropics and in the far southf it occurs independently of 
climate, season or weather* Moreover in its incidence 
goitre makes no distinction of race, nationality, colour, 
creed or class; the Horth American, the European, 
the Chinese, the Himalayan Indian, the Turkoman, and the 
peoples of Central and South Amerioa all suffer from it 
under certain conditions - some severely, some moderately, 
some but mildly" • These authors give fascinating accounts
of the world wide occurrence of simple goitre In endemic 
form (11)* Other excellent accounts are given by the WHO 
Chronicle, the Chilean Iodine Educational Bureau and 
Creenwald (13 - 15) *
Before discussing the aetiology of simple goitre it is 
probably/
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probably worth while asking two general points* Firstly 
it is unlikely that there is one sole cause of simple goitre*
It is much more probable that, as with many situations in 
medicine ocr in life, there are multiple fact rs involved* 
Geeenwald (16) hae commented that it is possible that goitre 
hae been ascribed to a greater variety cf causes than any 
other disease* Be goes on to remark that one of the chief 
factors responsible for this is "the readiness of these who have 
discussed the subject to fasten on some local peculiarity as 
the cause of the disease*" In 1933 MoCarrlson who had spent 
a lifetime on goitre research in the Ganges basin in India 
was able to say, "It is evident ••*••• that the cau9ee of 
goitre are multiple and their effects manifold **•••« and that 
their oombination in various says may give rise in different 
persons end in different localities to different types of 
goitre both of a sporadic and an endemic kind" (17)*
The second general comment is that aetiologies! factors 
which have been shown experimentally to affect thyroid 
hypertrophy most not be regarded ae the only ones involved 
in human pathology ae hae been discussed by Roche and 
IdN&taky (18).
The function of the thyroid gland is to concentrate 
iodide from the blood, to synthesise thyroid hormone and release 
it into the circulation* The activity of the thyroid is 
controlled/
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controlled tor thyrotrophic homxono (T.S.H.) which ii 
eeoreted V  the anterior pituitary gland. The 
rate of secretion of T.S.H. la controlled by the level 
of thywid hormone in the plasma and whoa this level 
falls for any raaaon an lnoroaaod accretion of T.S.H. 
onauos causing lnoroaaod thyroid activity. Should 
thoro ho a permanent felling off in thyroid activity 
this result a in prolonged T.S.H. secretion which causes 
hypertrophy and hyperplaala of the gland. Theaa ehangea 
are initially at least compensatory prooesees (19) end hoth 
of then contribute to an increase in the weight of the gland 
(20) causing goitre.
Simple goitres nay ha aither diffusa or nodular and 
although Taylor (21) has shown that nodulaa appear in a 
goitre with the evolution of time and are thus found more 
commonly in older glands the precise mechanism responsible 
for their appearance ie not fully understood. One widely 
held wiow la that the thyroid gland may eventually become 
exhausted by continued T.S.H. stimulation and hyperplasia 
and hypertrophy then regress giving way to colloid 
filled vesicles with ths epithelium in resting state (18).
Some writers however do not wholly accept the view that simple 
goitre is a T.S.H. produced enlargement which compensates for 
difficulty in thyroid hormone synthesis. Trotter (22) has 
*uge»9U&/
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euggvsted that simple goitre might he the result of an 
unidentified stimulus to thyroid growth not mediated 
hy T*S*H*
X shall now dl souse some of the factors which have been 
suggested or shown to be Isplloated In the aetiology of 
goitre*
a s m — k
The evidence that iodine deficiency le implieated in 
the aetiology of simple endemic goitre le overwhelming end 
rests on the following points*
Firstly simple endcndo goitre has been shown to 
have the highest prevalence in areas where the iodine content 
of the water, soil,. salt and food ia lowest* The French 
chemist Chatin (23) was robably the first to show this after 
we had determined the concentration of iodine in air, water, 
soils and animal and vegetable foods in various localities 
in Iteanoe* Re found that these areas oottld be divided into 
four sones in which the Incidence of goitre wee inversely 
proportional to the iodine content of the environment*
On the basis of those findings, Chatin stated his conclusions 
as follows "Le goitre et le cretinisms scht inconnos dans 
les oontrees noxnalenent lodureef. Lee maladies ee montrent 
quand la proportion d9iode diainueM* Subsequent investigators 
(24)/
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(24) tailed to confirm Chattn*s observation*, peesibly 
because of the difficulties Involved in the micro­
determination of the iodine content of natural substances 
and hie findings tall into disrepute* Seventy years 
later Iwwever hie studies received doe recognition when hie work 
see repeated and confirmed in tieltaerlaxid (29) end the tf*s*A* (26)* 
. eooxxily the adnlnietmtion of iodine to populations 
hae dramatically reduced the prevalence of simple endemic 
goitre in many arose* The first experiment in geitre 
prophylaxis ever known ties carried out in France in the 
departments of hae-Hhln, Selne-Xnferieure and Haute - -cvole 
(27)# ^he amount of iodine administered to the schoolchildren 
in this area was eo large that lodlam and Jod-Bassdew sere 
frequent and the experiment eae discredited and abandoned (28)*
The true foundation of iodine prophylaxis of simple endemic 
goitre was laid ty the observations of Marin* and Kimball 
in ikron, Ohio, U*8*A* (29 * 31) when they oho wed In a study 
of about 5000 girls between the ages of 1 1 to 18 yean that 
4*0 0 sodium iodide a year produced a considerable decrease in 
goitre else in over 60 per oent of the treated group* Only 
13*0 per oent of the untreated group showed a spontaneous regression 
of goitre* The findings of this trial, ths first controlled 
atudy/
study of its kind | have been confirmed many tines 
(32 - 39).
The third pieoe of evidence implicating iodine
deficiency in the causation of simple endemic goitre
is that goitrous subjects in endemlo goitre areas can
be shown by appropriate techniques to hate abnormalities
of stable and radioiodine metabolism wholly consistent
with the concept that their thyroid glands are avid
for iodine and that they are iodine deficient* In a
careful study of subjects in an endemic area of simple
goitre in Mendosa, Western Argentina, Stanbury and his
colleagues (40) found that goitrouB patients had a low
urinary excretion of stable iodine and a high thyroid
avidity for I whereas those patients who had suooeeded
in obtaining an adequate supply of iodine exhibited 
111thyroidal J 1 uptake values which would have been 
considered normal in non-endemic regions* Previously, 
Elmer (4 1) had shown, using a stable isotope of Iodine, 
that the uptake of stable iodine by the thyroid of a 
patient with endemic goitre is greater than normal and 
this observation has been confirmed many times in various 
areas endemic for simple goitre (40,42 - 45)•
Lastly/
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Lastly m m  worker® (46 - 47) ***» been able to 
produoe goitre in experimental animal e fed on an 
iodine defioient diet* The argument that eliiple 
endemic goitre le oaueed by iodine deficiency le 
therefore eoundly baaed and the evidence on which it le 
founled ie impressive* However as early as 193$ 
it was shown that in some endemic goitre areas there 
le scanty evidence of iodine deficiency (4&) and ae 
Greenwald (49) has pointed out at least three different 
workers have failed to produoe goitre in animals 
maintains! on purified diets low in iodine* Reoently 
I&mitriadou end her colleagues have met with similar 
lack of auooese in producing goitre la rate maintained 
on an iodine defioient diet for many months (50)* Ths 
iodine content of the endemic goitre varies widely sad 
although tha a B M B t t t U B  la uuu&lly lowor than normal 
the total amount of iodine in the gland le eometiaee 
greater than normal (51)* One author hae commented 
that it seems likely that the thyroid enlargement oould not 
in these circumstance® have been due to a lack of iodine in 
the customary food ($2)* Furthermore not all persons 
living in area of simple goitre ondacdcity where ths 
iodine content of water end soil le low, develop goitre*
V
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A geoant study by ftalamos at al ($3) In Greece 
demonstrates this and shoes in addition that these was 
no difference in iodine metabolism between goitrous and 
ncm-goltrouo personst iodine deficiency patterns of 1^ X  
kinetics were observed in both groups# Similar findings 
have been reported by Roche (54)* All of theee facte 
argue against iodine deficiency being the sole cause of 
goitre even in areas of iodine lack# Malamos st al# 
concluded from their study that a "host” factor must be 
present in addition to iodine deficiency for goitre to 
appear# In addition, classical iodine deficiency goitre 
can regress spontaneously as is shown by the experience of 
Hiood (36) who found that during the years 1923 to 1926 
the inoldenoe of goitre in Swiss recruits dropped upon* 
taneously from $1#8 per cent to 13*5 per oent# This 
was attributed to a supposed improvement in the drinking 
water and general level of hygiene# After the introduction 
of iodised salt however the goitre rate fell to almost 
aero# Finally apart from outbreaks of endeolo goitre 
caused by goitrogens (described later) it is now being 
increasingly realised that in seem endemic goitre areas 
there le no lack of iodine in the environment (95)# In 
Eastern Kentucky, London and his associates have describsd 
an extremely interesting situations endemic simple 
goitre/
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goitre in an area which woo not iodine deficient where 
the uptake of stable iodine by the goitrous thyroid is high 
(36)9 and In Mexico, Vaught et al (57) hare studied 
goitrous children who were in positive iodine balance, 
but had low levels of inorganic iodine in the plasma* One 
possible explanation which suggested itself to these 
workers fbr their results was that the positive iodine 
balance and low levels of inorganic iodine in the plasma 
were the consequence of the goitre rather titan the evidence 
of dletaaqr iodine deficiency*
It night reasonably be concluded from the work 
reviewed so far that gross Iodine deficiency is often 
associated with the occurrence of endesdo goitre and that 
it may act with other as yet undetermined factors to produce 
goitrey that Iodine prophylaxis is of the utmost value 
In the prevention of goitre and that a few areas sadist 
where staple goitre ie endemic and iodine deficiency to not a 
causal agent*
Recently there has been growing evidence of low 
levels of inorganic iodine in the plasma of patients with 
sporadic goitre* Oils was first suggested bar the work 
of Weyne end hie colleagues who studied the dietary intake 
of iodine, the paces inorganic iodine levels (PIX) and 
the uptake of stable iodine by the thyroid gland In unit 
time (Alt!) in patients with simple goitre end in control 
subjects/
1 2
subjects (36 - 60)• They found that patients with 
simple goitre could be divided into two groupst those
with increased thyroidal avidity for iodine (demonstrated 
by high thyroidal radioiodine clearance rates) end those 
whose thyroid glands were not unduly avid for iodine 
(shown by * normal radioiodine clearance rate)* Those 
patients with high thyroidal radioiodine clearance rates bed 
lower PXX levels and lower dietary intakes of iodine 
(usually due to dietary idiosyncrasy against fish) than did 
controls* Patients with a normal radioiodine oleaxanoe 
rate had values for PXI and AIU which fell midway between 
these two groups* In addition renal excretion of stable 
iodine was significantly lower in all patients with simple 
goitre than in the controls* Other workers have also 
found a low PXI level in some patients with simple sporadic 
goitre (61 - 63) although do Ctaoot failed to confirm this 
finding in 4 patients with simple goitre whom he studied
(64)*
Wayne et al (60) Interpreted their findings to 
mean that a dietary deficiency of iodine arising from 
idiosyncrasies of dlet9 mainly in abstinence from fish, 
leads to a low PXI which either by itself or in 
conjunction with other factors eventually causes goitre* 
They postulated that because the FXX le low# the thyroid 
gland/
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gland had to dear more plasma of lie iodine concentration 
to keep the AIU norml. In eo doing thyroid enlargement 
resulted* Some caution is, however, required in interpreting 
results of studies of stable iodine metabolism because as 
Yought and his colleagues (57) have pointed out the low FIX 
could equally well be due to and need not necessarily be the 
cause of Increased thyroidal avidity for iodine* Furthermore 
not all workers believe that fish supplies most of our dietary 
Intake of iodine* Broadband et al (6$) calculated on the 
basis of measurement of the iodine content of milk that 
duriiv? the winter months milk would be a much more Important 
source of dietary iodine than fish* If increased thyroidal 
avidity for iodine were of importance in producing a low 
PXX one might expect a low *XX in patients with thyrotoxicosis. 
and this finding has been reported by some (59,62,63) but not 
by all (66) workers* (The presence of organio compounds of 
iodine in the urine in patients with thyrotoxicosis ( 67 ) 
makes accurate assessment of the FIX technically difficult and 
it is likely that the FIX levels in thyrotoxicosis are even 
lower than those whiohhave been reported)*
Xt is a reasonable oonolusion that the oaee for dietary 
iodine deficiency being a causal factor in the development 
of/
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of simple sporadic goitre ie not so well proven ae it le 
for simple endemic goitre*
From a theoretical standpoint lodlns deficiency could 
arise not only from dietary lack of iodine but also from 
excess lose of Iodine in the urine, stools or sweat*
Caseano et al have studied the renal clearance of iodine In
-
pregnancy and at puberty (68 • 70) and have shown it lobe 
elevated at these tines* These workers suggested, on the 
basis of family studies, that there ney be a familial 
predisposition to develop an increase in renal clearance at 
these tinea end this, they considered night account for some 
oases of simple goitre* Aboul-Khalr et al (71) have confirmed 
the finding of Caseano et el that the renal clearance of 
iodine le high in pregnancy and have shown a correlation between 
PZZ values and urinary lose of iodine* They believe that 
their findings may ocoount for the developaent of simple 
goitre during pregnancy* bosses of iodine in sweat are 
small (72) and are unlikely to be implicated in the causation of 
simple goitre* It hae been suggested (73) that lose of iodine 
in the fasoes could contribute to and help train tain ea iodine 
deficiency state in eons patients with simple goitre*
Mteggsa,
Indisputable proof of the existence of dietary goitrogene 
was first afforded by the work of Chesney et al who made V.m 
chance/
chanco discovery that rabbi to fed on cabbage doveloped goitre 
(74)t This finding was quickly confined by Marine et el 
(73) and by UoCarrieon (76) and it was later shown that 
cyanides which occur in the Genus Brassies (77)* Swedes 
(78) and soya and groundnut seeds (79) were goitrogenic* .
The goitrogenic substance in Swedes has been shown to be 
L - 5. - Viryl - J * thio ox&solidone (Goitrin) (80 *81) 
which exists in uncooked vegetables as a precursor 
(progoitrln) (62)* Gookin; leeseas the goltrogenlo activity 
in many foodstuffs possibly by destroying ensymes which 
convert progoitrln to goitrin (83)* Goitrin has an 
action on thyroid hormone synthesis similar to that of the 
thiourea derivatives (80)* Instances of goitre due to 
dietary consumption of floods containing goitrin are however 
rare* The case has been deserlbed of a woman (64) in&estii*? 
large amounts of Rutabaga (which oontains L • 5 - vinyl - 2 • 
thio oxaaolldone) who developed a goitre* During the German 
occupation of Belglusif an outbreak of simple goitre there 
was ascribed possibly to the increased consumption of cabbage 
and vegetables of the Braesioa family by the populaoe (89)* 
Greenwald (86) however disputes that this was the case* Goitre 
due to the ingestion of milk containing a goltrogen has been 
demonstrated/
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demonstrated in feraanla (07 - 90} where cows fed on 
marxowstem kale produced milk in which a cnibstanoe with 
goitrogenic action was found* Children who consumed this 
milk developed goitres which could not be prevented by the 
administration of 10 ag Potassium Iodide weekly* Later it 
was shown that thioqyanate was present in high concentration 
in this milk (91 }• Ooitrogenio activity of milk in cattle 
and in man has been reported from Finland (92,93) the 
goitrogen being identified as L - 5 • vinyl • 2 • thio oxanolldone 
and this seems to be a main oauee of simple endemic goitre in 
an area there* Qoltregens in sdlk have been reported in 
Derbyshire (94} but it ie difficult to assess the significance 
of thio finding ** activity was not present in most samples 
examined* ftoehe and Lissltsky (10) after reviewing the 
evidence that goitrogena art of importance in the production 
of simple endemic goitre concluded that in the immense 
majority of oaeea known goltrogens are net primarily implicated 
in endemic goitre production* Zt le likely that the same con 
be said of simple sporadio goitre* It alee seems probable 
that certain drugs and chemicals including iodine Itself which 
cause oitre by interfering with t'yroid horaone synthesis 
(99 * 102) are unlikely to be of much Importance in the 
aetiology of oporodio simple goitre*
The element o&lalun has long been thought to be 
ftoltrogenio in man (103) but experimental proof of thio has 
been/
aadUtiy Smn m  the $&i
(104 ■** 6) and it &e mm&titdMg tlmt until (id?)
m  i is t o p le  t e l  Mida in-wo* -flta>
of e a la l®  in  tbd StmoMM cl* eiqpS* 0Oi‘teoiltbf0W te$ 
w t  y&t 'immt $lm%$ ontebliclBd# M  m $  tmlmpB act m-m
^M m $m t iti th0 of $&M dftftctotup (104)*
m w e .
Although heredity nay be a factor in the production 
of simple goitre the evidence is not clear out* Webb (108) 
in a study of subjects living in the goitre area of 
Derbyshire stated that thyroid gland enlargement was common 
when there had been intermarriage of relatives* Brain 
(109) studied the problem and came to the conclusion, on 
not very good evidence, that a hereditarily acquired 
predisposition to develop simple goitre might exist and be 
eahanoed by environments! iodine deficiency* The acquired 
defect might be difficultyin the utilisation of iodine* 
Davenport (110) concluded that two genetic factors were 
Involved in ths inheritance of simple goitre, fbne sex-linked 
and dominant) the other dominant but autosomal and not 
sex-linked”. He felt that a combination of ths genes In 
the two chromosomes was necessary for the development of 
goitre* Bartels (111) felt that the genetic mechanism of 
inherited susceptibility was of "simple monomeric races si vity 
with pronounced sex-limitation to women*1»
In 1917 McCarriaoa (112) was able to describe a high 
incidence of staple endemic goitre in a closely inbreeding 
tribe in the Himalayas and he believed that Intermarriage 
accentuated the susceptibility' to goitre formtion.
There/
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There le little doubt that the enayme defecte which 
cause goitres of the dyehormanogeaetle type, often but not 
always associated with cretinism or hypothyroidism, are 
genetically transmitted (113 - 117)• The question is,
how often are genetically determined unrecognised defects 
in thyroid hormone synthesis responsible for the development 
of staple goitre or how often do minor degrees of 
dyshoraonogenesiB occur in patients with staple goitre? 
Abnormal ratios of monoiodotyrosines to di-iodotyrosines 
and of iodotyrouinee to iodothyronines have been observed 
in patients with simple goitre (118 - 1 19 ) and oany workers 
have noted the occurrence of abnormal iodinated proteins 
in the plasma and thyroids of patients who have simple 
goitre (89,120 - 121)* These findings however are not 
consistently observed and it oust at the moment be concluded 
that the aignlfloanoe of the well documented inherited 
defects in thyroid hormone biosynthesis in relation to the 
problem of simple goitre remains uncertain*
20
n m c n c m
Both McCarriaon (112) and Greonwald (52) have 
boon strong supporters of the theory that simple goitre 
may be infectious in nature. There is little evidence 
that this is so but as Bpenoe (122) has remarked, the opinions 
of a man like MoCarrison who had spent a good deal of his 
life on goitre research should be treated with respect 
end it may be that the infectious theory of the aetiology 
of simple goitre deserves farther study.
SUMMART
This ssotloa revises some of our knowledge about the 
aetiology of simple goitre end oomee to the following 
conclusions* .
1. Iodine deficiency, either alone, or perhaps more 
commonly in association with other factors can 
produce goitre in man*
2. There are other factors which may provoke goitre*j .
3* Although some of these factors euoh as dietary 
ingestion of goltrogene are known, others remain 
to be discovered.
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FART 1 
SECTION 2
TUB TAUUIIOH OT 188 
IODIfK CSBATIHXNB RATIO TBCSRNIQDB 
(V m a i A  MOHOANIC IODINE
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ffeim fctorf&mie Jteai&o {Ml) in tte lotoo&o in n m
at p l » t  taroXw iisamiro^^ of HI %  ia&lreot iaesmo (1,8)* 
tllO I'aosl \WW& of ttaW E^ttalO tels^ too torn Of 
ilMliosi toolmitpo (tp| * &)* Isotope ditot&tia matted® 
teweiw m &  t,to wtmti&i$$ &s& mtwim the MmtototmfcSea 
of r&dtocttoe ts&terio&a# Ifer tteso reasons 1 thought ttet 
ttey t oo aofc ©Mtofcto ite H I  maaeiimts&fc to the fcK&tty*
*** yetia^  totaft 1 was totfm&tog to s
eS to es^ tore* 10io tts$M2s&9B of a matted of 
PII ^ oamuTOont tosoMted t$ Vtedhft at a& (10) wMoh tovoltfos 
aomp&Meiaa of tte Ao&te and. areatiiatoo ®Moo 4a Mood aad 
arise (S/te ratio aetteft) and whtah naauigaa from the 
0uh^ oot no w  torn a aagtml sample of u®ine and b 
It eroecl Mlto3y tlmt thto $&$& lo a 
u$bio teOtetotte with wMoh to i&o&Bura FIX tovoto to tte 
at @1 oswoatod that it roasiiiod to ho stem ttat tte 
ftp ratio lotted of H i  ii®&TOswnt satro roli^Kto voia&to to 
p(Mtorte ea & normal diet nifto# to&M&oob of mm$& activity 
s »  ciJUl ttey topsto t e  rosottfto of the method v£th the result
Accordingly X uniertook a comparison of tho PXI value# 
obtained by an leotope dilation technique with theee obtained 
lining the l/°* ratio nothod in hospital outpatients* X 
studied euthyroid patients, patieate who had simple goitre with 
a 24 hour thyroidal uptake > 40 par oent and patlante with 
thyro toxlooele •
Vou^it et aX (5) utiXieed a method baood on tho knowXodgo 
that iodine le filtered at tho glomerulus and that approximately 
73* of tho Iodine in the filtrate la reabsorbed tgr the renal 
tubule* Accordingly» urinary inorganic Iodine accounts far 
approximately 2%'> of the total load filtered*
Tftuss
Glomerular filtration rat# (GSR) (1) x PXX (ug/l)
• Urine iodine (ug/l) x 4 (1 )
x UTlne volume (1/day)
They measured GSR aa the renal clearance of creatinine*
Thus 1
PXX (ug/l) x Urine creatinine (ug/l) x Urine volume 
Serum creatinine
- Urine iodine (ug/L) x 4 x Urine volume (l/day) (2)
or/
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mp m  C»#wo » '
(ug/toQ nil) $ 4 ■
M emm amaMxtitm («s/ iqq «&)
t$?$» 'te$/lW **&’)............
H &  m  p> mm^mimm
®£ $M &pm$$&® uti&iftiiMB of M i o M l u ®  $n %t§mi $ml
- ■
(*\W
$3a &s&  (cpa/fOO bsX)
!is®|* £WtttO Ctl®/1C3D Ml)
Vfetaaggr fiil)
i#0#l m  ($gfm mi)
iotkim fefS^W n&)
53$ '[;inrni):j 1 ^naniiit’.Tt~irj)^ r..:m,nn~7 i.n"i.;‘jili.inMn'.Tin;.. .iViu m 7 »'.,|i..7:in 71.;l j..lUji»i ".
x $ M m &  {qpi/too $1 ) (§)
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FIM lM ft 1 Haoma rad io iod id e X©vele fo llo w in g  itttsaitenoug in je c t io n  
o f  M*. K fj euthyroid patient^ H £5 hypo:rl%roicl pationt#
Ciix’voes havo torn  f i t t e d  by eye to the data from the 6 p&t&ontfl in. order 
to n m U i  ocmlto&on m  to  whioh point desivoa from vMoh patient# fhe 
srvomgo ixla&im m d io a o ti^ ity  from 3i3 to ISO m&a* u m  e&ioui&ied tm m  
theee data fox* o m h  patient#
\
3 5
This method is discussed fully V  Stanley (l) and 
an excellent account has been given more recently by Alexander,
A'Hitraj, Crooks, Buchanan, *aodcmald, Richmond end Wayne (11)*
:im atim to
Initial experiments in 6 patients showed that, after 
the intravenous injection of radioiodine, the plasma level 
of radioactivity falls slowly with tine from 35 to 120 sin 
froza the ties of injection (fig#  1), and a midpoint blood 
sample taken 77 nln after radioiodine injection gives ths 
average plasma radioactivity# To show that this was so, it 
was necessary to compare ths midpoint blood cample at 77 
tain with the average plasma radioactivity between 35 end 120 
win. To obtain this average plasma radioactivity it wee 
necessary to find an equation which would represent the fall 
of plaesa radioactivity with timet integration of this 
equation gave the average plasma radioactivity over the time 
of study# Am facilities were available, a computer was 
used to find the equations best fitting the data on disappearance 
of plasms radioactivity in the 6 patients studied* Equations 
which fitted the data reasonably were found with cubic and 
parabolic functions. The curves representing these functions 
are shown fitted to the data from 1 patient in fig# 2, end it 
le evident that there is a reasonable fit# Integration was 
carried/
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carried out using both functions. The average of the 
2 intonations between 35 and 120 mln was taken ae 
representing the average plasma radioactivity.
It is appreciated that a polynomial function does
not theoretically fit the disappearance curve of pissms
raclioiodine as this is multiexponential (12,13). In
practice, however, iinltlexponential curves are difficult
to fit to data and aooordingly polynomial functions were
chosen for curve fitting os they do give an accurate
131representation of the curve of plows I disappearance 
ftom sero to 120 «in. Ifer integrating the polynomial 
functions chosen, a valid result for average plasms 
radioiodine levels over the period of study is obtained.
The actual plasma radioactivity at 77 ndn was found 
by substituting 77 for X in both functions, and again an 
average of the 2 values obtained was taken. Table 1 (p. 239) 
shoes the values obtained by integration (the average 
plasma radioactivity from 35 to 120 mln) compared with 
the values obtained by substitution (the plasms radioactivity 
at 77 mln). There is a good agreement between the values 
obtained by each method. (Correlation coefficient • 0,99 
difference between means of observations not significant 
t - 0.31 0.a>P<0.7).
It is valid to relate plasms specific activity to 
urine specific activity according to equation (5) over the 
period/
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period 35 • 120 sin following intravenous Injection of 
radlolodlne*
Iteteriala
Fifty tlx hospital out-patientswho had reoelved no
epeolal instructions about their diet eere studied in the
non-fasting state* Thirty one patients sere euthyroid
127on clinical grounds and on the results of ?B 'I estimations 
and routine 1^ I  studies* Sixteen patients had a staple 
goitre and a 24 hour thyroidal 13 11 uptake) 40 per oent* 
These patients sere therefore similar to the group 
described by Vayne *t *1* in Glasgow (11,14) vho had a 
40 hour uptake > 40 per oent* Kins patients had 
untreated thyrotoxicosis*
m m
Thirty five nln after the intravenous administration 
of approximately’ 25 ue of radlolodlne, the bladder eae 
completely emptied and the urine was discarded (33 patients 
reoelved 1^ X  and 23 received Each patient then
drsnk a large glass of eater to ensure that It could be 
possible to void urine at 120 sin* The 1 20-mi n apeolasn 
eae oolleoted in specially prepared 12 I^-flcee glassware 
for aatiaation of radioactlTity* 12^ X and oroatinlns.
A 5 * 1 blood atrnplo «*s takon into * hopariniaad bottle,
77/
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FIGUHB 3
technique
technique
0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 1 0 1-2
Pll /Ug % (ISOTOPE DILUTION TECHNIQUE
:,hown are the PII values &lv«n V  an Isotope dilution 
plotted against the Pll values given by the I/Cr ratio 
m  the same sub j cot at the same time*
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77 ain after tho radiolodlne injection for estimation 
of radloaetlvlty creatinine.
One il samples of urine pis see yore essayed
for radioactivity in a well-type scintillation counter
(Nuclear Enterprise* (0.B.) 7itd.)f using a thallium-
activated sodium iodide crystal*
Plasma and urine creatinine were measured lay
ths alkaline pisrlo aoid method (15)# Urine was
estimated by the asthed of Farrell and Rtohmond (l6)j 
127analyses of I sere performed in duplicate on each 
sample*
The P U  value wae calculated from equations 
(3) and (5).
Results
Ths results are ahown in Table 2(p. 241) and 
Individual valuea obtained by each method for individual 
subjects are shown in Appendix A (p. 245)* Fig. 3 shows that 
when PXX determinations by both methods were compared in 
the ease and urine samples there was a very close
agreement obtained between each method. Because one 
factor le common to both methods (urinary 12^X estimation) 
it wae necessary to correlate with each other only ths 
indepsndsnt variables used in the osculation of PXX by 
each/
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plasma opiatiniiw 
each method (namely the ratio «— ■■■■— — — ■ ■ with
plaana ralioiodlne
the ratio  ..   ■ •) I f  one studies the
urine
reciprocal of these ratios multiplied by urine volume
in a given unit of time a measure of the renal olearaaoes
of iodide and creatinine results*
(this follows from the relationshipi
urine concentration 
ronal o U n u n  . ------------------ x ToXuBB in M  ^
plasma concentration 
I found a highly significant oorrelation coefficient
(r • 0*90) for this plot (not shorn) and the slope
of the regression line when drawn through the origin eae 3«61«
This meant that the gad^°^od^l># **tio eae on average
urine radloiodlns
3*61 times greater than the ratio P1**"1* Qrsatlnine  ^ Therefore
urine nrestrlnine
in oaloulating PXX from equation (3) I used the factor 3«6
rather than the factor 4 as described by Vou^it and his
oolleagues (10). Using this factor the correlation coefficient
for the two methods was 0*93 and the repression equation
calculated from the formula (7)
y • a + b (x » x)
where a • y
a n d  b  *  - ? ) ( * - * )
I ( *  -  x ) 2  
was x • 0.017 ♦ 0.95 * 3)
Bieorwticall//
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Theoretically the repression line should out mero 
whereas it outs the y ordimte at 0*017* This is not 
however significantly different from aero*
When the patients were studied in groups, as 
euthyroid, hyperthyrpid or staple goitre a good correlation 
obtained within the group (Mile 2p*24l) and there was no 
statistically significant difference seen between the 
results, given by each method in any group.
The PIX values obtained V  either method have the 
seas precision and are in the same range ae those reported 
by other workers sons of whose findings are shown in ftble 3(p* 243) • 
In addition, Berson and Yalow (18) asasuring hormonal 
iodine utilisation rates end thyroid iodine clearance rates, 
Indirectly estimated the PXI in four euthyroid subjects to 
he 0*43 ug per oent (range 0*22 • 0*87) while Riggs (19) 
has calculated a value of 0*30 ug per cent* The dlfferenoes
in results free various centres ere probably aooounted for 
as such by variation in dietary intakes of iodine in 
different geographical areas as by small differences in 
technique*
In an early study reported from Glasgow, where the 
present/
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present study was made. Wayne's group reported a seen
PII value of 0*10 ug per oent (20)* Later (11) these 
workers reported the neon PIX value la 33 control subjects 
to be 0*19 ug per oent which is much lower than the values 
X obtained. X used on intravenous isotope dilution method 
whereas Wayne's group used an oral Isotops dilution 
teohnlqus* X do not feel however that this slight 
methodological variation accounts for ths observed differences 
which way rather be due to 2 factors* Firstly. X have 
Ineluded 2 patients who had obviously ingested cocoes* 
dietary iodine reoently as their PXX values were> 1*00 ug 
per cent* Secondly, and perhaps oora importantly, ay 
subjects were in the non-fasting state whereas the group 
studied by Wayne et al (11) were fastis* These authors 
comae nt that ths PXI level is likely to bo higher in 
the non-fasting state (11)* X feel that if one believes 
that simple goitre is due to or in aiy way associated with 
dietary deficiency of iodine one flhould study individuals 
in ths non-fasting stats os very high PXX levels due to 
recent iodine ingestion should bo Ibunl significantly loss 
often in ths group with staple goitre*
f£h0 1/ct ratio technique of FIX measurement is a 
reliable one because a high degree of correlation exists 
between/
42
4 ia octa&tioft \3) woe tlm  w  to ttoe# 3ta&
m n iim m ff lL m  o f  ib© a m m H m m  o f  tfo&a i m f m  m n  to  
gained ii o m  to oalmtteto it&teta
of io&M© usteg it *m& i!m c©fi$&«©s ttia mmXt  with
■.«>
o^t&ftoa <&$as©xi6e m  & wn$% » m i ®  of § M  tte*
3*6 $  t t r t a ^  iodiclo
I# filtotoi Hit fXctao^ ltt^ t (6)&s
Iia &
a*
* 100 g$& mnfo of io$$M fit^ omd at #©t^ $oXu©
colleagues (22) later published findings very similar to
ay own* They found that the factor 3*64 fitted equation
* .
(3) and calculated tubular real)sorption of iodide on this 
basis to be 72*6 per oent*
The l/vr ratio technique of PII measurement has 
some obvious limitations* As it depends on the Integrity 
of the kidneys in respect of its iodide filtering and 
iodide reabsorbing capacities, it seems unlikely that the 
method would be applicable to P H  measurement in renal 
failure* Perry and Hughes (3) observed an increase in 
tubular reabsorption of iodide in severe renal disease and 
Alexander et al (25) noted that during the total fasting 
of obese patients, a marked decrease in the renal olearanoe 
of iodide occurred* This decrease was not paralleled 
by a decrease in the creatinine olearanoe* Aa I was 
Intending to use the method for PII measurement in healthy 
subjects derived from the general population, it did not 
seem probable that these limitations would invalidate By 
use of the procedure*
This preliminary study confirmed the findings of 
Wayne et al (14) that the PII was low in patients who 
attend' lospit&l with simple goitre and who have a 1^1I 
uptake>40 par cent (fttble 2 p*24i)* I did not find quite 
the strikii^ separation reported by these authors betwesn 
PII/
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EUTHYROID
GOITROUS
0-1 0-15 0-2 0*3 0-4 0-5 0*6 0-7 0-8 0-9 1 0 1*1 1-2
PI.I. RANGE JJG. % (ISOTOPE DILUTION TECHNIQUE)
PI CURE 4 PII values in 31 euthyzoi^L subjects and 16 patients with
simple goitre whose 24 hour thyroidal I uptake was 40 per oent*
Pour goitrous patients have PII values > 0*15 ug per cent* PII levels 
in 6 euthyroid non-goitrous subjects were < 0*15 ug per cent*
(All values by Isotope dilution technique)
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M X  fmteu in imtlanta vdtb goiter comped vMh
wxaseA o©site$,8* As mm to 0&m in Mg# 4a 4 of fto 
Xmtiwte tifitb ©ira^ Xo tod M X  ¥aXt»^0t19 ng pas? e©at mvl
6 out ©f 31 ©utfeya?oid p&t&mtts had MX v&Xu©s<0*‘I5 \tg 
goa? e©nt#
fto m%% BmixMm of 1Ms jjeasfc of ths ttos&s viiX! 
to o & ito  tto  uoo to  vM<ih X Mm %/%s mtio m&ih(Kl in  
to to O3£pios?0 imtlum  tto 3.»©X&ti©&sMp toltoen MS
letraXa and atmple galtsio in  (gtosgtttr and tto  Woet o f  S©©tto$#
This section deals with a validation of the iodine* 
creatinine urine-plasma (l/Cr ratio) technique of pine—t . I * * ’ • *4 *4 &
inorganic iodine (PH) estimation (10). Thio method was 
ueed to a— sure PII values in the study described in the 
next section of the thesis. The results given by the4 ’ . ( A •
I/Cr ratio technique wore compared with those given by an 
isotope dilution method. An initial experl— nt describee
'•I v;
on attempt to validate the assumption that after intra­
venous administration of radioiodiaa, in tlie isotope dilution 
method, a blood seapie taken at tl* middle of a certain 
period gives an accurate estimation of the average pla— a 
radioactivity over that period. This assumption was verified 
by * computer analysis of experimental data obtained in 6 
subjects where curves were fitted to the observed fall of 
plasma radioactivity with time after intravenous injection
e
of radioiodine* Average plaam radioactivity values were 
obtained for the period 35 to 120 minutes following isotope 
administration by Integration of those curves. These values 
were compared to those given by substitution of the midpoint 
value for time (77 mln.) in the equations end a good correlation 
waa found between them.
The/ . . .
Th& results given by both techniques of PII measurement 
were found to give an acceptable correlation In 31 euthyroid 
subjects| 16 patients with staple goitre and 9 patients with 
untreated thyrotoxicosis but X found that the correlation 
could be made even better by changing the constant 4 In the 
equation used to o&loulate PXI by the i/Cr ratio technique to 
the value 3*6*
An overall comparison of the results then obtained by 
the 2 methods gave a correlation coefficient of 0*93 and the 
regression of PXX values by the ieotope dilution technique 
on values by the i/Cr ratio technique was represented by the 
equation y - 0*017 ♦ 0*93 x*
the study therefore validates the I/Cr ratio technique 
as a means of PXX measurement* The better correlation found 
when the constant 3*6 was used in calculation of PXX by the 
i/Cr ratio method suggests* on theoretical grounds* that 71 
per oent of the iodide filtered at the renal glomerulus la re­
absorbed by the kidney tubules and this calculated value agrees 
well with the experimental observations of others (3,2 1).
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PART 1 
SECHDI 3
IKE AO IE OP HE8KDITAHY 
AJID BmnROraKHTAL FACTORS 
(XODXHB BSPICIEUCT) XV THE AETXOLOCX 
OF SMALL SUPIE GOITRES IX THE OLASQOW ARSAl 
APPLICATION OP OHS WIN 3TUDT METHOD
Simple goitre is thyroid enlargement which is not 
associated with thyrotoxicosis, or ths consequence of 
thyroiditis aMphuny dyshoxsionogenesis or goitrogen 
administration (l)« Within ths Uni tod Kingdom ths 
prevalence of simple goitre varies geographically sad it 
is noivo common in feaalee (2*3)* Although lack of lodins 
appears to ho important in tho causation of both endemic 
(6) and sporadic (7) staple goitre, most workers concede 
that there are other, as yet unidentified, aetlologioal 
footers whioh together with iodine deficiency either 
initiate or maintain ths thyroid enlargement 0,3,7,8)#
In this respect an inherited sensitivity to a relative 
Insufficiency of dietary iodine loading to thyroid hyper* 
trophy has been postulated to aooount for simple goitres 
(9»K>)#
It has, however, been difficult to differentiate the 
relative importance of inheritance free that of iodine 
deficiency alone as a cause of goitre la individuals in 
ooBBunities within the United Kingdom j the population 
is composed of individuals and families who are both 
genetically heterogeneous and variable in their dietary habits*
In the present investigation some of the difficulties 
in diffsrentlatii^ genetic from environmental factors in ths 
aetiology of simple goitre were circumvented by the application 
of the twin study method*
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w e u w L m m  m a  m a p
The twin study method was first proposed ae a 
technique for differentiating the influence of heredity 
fromi that of envlranaant V  the famous genetiolet 
F. Galton (11) In one of hie most important contributions 
to the oolonoe of hsaan genetios (12)# Ole paper 
"The history of telns ae a criterion of the relative 
powers of nature and nurture” published la 1873 ushered 
in an epoch which eae to be oh&r&oeterlsed by invest!- 
gatlene into the relative relee of heredity and environment 
in the formation of Character and physical attributes (12). 
Gal ton pointed out that sines identieal twins have exactly 
the mam hereditary structure, differences observed between 
thee suet be oaused by environment# Non-identical twins 
who are genetically similar but not identieal can be used 
fbr purposes of comparison quite conveniently. As Penrose 
(12) has remarked the argument le often put the wrong wey 
round, that le to say It la supposed that, If a pair of 
Identieal twine are alike in azy given txeit, this trait 
■net be hereditary* This nay be so but such an occurrence 
would be only a small item in the proof*
These exist obvious geographies! and racial differences 
in the inoidenoe of twin oonflneasnte* Among the people 
•*/
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of east Asia, multi pi a births are rare; for instance, 
in Japan ths incidence is 3*6 per thousand (1 i2?6)* In 
Europe, there tsnds to appear a progressive decrease in 
the frequency of tains free north to south* The incidence 
of human twinning* in the northern countries of the Continent 
is one of the highest in the world, ranging from 14 to 16 
par thousand (1«70 to 1 *63) (13)»
The majority of research workers have considered the 
ultimate cause of di«y,otio twinning (dissimilar twinning, 
polyovulation, or ths release of extra egge) to be gens tie 
in nature (I4»15tl6,17t16,19)t the increase in lneidenoe 
becomes more manifest with a rise in maternal age and/or 
parity (birth ranks)* The rate of diaygotlc twinning 
rises from aero at puberty to the attainment of a maximum 
at about 35 to 39 years of ago, and them reverts abruptly 
to aoro at the menopause* The rate of monozygotic twinning 
(identioal twinning, polyembryonic or division of ths embryo) 
risee but slowly, or la not dependent upon age (16,17,20)*
It has also been suggested that the lneidenoe of twins, 
with respect to both human beings and animals, varies 
according to climate, attaining a peak in sold, and falling 
to the lowest rats in warm localities (20)* Other 
investigators have laid stress upon sooial factors (21,22,23)* 
In towns, ths frequency of multiple births is lover than that 
in the surrounding rural areas also when one compares the 
Inddenos/
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Inoldenee moons mothers in thi various ego groups (20).
In pregnancies with multiple gygotes, there «dit» increased 
rlrit of spontaneous abortion and pr«saturltyf together with 
high intrauterine mortality mad a high still-birth vote 
(I5»l6f22). tho social standing of oothovo also has its 
significance in tho prematurity of twino9 oocurring novo 
ofton in tho lowor oooiol oloooio (15,22)*
Ao Ponrooo (12) hoo commented caution oust ho exercised 
before toovoodily droving inferences from tho fhoto of 
similarity and dissimilarity hotwoen twin poivo9 about 
tho volotiwo influences of environment and heredity* fvatomal 
twins nay on xoro inotaaooo develop an extraordinary similarity 
at an early ago of development if there io an exchange of 
embryonic oollo duo to thoir blood circulation coming into 
oontaot through tho placenta, this lo tho "plaeental 
transfusion" gyndrams* In Genesis (24} wo rood of tho birth 
of Soau and Jacob where "the first oamo out rod11! ooao 
authors (25) believe that thio nay have boon tho first 
description of tho plaoantal transfusion syndrome* Ao it 
io however a sore occurrence (25) one mgr to circumvent 
difficulties it might cause in interpretation of results, io to 
etisly largo numbers of twins as has boon done in tho present 
study* Identical twins may share a closer oommoncer 
environment than do non-identical twins end this foot may 
cause/
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mixm the estimate of the role of hcreditery fact ora 
to bo too high. The twin study method therefore is 
possibly wta useful for diwwwatratinft that environmental 
mther then hereditary factors are of importance in tho 
development of a given trait or attribute.
Notwithstanding these considerations the twin 
study msthod has boon exploited extensively In reeert 
years in the assessment of the role of nature and nurture 
in a wide variety of physical attributes end disease state# 
(76 - 40) and tho technique is of established naed in tho 
Investigation of problems in clinical gone tics. It has 
not however boon used before in a study of goitre. In tho 
presont study healthy twins from tho test of Scotland wero 
oxscdns'i for the presence or absence of staple goitre. A 
comparison was made of the concordance rates for goitre 
(both of a twin pair having simple goitre) in tho monosygotio 
(genetically identical) and in the disygotic (genetically 
non-identical) twin pairs. If the twins are young and have 
net yet separated from one another, as was mainly the case 
In this study, thsy say he assumed to share a common 
environment. Any differences in concordance rates observed 
between mono- and disygotlo pairs may then be ascribed to the 
closer genetic constitution of the monoeygotic twins compared 
with the disygotie twins. The technique thus gave an index 
of/
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of tlm itn&a&tosioo of gomt&o f&otoro in the aetiology of
0ltapidi
Haem &nos?$*nio iocif&o (H I) onnoontraMomi mto 
g&eo skkmsuxoA in most of Mio tctoo and tho bra&uoa tm&o 
<K)^ ?0lt-itad v/ith tho prosonoo or absoaoo of cteple 
golttfo* It was therefore ai&o pooBiblo to &og&s& tho 
importa&ois of ia&i«o &ofiaiefto$> eo rovoalod by a to/ 
1?II? in tho formation of Urn ®m%l oitaplo goitroa whloh 
vmm $<*mi in  thoso yatmg tons*
a n  M m t
0m  beadred and floventy four tain pair# feon the 
feat of Sootland who voluntearsd Ir* respoitea to ry 
ascertainment campaign fa* twin* vara studied# X had 
notices postal in najor hospitals in the city of Glasgow 
and an article of general interest on the ‘waits* of tains 
in nedloal research written in a Glasgow eronirg newspaper 
filth a circulation of 500,000 people* In edditlon with 
the co-operation of the d irector of ^ueatiefi and 'edioal 
Officer of Health for Glasgow .*ohoole# I wrote personally 
to aost of tho headmasters of secondary schools in and 
around Glasgow for the names of twin schoolchildren* X 
then wrote to ths parents of these children asking for 
thslr co-operation in the ctudy. So person under 12 
years of eg* was included in ths sitody* stalls of 
the twin pairs are shown in Thble 1 (p* 2 50) which alee 
shews how mxty of ths twins had keen Using apart ftcm 
each other for nor* than 1 year*
J S e S i a u t f c S t t ;  s“*  of « »  174 fcrtn ralr* 
waa cTOarined, by cyself* The criteria of Beenn et el 
(4 1) were employed in the dotoxnlnation of sygoaity* The 
twin pairs were oeen together* Ths unlike otx pairs sere 
obviously not identical.* The like eex pairs were 
examined in respect ef general end facial likeness, colour 
and texture of the skin colour end texture of the hair, 
colour and structure of the lcie» akin colour, end general 
morphology/
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morphology of teeth, hands, fingers find typos of nails*
Ths following blood group antigens were detersdned (by 
Dr* R* MaoAndrew, Blood Transfusion Department, Glasgow 
Royal Infirmary) A^, Ag, B,0| M,R,S,sf C,D,B,e,S|
Kellf Duffy and P# Thsse antigens were then compared 
in each like sex twin pair* In addition I personally 
took finger and pale print Impressions from each like sex 
pair and these were examined for confirmation of aygosity 
in respect of fli^erprint patterns and ridge counts 
using the criteria of Holt (4*)* (This examination was 
carried out by Chief Superintendent Heal It on of the 
Identification Bureau, City of Glasgow Police Headquarters)*
Zt is likely that the probability of asking a correct diagnosis 
of monosygosity in any pair of monoeygotio twine on the basis 
of thsse data is well ower 90 par cent (43) and it is 100 
per cent for diaygotio twins because dirgrgosity was diagnosed 
in like sex pairs only when there was unequivocal evidanca 
(such as a different iris colour, blood group or fingerprint 
pattern)* Fifteen twin pairs thought to be mnoeygotio 
subsequently underwent reciprocal split akin grafting Aram 
each other on two consecutive oooaedcm** Only one pair 
showed a graft rejection reaction* 3he diagnosis of mono- 
ay go city was thus correct in 93 per cent of this snail series 
if one accepts tolerance ef a akin graft from the other twin 
on two consecutive occasions as the ultimate criterion of 
naecygoeity*
S &  S O S & L s t M S n /
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The difficulties in defining gnXtro sime hove been 
fhlly discussed by SCilpatriak et al (4)« X personally 
examined each of the twins fbr goitre end I considered 
it to be present only when thyroid tissue was both visible 
sal palpable. Kaoh subject was examined in the sitting 
position In a diffuse light whleh gave even illumination.
X eat facing the subject whose nook was exposed. The 
subject was then asked to swallow, a glass of water being 
given if spontaneous swallowing was difficult and X looked 
for a swelling in the thyroid region. This procedure 
was repeated as X looked obliquely from the right sad then 
from the left. If a swelling in the neck appeared to 
neve upwards on swallowing it was rendered as "thyroid 
visible".
To palpate the gland, I stood behind each subject 
with my thunbs ever the nape of the slightly flexed nook.
%■ and middle fingers were held medially to the
anterior border of the etewaosasteld muscle. The subject 
wee then asked to swallow three times and any swelling felt 
to move on swallowing was rendered es "thyroid palpable". This 
criterion of goitre corresponds to the Class 2 enlargement of 
Kllpatrlok et al (4) and ie the m m  criterion which was 
used in the goitre survey of Crooks et al (44)« Host of 
the goitres encountered were snail. An example of tho average 
goitre/
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FIGURE 1 This is a reprooantatire ©xaaplo of tha average goitre 
also which I found in tho twin surrey# Thio twin has boon jhotographsd 
in tha act of oval lowing with a diffuse light directed on to tha neck 
fro* her laft. Tha shadow of tho thyroid ia plainly riaible in tha 
aidliae while aha ia swallowing. This gland was quite easily palpable 
and was in reality more *adily riaible than tho photograph suggeats#
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goitre oiae encountered lo shown in fig* 1 * hen X 
was in ^cubt about the presence or absence of risible 
and palpable thyroid enlargement the examination was 
independently repeated by a colleague who had at that time 
the earns experience as myoelf (3 years1) in thyroid gland 
disorder** Whenever we disagreed* goitre was oonsldered 
absent* It has been shown (44) that observer error 
between reasonably experienced clinlolans was minimal 
when this nethod was splayed in a field survey of goitre*
.p^gftifgsawtoJiabg, • »  «w*»*a
out using the Indirect non-iso topic iodine creatinine 
ratio technique which X have described fully and validated 
experimentally in the previous section of thin part of the 
thesis* PTX was not measured in the first 34 twin pairs seen 
but thereafter was estimated in every twin pair who volunteered 
for study until the Investigation was finished* Thus PXX 
values were assessed in 120 pairs*
£gy.s&9« •
Is one of the aims of the study was to Investigate 
the role of dietary iodine deficiency in the causation of 
staple goitre the twine were not advised concerning diet 
no that they could be studied under oondltionn of normal 
diet in their usual day to day olreumetnno^o and In the non* 
fhstliyr state*
The Inrqe majority were examined between 9*30 a*»* 
anl 3*00 p*m* Xt hae been shown both in inland and in 
wcotland/
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Scotland that there a m  largo seasons! fluctuations in 
tho iodine content of milk, high levels of iodine holng 
found in winter and early spring and loo levels in ouanor 
(45)* Tho twins wore studied ffcon November to April 
inclusive and it is therefore unlikely that variation in 
tho iodine oontont of silk over tho period of study night 
invalidate a comparison between P n  values found at the beginning 
of the study with those founl at the end of tho study*
After the prooedures for the determination of aygooAty 
had been ooapleted, each twin wae examined for tho proeenoo 
or abeonoo of goitre* Venous blood wae then taken for 
estimation of blood group antigens and eerue creatinine* Zn 
addition, tests for antibody to ttyrveglobulln by a tanned 
red oell haseagglutlnation technique (46) end for antibody 
to thyroid oell "micro sosal" anti jen by ea iamxnofluoreeoent 
sandwioh technique (47) were also perforued on this blood 
sample* A 20 el* urine sample wae oolleoted in especially 
prepared free glassware lamed lately after veneeeotien* 
Creatinine wae eetiaated in blood and urine by the aethod of 
Hare (48) and duplicate estimations of inorganic iodine were 
node on each urine sample by the method of Farrell and Richmond 
(49)* III wae calculated from the foramlat
III (ug per oent) » serum creatinine (mg per oent) X urine iodine (wgpermit} X 3*6
urine creatinine (mg per oent)
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FIOUHB 2 Concordance and discordance rates for goitre in 174 twin 
pairs* The 5 categories of zygosity are represented*
M - nonosygosity, Black D • dizygotic). A and B represent twin A and B 
if a pair* C shows the twins who were concordant for goitre and 
white D those who were discordant for goitre in the monozygotic female 
group* Goitre was much commoner among females than among males* The 
analysis of these results is discussed in the text*
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The estimation of the sole of heredity and 
environment in the production of simple goitre from data 
on 34$ individuals (174 twin poire) together with the 
calculation of Pll for 240 individuals (120 twin pairs) 
and the analyses of these values in respoet of age9 sex, 
goitre class | eto*f would have been a tedious painstaking 
task* Accordingly ths values tor urine iodine end ereatlnins 
and plasma creatinine obtained on each individual were fad into 
a KHT9 computer* The machine calculated P H for each 
subject and made much of tha analysis of tha results which will 
now be presented*
I am grateful to Mies C* Buff of the University of Glasgow 
Computing Laboratory for making this facility open to me*
MIMS 3TOPIED U U i  l(p.250) th* «ygo.ltjr of th. 174
twins studied in respect of goitre, their mean ages and aga 
ranges end the nuaber of pairs who had been living apart for 
more than one year (separated)* Bash possible category of 
Zygosity is represented and the mesa ages and aga ranges are 
comparable# Although the age ranges are wide (12-70 years) 
it will be seen from the mean ages (which range from 20*6 years 
in dizygotic male-female pairs to 23*9 years in monozygotic male 
pairs) that the majority of the twins were in their teens or 
twenties* An analysis in respect of age distribution is 
shown in Table 2(p* 241) where the twine have been treated as 
individuals/
individuals and arranged la age groupet one hundred and 
sixty four subject* were leas than 16 /ears of age! 80 were 
between 16 and 20 years, 44 were between 21 and 30 years and
60 were older than 30 years of age* Sable 1 also shoes the
aygosity of the 42 twin pairs who had been separated frosi 
each other fbr aore than 1 year* ,
Similar analyses with respect to age* ear and aygodty 
for the 120 twin palre in whanPn was measured are presented
in tables 3 end 4 (p*254- 6 )•
M 3 a J b s i 3 a m
Table 1 (p. 250) shows that goitre was such oomaonar in 
females at all ages* The overall goitre inoldanoe (visible 
a^d palpable thyroid enlargement) was 35 per oent in females 
and 10 per oent in sales and similar lnsldenossof goitre were 
noted in the 120 twin pairs in idiom PII was measured (33 end 
10 per oent respectively)* Appendix A (p*268) shows the 
findings with regard to visible and palpable thyroid gland 
enlargement for each of the 348 individuals in this study*
i & m u m m u m i d b t M k
An assessment of the genetic contribution to goitre formation 
is given by a comparison of the concordance rats for goitre in 
the aonosygotic pairs (genetically identical) with that in the 
dlzygotle pairs (genetically non-identical)* These data are
shown in fable 5 (p* 258) and Fig* 2* The oonoordanoe rates 
for goitre in the female monozygotic and disygotlo twin palre 
were 84*9 and 71*4 par oent respectively* (These rates which 
represent/
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represent total concordance are derived ftron tho mm  of 
tho pool tiro and negative concordances A o n  in Table 3*
The lumber of ealee with goitre wae too low to allow a 
meaningful interpretation of the data*
fig* 2 ehowe the number of twin poire etudled in 
oaoh o&tagoxy of aygealty (heightof hietograae)* for 
clarity each pair wae ooneidered to oone&et of twin A end 
twin B (A and 1 in the left-hand histogram pertaining to 
the noaoeygotlo fenalee)* It will alec he eeen that when 
both twin A and twin B of a pair had visible palpable 
thyroid enlargement (goitre) they were oonoordant for this 
(C)* When only one of the twine had goitre they were 
discordant for this-(d ).
An approximate index ef the importance of inheritance 
may be obtained from these results ty calculation of the 
herltabllity index h (41)>
100 - per eent dinygotio conoordanoe 
An h index ef 100 per oent suggest* that the characteristic 
uaiar study is wholly genetically controlled whereas a value of 
ease par eent euggesta that heredity hee no role in ite 
development* the h value in the female twine in whom goitre 
wae ooanon wae 47 per oent9 a finding which at first eight 
suggests that genetle factors do play some role in the 
aetiology of simple goitre in fenalee in the Glasgow and West of 
Scotland/
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Scotland area*
She heritablllty index, h, ia however only a very crude 
measure of the genetic contribution to the appearance of a 
phenotype one of ite principle limitations stewing from the 
underlying aasumotioa that the ssenatio noo^euuitio 
contributions are additive and eon to one* In fact, 
interactions between then are often, perhaps always, gross*
In spite of its eorlouo shortcomings the index can eerve 
to etMsoariee very roughly the relative importance of gene tie 
and non~geaetio factors in the aetiology of clinical conditions 
provided that the 95 per cent probability Halts can be given*
FTca any set of twin data the probability distribution of h
ie negatively skewed, hence the quoting of a standard error 
alone is not adequate* 2he following procedure, based on 
likelihoods, gives the probability limits of h to a sufficient 
degree of accuracy and Z am indebted to Lr* J*H* Rextwiok,
Senior Lecturer in Genetics who suggested this method*
Let S m true concordance in monozygotic twins 
r • true oonoordance in dixy go tie twine 
h m true hereditehility 
then 1 • S » true dlseordanoe in monozygotic twine
end 1 • r • true discordance in dizygotic twine*
Once the sample si zee of the two classes ef twine have been 
fixed, the only observed data are the numbers of concordant 
pairs in the two groups* It follows from the laws of 
probability that the likelihood, L, of having observed
v
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a sample of fsaalo twine (iVible 5 P*258) wharo 45 20
pairs of *11 ry 30 tic females respectiwoly wera
concordant for goitre and 8 and 8 pair® wore dinoordant tor
goitre ia g irm  by
L . I S 45 (1 - $ 8 r *°(1 - r )8
where 1C it a constant*
But sines h • S - r 
1 • r
then 3 • r ♦ h • hr 
and 1-8 - (1 - r) (l - h) 
and the equation ton the likelihood I>, oan he rewritten!
1 ■ K (» + h - hr)^ f(l • r) (1 • h)_ * r20 (l - *)® 
thence the likelihood oan ho axpresesd in toms of two 
P&renetars, h and r, tho paraaatar 3 bain# completely 
dotoadsiod whan h and r are fixed*
The likelihood of this sample oan now ha evaluated 
for each of neworal pairs of h and r wains a chosen at will* 
Since, in this exaaple, a priori oonaldorationa are difficult 
to quantitate, they oan ho atapllfled to the atataaent that all 
true waluaa of h or r are equally likely ? priori except for 
waluoa lying outside tho range 0 • 1*0 ouch waluaa haing clearly 
impossible*
Table 6 (p*26o) shows the likelihood for each of tho 121 
arbitrarily chosen pairs of h and r. Only ths relative 
aagnitudoa/
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m? gdlgwat hmm toe factor k hoon 
emitted tmxk toe n n lto m  a  imlori sUot&ihfction ha& heea1 ‘ *jWwWW1W*W’* ' '
taken to fto 1  fo r  a l l  h* 3f patea* Tho ved.ua$ £n the 
toMo altitude dot®rjlnatic>ne m a probability
oar&xoo alttaagh itwmXly om mwM nmll to reduce tho 
vo lm o  « t e r  to te  su rface  to 1  (by co a lin g  d w i)  b e fo re  tlaa 
fio&d probability w<mM te> teolmto&lly appropriate hone*
A lilies? diaonasdon of the tti$$Q#®nm& between pmhahilitiM 
and M & aiihooio  :t& g& tm  in  tho to to i  p art o f  tho touu&fi*
$h& »i$hi«#tat& total# in t&fcl# & glm a crude
in d ic a tio n  o f  the ra l& fliro  p roteM X itid #  o f  <&££$Kent h  
w S m & v  0#®% a l l  w lu e a  o f  r*  (p. 260)
$ho#9 max^ in^ l total# have been plotted in ®fc#* 3* M&r&ol 
io  apparent* In  aoyraota&caX d to & tta ia  m ioh a s  
toil# It ooom# %p¥?0p3Ktato te find to  limit# which
aratoaoo 93 coat of the ama (probability) under tho oia?^ # 
$$&&o as?0 alm then limit# that tav& ec$ml ordln&toe at tli# 
lower on l and toe  upper emit
bWto# the property that toe Hrsito of li itoot*3Ul havo 
osKUisatoOt Xitdto i&Aoh excluded S W  cent of the 
ar#& tmte too au$v$ wr&® found with the aid of a pXani&etor 
to ho 0*04 and 0*74 \U®* 4 *w4 74 par ooni) (fig* 33* W»»t 
are tow tho 93 oent x&B&it# of h ml allow a hotter 
int^a^iation of the h value of 47 2W cent*
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Goitre and Aan
Table 2 (p. 232) showe the number of individuals without 
goitre oosapsred to those with goitre oi&seified according to 
age end sex. Goitre was oouwsr in nil age groups in females 
than in males but was not significantly oenmeaer in any one age 
range in feaades compared with all other age ranges.
A similar analysis for the 120 twin pairs in whom PXZ 
was measured is shown in ‘Sable 4 (p*25<>)#
I’ll oencentratlan was V 1.0 ug per cent in 9 subjects 
end in 3 of these it was> 2.0 ug per eeat. As 1 specifically 
wished to detect and evaluate the significance of any possible 
oorreletion between lew PII values and simple goitre9 I felt 
that it was justifiable to omit these 9 high values Aram the 
analysis of the data from the calculation of the mesne and 
standard deviations fbr ths remaining 231 individuals in ths 
study# Details of these 9 subjects are shown in Table 7 (p* 262}* 
The results of ths analysis are shown in Table 8 (p. 264) and 
Table 9 (p#266) ■“A An Pigs. 4 and 5« The individual PII values 
obtained for each of the 240 subjects are shewn in Appendix A 
(p. 268) Table 8 (p. 264; shows the meen FIX values (• standard 
deviations) in goitrous and non-goitroue males and females# In 
103 nofr-goitrous females ths mean FIX and standard deviation were 
•♦24/
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0,24 £ 0*179 ug por oent, waluo* which war* not sigalfloently 
different A m  thoee found in 30 goitrous U m l w  (0*21 £ 0*099 
ug pew oent}* In tho 70 anion without goitre tho Tallies worn 
0*21 £ 0*162 ug per oent and in tho 0 with goitre* 0*32 £
0*282 ug pear oent* These wnluwa were not oignlfloantly 
different* Thio table nloo nhown that those wan no 
dlfforeaoe bntwnon the anan PXI values when non-goitroun fnation 
were ooapared with uen>»goltrous ration nor when goitrous atlen 
were ooapored with goitrous fannies* That goitre in not din* 
proportionately dintributnd in those with FXZ values in the 
lower ranges in nhown in Pigs* 4 wad 3 where histograms 
representing the wuobsrn O f subjects  in  each P I I  c la s s  are  presen ted .
Pigs* 6 and 7 whew e plot of PII sgalnnt age for wnle end 
Ibnale subjects* A significant correlation betseen thene 
two variables wan ftoead in faaalen (r *.i6p s\c^ but not in 
aalnn (r «o.02)* boner waluee wore found in young fnenle 
subject a, higher waluee in older eaen* Table 9 nhown a aore 
detailed aanlysio of P H  lnweln end age gwipt in goitreno end 
xna-goitroae male end fnanln subjects in the age ranges 12 to 13t 
16 to 20, 21 to 30 and JO yearn* It oan bn noon that the mean 
P H  of the non»goittean fwaalee under 16 yearn of age wae 0*16 £ 
0*085 wg per oent a walue which was significantly lower then the 
wean of 0*29 £ 0*206 in tho owwr 16 yowr bide (p < 0*0 1)* It le 
likely/
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likely that this low mesa value 1a  ths undsr 16 year old females 
is the chief feetor responsible fbr ths significant correlation 
between age end PXX because the PXX tallies were eery similar
( p .266)
in ths other age groups (Table 9)* In addition no 
significant correlation eae found between age and PXI when 
subjects undsr ths ego of 25 vers excluded from ths analysis* 
Siallar considerations apply to ths goitrous females although 
the findings were less oleareut perhaps because the nuaber 
sf individuals was soaswhat aaeller then in ths ease of ths 
nosfgoitrous females* There was s suggestion that ths mean 
P H  in ths 21 - JO year old non-goltrous males was low but tho 
number of observations in this class was only 10*
Tests for serum anti thyroid autoantibodies in each twin 
gave positive results in only 16* In none however did the 
titres9 either for autoantibody to thyroglobulin or to thyroid 
cell "micros oeml" antigen reach olinisslly significant values. 
These findings suggest that an autoimmune disturbance wee not 
responsible fbr the ooourxsnee of the small goitres in the twins.
a m m m
The significance of the results of this study hinge on 
the definition of the term •goitre* end whether or not one 
uooepts that visible sad palpable thyroid gland enlargement 
as abnormal* In their early study of goitre Marine and 
Kimball (50) deeosibed a gland just visible at ths isthmus 
end on palpation felt as a thickened band across ths is thane 
as sa incipient goitre. The World Health Organisation criteria 
of goitre (51) list visibility vith the bead thrown bask and 
ths nock folly extended as Grade 1 thyroid enlargsasnt. (heeds 
2 enlargement is said to ooour when ths goitre ie easily visible 
in the normal position. Palpation is mid te bo hslpfhl in 
"determining ths mass of ths gland but is net needed for 
diagnosis". Crooks at al (44) used ths criteria of visibility 
end palpability of thyroid tissue in daoidlng whether goitre 
was present or absent. A quantitative, all - or «► none 
definition such as has been used by these workers and in ths 
present study doss have an advantage over definitions based on 
a clinical estimate of gland mass in which ths criteria for 
goitre, although more stringent are nevertheless arbitrary end 
subject to significant observer error as discussed by Xllpatrlek 
et al (4)* Although the thyroid had to be unequivocally 
palpable sad visible in ths present study, ths majority ef ths 
twins had small goitres and it seems reasonable to ooadlude that
1/
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Z hare been mainly studying what Marins and Kimball would 
have called "incipient goitre"*
Tho high incidence ( 3 5  per cent) of goitre in females alm ost 
le identieal with the figure reported by Crooks et al ( 4 4 )  (37 p er c e n t)  
employing the mam criteria which I hawe used fbr the 
definition of goitre, in a study of non-pregnant woaan 
in their reproductive years In the North saet of Scotland*
These figures are nteh higher than those reported by Kilpatrick 
et al (4) who need similar criteria in a surrey of subjeote 
from a general practice in Ormlstan, Saet Lothian (4*3 per1
cent in women)* These differences ere probably due to two 
factors* Firstly a true geographical variation in goitre 
prevalence end secondly differences in goitre definition 
between the studies, fbr in the final analysis ths definition 
of a goitre must always be an extremely subjective one as no 
one can accurately measure thyroid else clinically. It is not 
likely that the inoidenoe of goitre was influenced by 
departures from true random sampling in this study sueh as 
a relative exoees of female and of mortosy *otic twine, 
unavoidable in twin sampling (27) beoause tho ascertainment 
oompalgn which X used to collect twine did net mention goitre*
The probability that the twine were of an unusually os-operative 
nature and of above average intelligence to also not likely to 
have any relevance to the inoidenoe of goitre* there is 
no/
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no reason to suspect that healthy twins are more prone to 
goitre formation than single births*
It has been suggested that staple goitre is thyroid 
hypertrophy initiated and maintained fcy an intrinsio and 
as yet unidentified stimulus (52)* This factor has been 
considered to be genetio (l) and the hypothesis that 
individuals who develop simple goitre are intrinsically 
predisposed by inheritanoe to develop thyroid hypertrophy 
is not new (9} and has recently been readvocated hy a number 
of different workers (53-55)* However only a small 
minority of patients with simple goitre have 00 far been 
shown to have genetically determined defects in thyroid 
hormone synthesis which might lead to goitre formation (10)*
The preponderance of simple goitre in females oompared with 
males (Table 2 p.252) raises the possibility that a sex-linked 
factor may be of importance in ths production of simple goitre* 
v>ex-linked factors, however, may be genetic or environmental»
The finding that in the females the hereditability coefficient 
h wao 47 per oent with 95 per oent limits of 4 and 74 per oent 
suggests that genetio factors do exist and are of importance 
in the Initial development of the small goitres I have desorlbed 
in females in the Glasgow and West of Scotland area*
The/
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The P H  values in this predominantly young population 
are approximately 0*05 ug higher on average than the value* 
reported V  Wayne1* group in Glasgow* These authors reported 
a mean PII talus of 0#19 ug in 33 normal subjects (56)# This 
compares with the mean talus of 0*24 ug in 103 non-goitrous 
female individuale in the present investigation. Although 
the techniques used for FIX estimation were different in each 
study probably the main factor contributing to the observed 
differences in FIX levels is that 1 studied the twins in the 
nonnesting state whereae Weyne st al studied their patients 
fasting# Ttss look of correlation of FIX level with goitre 
shown in Table 9 (p*266) and Figs# 4 and 5 suggests very 
strongly that the "incipient goitre1 whioh X have been 
studying is not caused by iodine deficiency m l  that factors 
other than this are of primary importuno# in its development#
These conclusions are not necessarily contrary to the findings 
of syne at al (56) or to my own findings reported in seetieii 2 
that some patients attending hospital with simple goitre in 
Glasgow have a low PII# These patients have a different type 
of thyroid enlargement frora that which X found in this study*
Their glands are often nodular and are very much larger than
the mall diffuse thyroid enlargements seen in the twins and
%
it la likely that the goitres seen in hospital out-patient cllnlos 
and ia the tains X have studied nay be two distinct entitles#
The/
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9 *  possibility doss exist however that ths larger goitres 
rsprsssnt s failure of ths ■asllsr onss to rsprsss whether 
due to ths continuing aotlon of an unidentified stimulus 
to thyroid gland hypertrophy or duo to ths appsaranos of 
mother stimulus suoh ss Iodine dsfloisnoy* If ths first 
possibility wars sosxsst however and larger goitres sera 
produced hsf ths eentinulng aotlon of as tmidentiflsd 
stimulus to thyroid gland hypertrophy ths los P H  values 
which haws been described in association with these goitres 
could bs dus to rathsr than the cause of Increased thyroid 
activity ao fought at al ($7) have suggested. She data 
however neither confirm nor refute this possibility*
The finding of a significantly lower PXI In the female 
12 to 1$ year olds, compared with those aged 16 years and 
over confirms ths findings of Malvaux et al (38,59) who 
described lower PXI values in 26 adolescents (defined as 
10 to 13 year olds) than in young adult oontrols. In addition 
ny data suggests that the positive oorrelatloa reported by 
Alexander et al (60) between PXI and age in 17 females la 
produced principally by the lower values found in young 
people bassoee I did not find a significant correlation between 
these two variables in fsemles over the age of 23 years* It 
has been suggested (61) that the increased thyroxine turnover 
rate/
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t ito  nhitik t o  boon dow tod to oqow in  ^ntmoonm 
(61*68) sAtfbb TOfflAt In spfoduatloft
vml t o t  tlto in  Pam sight & "stAmw iw$o$*>
activity of t o  to3?oici cA&ndf tMoh tfroduoos & low S?H*. 
t o  tota In tlto ito&y la tttfc £a$lti&3ttft to mniim to t  
t h i s  t o o  i ?'m ^o o h o u  £o±  th o  lo w o r  PJX v u lito  i n  t o
^ o m  faav> 0
at <& tot tilers ata difteo&aTO batoen v&Iqq m X  t^mAoo 
with m & M  to stable iodine metooliom (60) *
In  omioluoiOi% nolton ^onotio tem «lotoa
W$ io&fao dollotooy ha$ tioon found to to of pfltoe importooo 
In t o  ywi&% poopio with M i l  s&mx&e goitoa whom $ 
o to to ft*  a  oM o to. t o  a o t io lo ^ r  o f  th io  oox&utlon atuy w e ll 
lio in tho ratod 1^ 0^0^ 10x^ 0 0  of ^ oitro in tonaies* Thio 
jaasjaoto to t  non^notio mx*%%r$&§tl- iitmX® Iturtoaoo trnli ao 
otooxto or RiotbbolAo mftmtirent tmp at Isa&t ini tots* 
oni minton ontogamont itopon&ontly of
gnftirm H m m b
Ths causes of simple goitu in this country axe iU U  
not dear* Sons clinicians believe that an inherited 
predisposition to goitre formation provoked by a relative 
deprivation of dietary iodine nay be Important (9)* Seat 
hold that nlnor Inherited defects in thyroid hormone synthesis 
nay be important (to) vhlle others believe that dietary 
deficiency of iodine nay play a part in goitre formation (?)•
4a the population in this country la composed of individuals 
and fbniliea who axe genetically heterogeneous there are 
diffloultiee in assessing the roles of heredity end mat.Iroiwent 
in staple goitre formation# In the present study tone of these 
diffloultiee were etrcuanrwnted by the applioation of the twin 
study method* Ona hundred and seventy four healthy twin pairs 
from the west of Sootlani were emrrfned for goitre (visible end 
palpable thyroid enlargement) and the eonoordanoe rates for 
goitre (both twins having or not having a goitre) were 
oonpared in nonomygotle (genetically identical) and dlmygotlo 
(genetically non-identical) twin pairs* The result of this 
conparieon suggested that genetic factors were inplioated 
in the aetiology of simple goitre in females but were not of 
primary importance* Goitre was oonaoner in females than in 
nales/
nalaa and was found B Mt oftan la fiw l ti W h r n n  tha agaa 
of 12 and 20 yoara*
F l a n  inorganic lodii (FIX) iraluaa war* naaaurad 
In a m  of tho tains by tha I/Cr ratio nathod* Saoh 
pair of twin* waa than oonaidarad aa two IndiaidaaXa for 
tha pcrpoaaa of ooaparlsg PXX iraluaa with tha o o o u m o o  
of goitst* Ifo oomliHoa ana found botwain thaaa tao
varlabXaa* Xa jaxticulw ,-oltra vaa not found to ba
disproportionately diatributad in fanalaa with tha lovar 
xingM af FXX* An interesting finding ana that female 
irifflnoaiti (defined aa 12 to 1$ yo«n) tad alightly tat 
algnlttnnttjr l o w  P H  n t a t  than thooo )  15 jrwn of ago. 
Thia filing had Via an no tad pxoviousl^ by othare in a nuoh 
smaller nonpar of auhjaota (58|59)* Xha raaulta su&geet 
that non-ganatic eex«»linked faotora aa or
matabolio anvlponaent nay inltiata and perhaps —  
thyroid hypar trophy independently of iodina deprivation.
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i n  $h$m ltl ofeboo &m  iroaom tod*
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untodoote to oaqdott tit® liso&toa©  of tho
prnmmmm m  a tcmt fo$ tho o f j&mpto
tmtn Haoftftboto’ tt diiiiaiisil &n& almpl® guoit&o $mm 
tl^rotoarla 3 0 1tvo* i\to o a » $itta s  o f »iio io <tin e mafctftro&lfra
ano k'njcii to w o w  in  f& tieat# with !&^£moto*& dlaonoo CD and 
v$mi % immd that t e i  p a t t e fe  gs&oiad ataoxftw&ty to tho 
$i&mhi®ol®&$l®&l dmaoss o f  &0&I&08 m$H l a  t t o  io d id e  ix M M M m  
%m% i t  eeofcad M gio ^ l to whoti»* nationt© «&t& ethos?
®m?MMmm Immn to h& weedated t&Mx of
mdioiodint iwt&bolidfli (§} also sft&atod in an ahnossml fashion
to tho Iodide inhibition toot* fM s  aeetlon o f th is p&rt o f the t!i©eio
m
deals with thio point and shows that patients submit tod to 
thy roideo tony or treated by radioiodine for thyro taxi oo sis 
exhibit the phenomenon of iodide inhibition.
The second section of this pert details the 
attempts I made to explain those interesting findings* In
it I shall outline studies of the metabolism of stsbls 
iodine (as opposed to radio iodine) before and during the 
iodide inhibition test whioh shows that there are at least 
two different mechanisms responsible for tho henoneaon 
of iodide inhibition*
For the sake of completeness in detailing qy work 
on the phenomenon of iodide inhibition the third section 
describes some urther observations on patients and some 
animal experiments which were undertaken to explain one of 
these mechanisms in greater detail*
( 1 ) Buchanan, W.W., K outras, D .A ., A lexan der, W .D .,
Crooks, J . ,  Richmond, M .H ., Macdonald, E .M . and
Wayne, E .J . (1 9 6 1 ) .
J .  c l in .  Endocr. 2J1, 806.
(2 )E c k e r t , H .,  Green, M ., K i lp a t r ic k ,  R. and W ilson, G.M.
(1960).
C lin . S c i. 20, 87*
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PART 2  
SECTION 1 
THE OSS 07  THS PHSNORffiNON 07  
IODIDE IN H IB ITIO N  IN  THS DIAGNOSIS 
0 7  HAOT0K)T0»3 DISEASE AND SEIPIS OOITRE 
WITH SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE OCCURRENCE 
0 7  THE PHENOMENON IN  SOMS OTHER STATES 07  
THTHOID FUNCTION
•9
Following the work of Plunmsr (1), Stonier (2) 
and Chi lie et ml (3) on the effect of varying doaee 
of etmble iodide on the thyroid gland, Feinborg and his 
mssooiatee (4) introduced the iodide inhibition teet 
into olinioal practice* These workers showed that the 
24 hour uptake of the thyrotoxic thyroid was 
significantly depressed from the oontrol value when 
2 mg of potassium iodide (Kl) carrier was administered 
with the tracer dose of 1^I* They tensed thie 
phenomenon "iodide inhibition"* This Inhibition of 
uptake wae not eeen in normal thyroid glands*
Subsequently Paris et al (3,6) demonstrated that 
the phenomenon of iodide inhibition wae eeen In Hashlaoto's 
disease and in iodide goitre* None of these workers was 
able to explain the eech&nisa of these findings*
The simplicity of the iodide inhibition test which 
Feinborg et al propounded makes it an especially attractive 
means of distinguishing the patient with simple goitre from 
the patient with thyrotoxic goitre or of identifying the patient 
with Hashlaoto's disease*
The studies reported in thie section of the thesis were 
undertaken first to investigate the usefulness of the iodide 
inhibition teet in distinguishing Hashlaoto's disease from 
simple goitre and simple goitre from toxic goitre; second to 
see if iodide Inhibition occurred In other conditions where
90
there is known to bo alteration of kinetics beoauoe if 
thio wore so tho dlagnootio usefulness of tho toot Bight bo 
curtailed*
s a i  •
Ono hundred and eleven potionte wore studied 
(Teble 1 p.300). Sloven pationto9 10 fonolo9 1 male, mean 
ago 41*3 yours with no ovldonoo of thyroid9 renal or other 
endocrino diooooo served ao oontrols* Tmonly too pationto 
wore aoooptod by olinioal a d laboratory study to have 
simple goitre. Tho moan ago of thio group waa 34*3 years*
21 were female* Twenty five pationto had Haahiaoto9a 
disease, this diagnosis being arrived at on olinioal grounds 
supplemented by the finding of a positive precipitin toot 
for circulating autoantibody to thyroglobulln (7) and or a 
positive ooapleaent fixation toot for "antlaiorosomal" thyroid 
autoantibodios (8) together with oharaoterlotio *^X studios*
(Loos than 80 por oent of the 48 hour plaona protein-bound 
iodine (Pl^I) being butanol extraotlble (9,10) and or a 
disohaxgo of at least 12 per oent of accumulated radioactivity 
tzob tho thyroid gland following tho administration of K & 04(10) )• 
Twenty four of these pationto ware fowls tho noan ago being 
42*9 years* There wore 11 pationto who wore thyrotoxic both 
olinioally and by studios (24 hour thyroidal uptake 
and 48 hour PB1 ^*I)f comprising 9 feoaloo and 2 males, mean 
ogb/
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age being 31*6 years* Twenty three patients, 15 females and
8 sales previously thyrotoxic had been rendered euthyroid 
111ty I therapy and had been euthyroid for at least 1 year 
at the time of study, Hie mean age of this group was 
49*4 years. Thirteen patients had undergone thyroidectomy 
for thyrotoxicosis 1 year or more before study and all 
were euthyroid, Ths mean age of this group of 10 females 
and 3 males was 39,2 yearn* A further 5 patients, all 
females, had undergone thyroidectomy for simple goitre; 
their mean age was 35*3 years, 1 male patient aged 29 
years had Pendred’s syndrome,
MEfflDDB
Measurements of tha 24 hour thyroidal uptake
sad 48 hour plasma PB1^I levels were made before end after
2 mg KX bad been added to a 25 uo tracer dose of The
thyroid gland uptake was monitored using a lfM diameter
by 2** thlek thallium activated sodium Iodide crystal coupled
to an IDL 1'/00 C scaler* timer. The thyroid was viewed using
a lead oollimetor which hae an internal diameter of 4,5 cm,
at the faoe of the crystal expanding to 7 om* in a length of
12 cm. The crystal * thyroid distance was 20 onu The 
111HB I wee measured in a well-type scintillation counter after 
the serum had been passed through aa ion-exchange resin 
column (Amberlite resin IRA - 400 (Cl) ) to remove inorganic 
radlododlne/
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131,FIGOTI3 1 Shom . are  the con tro l mean 24 hour t h y r o id a l^ '* '!  uptake 
va lu es (open histogram s) and the mean 24 hour thyro jejal ‘ s 1 uptake 
va lu es when 3 mg WX was given w ith the o ra l t ra c e r  ‘ X dose (b lack 
histogram s) in a  v a r ie ty  o f  thyro id  conditions* Percentage fig u re s  
r e fe r  to  the percentage in h ib it io n  o f  X uptake produced by O  m  
diouussed in the t a t *  The f ig u re s  above the percentages r e f e r  to 
the number o f  patients w ith each condition* The term non-to x ic  
g o itre  re fe rs  to  p a tie n ts  w ith  sim ple g o itre #
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131. THYROIDECTOMY THYROIDECTOMY 
TREATED F0R NON-TOXIC
THYROTOXICOSIS GOITRE
FX&O&B 2 Show are the control mm M  how tl^a^idc^U* '1 uptake 
Values (open histograms) and the mean 24 how tl^r^idal v t  uptake 
values whew 2 m$ KJt. was given with the oral, tracer r “' X dose (black 
histograms) in a variety of tigroid eo^Mtions* Percentage figures 
refer to the percentage inhibition of ” % uptake produced bj KX as 
discussed in the text* Ihe figures above the percentages refer to 
tho number of patients with each condition* Sh© term non-toxic 
goitre refers to patients with simple goitre*
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radioiodine from the sample* The counter had a 2" diameter 
by a 1" thick crystal with J* dlaaeter by £" deep well*
The second studies after the addition of iodide were 
perfbrned 2 weeks after the initial test9 the blood and 
thyroid gland being checked for residual radioactivity 
before the second tracer doee wae given*
The percentage inhibition of thyroidal uptake 
(or of plaena PB^^I) wae calculated from the formula of 
Feinborg et al (4)
First uptake - Seoond uptake
(1) X 100
First uptake
The actual fall in uptake wae also recorded 
becauset if the first uptake is relatively low, it 
requires but a small degree of inhibition of the seoond
uptake to sake the percentage inhibition of uptake quite
> ■
1arg».
'
The effect of 2 mg XI on the gland uptake ie 
illustrated in Table 1 (p*30C) end in Figs* 1 and 2* The 
individual results obtained for each of the 111 patients 
g lu tte d  a re  shown in  '.ppcru ix A ( p . 3 07;. R fe c o n tro l  
subjects shoved a mean inhibition of uptake of 25 per cent 
ranging from + 41 per cent (meaning that in some patients 
the/
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the uptake after KI eae higher than before it) to 5® per 
cent# standard deelation eae 29 per oent* In patlenta 
with simple goitre the mean inhibition of uptake m e  14 
per cent ranging from ♦ 40 to 51 per cent, the standard 
deviation being 23 per oent* The inhibition In the simple 
goitre group ie not significantly different from the control 
group* In assessing aignificanoe of the result# iitudent9* 
t test hae been performed ae described In H*M* Stationary 
Of flee booklet on Industrial ixperimentatlon (11 ) •
In the group with untreated thyrotoxicosis some 
inhbition eae demonstrated in all patients but although 
this was ae great aa 63 per cent, it was also ae little 
ae 6 per oent* The mean Inhibition was 39 per oent and 
the standard deviation was 22 per oent in this group* In
the patients with HaShiaatofa dlaeaee a substantial 
inhibition of uptake mas observed in every ease ranging from 
56 to 95 per cent the mean and standard deviation being 
75 - 11 per oent* The mean inhibition of uptake in patients 
with thyrotoxicosis was not significantly different from 
the control group (P > 0*10) but was more then those with 
simple goitre (P <0*02)* The moan inhibition of uptake 
of tho patients with Haahlmoto's disease eae on the other 
hand highly signifioantly different both from that of the 
control group (P < 0*0001) and from that of the patients with 
simple goitre (P <0*0001)*
Almost/
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Almost all the patients rendered euthyroid by radio­
iodine treatment shoved a marked inhibition of uptake after 
Kit the mean and standard deviation were 75 - 22 per cent, 
the range 19 to 97 per cent* Similarly in the patients who 
had undergone thyroidectomy for thyrotoxicosis a striking 
degree of inhibition of uptake vas encountered ranging from 
68 to 100 per cent the mean and standard deviation being 
88 t 10 per oent* Patients after thyroidectomy for simple 
goitre showed a mean inhibition of uptake of 60 - 11 per oent 
with a range of from 42 to 70 per cent* The mean inhibition 
of uptake in the last three groups of patients mentioned was 
significantly different from the control group In each case 
(P <0*0001, P< 0*0001 and P <0*001, respectively)*
48 hour plasma PB*^I
1*1The effect of 2 mg KI on the 43 hour plasma PB I
level is shown in Table 2(p*304) and Fig* 3* The individual
results obtained for each of the 111 studied are shown in
Appendix A (p*307)* In oontrol subjects and in the patients
who had been submitted to surgery for simple goitre there
1*1wae no significant level of PB J I detectable in the plasma 
at 48 hours* Therefore, it wae not possible to measure 
inhibition of this index in these patients* The effect of the 
iodide load was found in most oases to be very much lees 
clear/
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Shown are the control aeaa PB levels 48 hours after
The percentage figures refer to the percentage Inhibition of PB I as 
discussed in the text.
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clear cut than was ths effect on thyroidal 1**I uptake*
111 +Thus the nean PB J I vaa reduced hy 54 - 41 per oent
in the patients with Hashi&oto'e disease* This figure is 
lower than the mean fall which occurred in the thyroidal 
uptake in this group*
The seen fall in P B ^ X  of 79 * 19 per oent (range 
31 to 100 per oent) in patients rendered euthyroid by
therapy sue similar to the fall which had occurred in 
131I uptake in this group* The mean inhibition of 64 £ 28 
per cent in the thyrotoxic group was somewhat greater than 
the nean inhibition of uptake in these patients*
There was, however, a striking discrepancy in the 
degree of inhibition of the two measurements in the patients 
submitted to thyroidectomy for thyrotoxicosis* Although the 
mean inhibition of uptake was 88 £ 10 per oent the nean
m i  In PB131! level eae only 27 ~ 38 per oent.
DISCUSSION
These results confirm tho observation of others (5) 
that the phenomenon of iodide Inhibition occurs in 
Ilaahtaoto's disease* In addition they asks it possible to
define an ahnoraal response to the 2 ag K2 load and thus
put the phanoaenon on the firmer basis of a test* In no 
patient out of the 11 controls was inhibition of 24 hour 
thyroidal uptake greater than 55 per oent seen* However 
24 of the 25 patients with Hashiaoto's disease were found to 
demonstrate/
demonstrate thie degree of iodide inhibition* It ie 
probable that if one wishes to assess the diagnostic 
efficacy of tho test the behaviour of the patients with 
Kashimoto's disease should be compared not to the behaviour 
of the control group but to that of the group with simple 
goitre because the patient with H&shiaoto9s who presents 
diagnostic difficulty often has a goitre* None of the
patients with simple goitre however demonstrated iodide■ *
Inhibition greater than 55 P** cent, These observations 
{suggest that it is extremely likely that a patient with a 
non-toxic goitre in whom the diagnosis lies between simple 
goitre and H&shinoto's dieease9 who exhibits an inhibition 
of uptake greater than 55 par cent9 has lIaahlnoto9s 
disease* Conversely such a patient not demonstrating 
iodide inhibition of this order le likely to have a 
simple goitre*
The results of this study suggest therefore that the 
phenomenon of iodide inhibition may be a useful teet for 
ilashiracto9! disease* Two qualifications to this statement 
must be added* Firstly tho value of any new test oan only 
be judged with certainty on the results it gives in the 
clinically difficult oase* Secondly, as there is no 
test which is invariably positive in patients with Hashimoto9e 
disease (l2f13) it ie not unlikely that with further experience 
of the procedure more patients with Hashimoto's disease may
V
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be found who do not give a positive result to the technique* 
As with any new teat only increasing experience with a 
la rger number of patients over a number of years oan 
answer these j oints*
The results of this study also show that the 
phensasnon of iodide inhibition is not consistently 
observed, in this country at any rate, in patients with 
thyrotoxicosis* Only 2 of the 11 patients with 
thyrotoxicosis satisfied my criterion of a positive response 
to the iodide Inhibition test* Feinberg et al (4) who took 
a figure of 50 per oent inhibition of uptake as the criterion 
of an abnormal result found a consistent response however In 
his thyrotoxic patients in the tf*S*A*i all exhibited the 
phenomenon of iodide inhibition* It is not feasible that 
differences in the technique used in performing such a 
ituple procedure as ths iodide inhibition test could be 
responsible for the marked differences in results between the 
two studies* One oan only speculate that a possible 
explanation for the dlfftencea found might conceivably be 
differing dietary iodide Intake in the two groups studied*
Thus in the t7*S*A* where iodide supplements are 
often added routinely to table salt (14) plasma inorganic 
Iodine levels may be high and the intrathyroidal iodine 
content of the thyrotoxic gland may be higher than that 
of/
<01
o f  tho th yrp to sd o  tliy ro id  in  Seotl&Hft whem  thor© im  no 
such io d id e  ( 1 5 )  &n& v/horo
i t  :1b fcnmm t h a t  plE & sa i n o r ^ a i o  ilodino l$v& Lo  a ro  Xowos? 
‘blvxn in  the !J*S*A# «{16)* SJUq- thyroid with & lo ra? int&&* 
thyz’Oideii io d in e  a t o m  may acmimnlato nmoh mo.ro o f  tho ' ' 
io d id e  le a d  prooontod i n  th e  ia d M o  in h ib it io n  t e e t  th an  
v l l l  the thyroid with the M $to ? iodine
content*. Xf it gfioatca? p^oposrtion o f  tho '£ / rotetea  
m $o  e cp te n M to d  i n  tho tby^o&d gim&s* 3oao in h ib it io n  o f  
,u 2 uptake would ho eeen* rdght explain why «\y
f=7 ^<3
p a t ie n ts  Showed Xoao i ^ i l M M o n  o f  ^ X uptake th an  d id  th o  
'pationto ofiudied ’by Pointed at aX# fiiu  ia speculation 
k s ? «  and X h a m  m  d t o o t  ovidehoo- to  onpport i t *  fh a  
pnaotted^ ao^Qt to thooo sxjswXifi hov/ova? ia ttat t o y  
oho?; t h a t  t o  io d M o  i s M M t i o n  t e e t  i e  not o f  vs&iio i n  ' 
tho diagnosis -of aimple go&tsra ffcom to&io &oitra in this 
■ oawatay* '
■ ■ !3Bh:e .inh ib ition  o f  thyroidal ^*X tiptoes produced
by % sag £X ip  Ju st ao BtfciUiag in  patient a santeeed
131 '■ • •mffltyecM. by X therapy or by operation m  i t  ia  in  
tko#o patients with )&Btafcfloto*a d.i?&ui?o$ and 4 out of the 5 
patients studiod a fte r  il^roM estosy foa? aimpXo goit^a 
exhibited iodide irMMt&on* i?sxm the elinioal standpoint
it :1a not psxfcMe that patients after tljy^Didootoy vum'M 
ba atafcahm-fiwl patients with Ma^kkiotc^a dioo&ne* Xt i s  
possihS. Op/ w~
possible9 however, that patients who have previously
been treated by therapy are on occasion tentatively
diagnosed as having Haehimotovs disease. It is being
increasingly realised that there is an appreciable risk
of hypothyroidism after therapy (17 - 22)
and a patient who presents with possible slid hypothyroidism,
414the post I radiation remnant of a once thyrotoxic goitre 
and a raised 48 hour plasma T B ^ X  level might be misdiagnosed 
if he or she did not give a clear history of treatment,
These patients have also occasionally been described to have 
circulating anti thyroid autoantibodies In their blood (3,23 * 26), 
Zf one wore confronted with this possible differential 
diagnosis, it is clear that the iodide inhibition test would have 
no value in distinguishing between the two conditions.
The degree of inhibition of 48 hour plasma P B ^ I  levels 
produced by 2 mg, XI given with the tracer dose in general 
was found to run parallel with the inhibition of thyroid 
uptake with the exception of the thyroidectory remnant. Here 
the mean Inhibition of ^ 1  uptake of 88 per cent contrasted 
sharply with the mean P B ^ l  inhibition of 27 per oent. He 
obvious explanation suggests itself for this discrepancy.
As the inhibitions observed in the were less clear out
than those obtained in the uptakes it seems reasonable to 
suggest that only the 24 hour thyroidal uptake need be 
measured in the test and that the 43 hour plasma PB I level
m f  h® iiogleetotU  $ho t o s t  ao  a  conao&tKmoa imoomoa a fo n  
tm&® eliaple to perform#
I t  i s  n o t p o a a iM o  t o  b agard  m  @^lmm?Smi im  tho  
pUmommon of io&iie inhibition t o  ©tormiicma m  
t o  preae&tei# TMa h&a aleo boon t o  opii&on of otor
w oste^a {9 g 6 }#  t o  s m t  s e c t io n  o f  t o e  p a rt  o f  t o  t o a i a
w i l l  t lia r a fo r a  p re se n t soma o ^ e & to s n to  v M o h  I  tu n to to o k  isi  
an Oftot to ossplato j&otaa pationto otoMt t o  ptomonon 
o f  lotlido inhibition*
Iodide Inhibition consists of a reduction 
in the 24 hour thyroidal uptake greater than 
33 par cant ef the control value when 2 ug potassium 
iodide le added to the diagnostic 1^ I  tracer does*
The phenomenon has been studied in 111 patients* Eleven 
were normal controls, 2S had Hashimoto's disease, 11 were 
thyrotoxic, 23 had been rendered euthyroid by 
thyroidectomyt 22 had simple goitre, 3 had had a thyroidectony 
far simple goitre end 1 patient had Pandred's syndrome* The 
results ehow that iodide inhibition ooours in patients 
with Hashimoto's disease, patients rendered euthyroid by
therapy cad patients thyroldectonlsed for thyrotoxicosis 
or simple goitre* t o  phenotaenon is sufficiently olear out 
in the patients with Hashieoto9s disease to serve as a 
diagnostic phenomenon for it was present in 24 of the 23 
patients with Kashira to1» disease and none of the 22 patients 
with simple goitre* The phenomenon was not sufficiently 
olear out in the patients with thyrotoxicosis to allow its use 
as a teat for this coalition*
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In tha previous section it was shown that iodida 
inhibition oocurs in patients with tlaahieoto’s disease, 
in patients thyroidectomieed for thyrotoxi cools or sinple 
goitre and in patients rendsrsd euthyroid by It
seemed that studies of stable iodine metabolism might be 
helpful in explaining the phenomenon because many writers 
hare stressed the importance of measurements of both 
stable and xadloiodlns if tha full picture of iodine 
metabolism is to be understood. Higgs (l) has said,
“Only by the combined use of rediaotivo iodine tracers 
and of chsmioal methods osn a olsar pioture of the over-all 
mataholism of iodine be obtained**. More recently Wayne 
and his colleagues hare re-stressed the importance of this 
statement (2) and in a series of papers hare demonstrated 
clearly the value of a knowledge of stable iodine metsbolimi 
in the understanding of radioiodine kinetics and the inter* 
pretatlon of radioiodine studies (2 - 6).
1 reasoned that the phenomenon of iodide inhibition 
is most clear cut when one considers inhibition of uptake 
rather than inhibition of levels produced by tho
iodide load. It therefore seemed logical to study tho 
phenomenon of inhibition of uptake aad the variations in 
behaviour of the iodide concentration mechanism exhibited 
by differing thyroid conditions at short time intervals 
after/
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after the administration of the iodlJe loads for It 
seemed like!/ that the results obtained would then be 
due principally to changes in trapping and not to 
ohangee In F B ^ I  synthesis or releaas (7)#
Accordingly X elected to study the thyroidal 
uptake of etable and radioiodine inoedlately after the 
administration of 2 mg potassium iodide (KI and to 
compare theee findings to reoulte of aisdlar studies made on 
the previous day using the short lived ieotope 1^ X  
(half life « 2«3 hours) vithout the addition of XI.
In order to abolish diffloultiee which night have 
arisen in interpretation of the results due to variation 
in tha absorption of the iodide load fsom the bowol over 
a short period of tins the intravenous routs was oho son for 
administration of KI.
Five patients with simple goitre 9 6 patients rendered 
euthyroid after partial thyroidectomyf 2 patients with 
Hashlaoto's disease and 5 patients rendered euthyroid by 
^ 1  therapy for thyrotoxicosis wore studied* The mean ages 
were similar in all the groups studied and all patients were 
female* The diagnosis of Hashimoto's disease wae wade on 
clinical grounds, by the finding of autoantibodies to 
thyroglobulin by a precipitin technique (8) and to thyroid 
"adore sense*/
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"ttiorosoneo" by * complement fixing iraaunofluareaoenoe 
technique (9) and also by the demonstration in both 
patients of butanol insoluble radioiodinated compounds
04In the eerum 49 hours after a 25 uc tracer dose of X
(to)* the patients who had been treated for thyrotoxicosis 
titby I and by thyroidectomy sere Judged to be euthyroid 
on olinioal grounds (1 1 ) on the results of studies 
(12) and by measurement of the stable protein-bound Iodine 
(PB1*7!) (13). In the patients with simple goitre the 
dis&ioais mas made on olinioal grounds and by the results 
of studies and of F B ^ X  oetimtians*
mam
a M k b J I  it f r tA ft ia t ta a
1^ I  mas milked from a ^  tellurium column containing
4 Msodium Tellurite adsorbed on aluminium ood.de gel* the
solemn was supplied by the radloaheaio&l Centre, Amerehem*
Bigs* 1 and 2 show the apparatus which was used to collect and
measure the ^ X *  X made up a sterile solution of ^/100
JH^OH and added 1 ml* of this solution to 1 litre of sterile
normal saline* 10 al* of saline mas then allowed to run
112slowly through the column* Tellurium transmutes to
112 112Iodine by radioactive decay* Xhe I which was washed
off the oolumn mas counted in an ionisation chamber and ths
amount/
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1*2FXGtJRB X The ool lection of I was ef foe tod by running 20 al of 
extremely dilute KH. jH through the Tellurium oolumn and ool looting the 
effluent underneath? The fi ure shows 2 Tellurium columns, one juut 
visible in the lead shielding and one in^front of the shielding* The 
universal container which ool looted the X by being placed underneath 
tho oolumn le also.shown* The heavy lead shielding rouiti tho oolumn le 
neoeeenaqr beeenee X has two heavy V ray* of 1*41 and 2*00 HeV 
reopeotivel •
#FICJTTRE 2 The Ionisation chamber (left) and DO smpliflsr which tut 
uc^ qd to measure the millio>>rle doses of 3 T collected frnot the 
3 Tellurium column. Ihe sample to be measured was placed In * perspex 
holder so that It was exactly in the oentro of the ionisation chamber.
The current generated in the chamber by the sample mas amplified *nd reed 
on the bopIs of the amplifier. i^ co® this reading the amount of I 
pro rent, in the sample was calculated as described In the* text.
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amount of radiation present was calculated against a 
60Standardised w  Cobalt source kindly supplied lay the 
Radiooheolo&l Centre as follows!
If Y uo^fcoglve a deflection of M divisions 
on the ionisation ohm ar
and X uo 1 ^ 1  give a defleotion of D divisions' .
on the ionisation chamber 
sad K factor for • 11*2 
and K factor for Oo - 13*6 
then X ue 132I • 13.6 DT
11.2 a uo 132I
112The I was then sterilised in a pressure cooker
to prepare it for intravenous inflection#
112Approximately 25 uc of I was administered intra­
venously end the thyroidal radiolodine plasm clearance rate 
was Eieasured over the next 30 minutes by the method of .
Bor son et al (14)* A minor modification used was that
112the accumulation of I in tho thyroid wae monitored 
continuously on a Honeywell Chart Recorder coupled to a 
rat erne ter and the graph was then sampled at 30 seoond 
Intervals for the next 20 minutes to allow thyroidal olearanoe to 
bo calculated in the usual manner# The factor 0.63 was 
used to correct for backseat ter of radiation from the vertebral 
column for experience in over 500 clearances using the derson 
technique has shown that this is a valid correction factor#
9 m /
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The plasma inorganic iodine (PII) was measured
over the next 90 idnutee by a modification of an isotope
dilution method which X have designed to be used validly
with the Beroon technique of estimating thyroidal
plasma clearance rate (19)# The validation of this
technique le described in detail In Part 1 of the thesis end
only the details of perfbnaance of the method will be
presented here*
Precisely 35 minutes after the Intravenous 
112injection I the bladder was completely emptied and the
urine radioactivity was measured aa la required by the Beraen
112technique fbr calculation of “  clearance rate* Each
patient then dmnk a large (10 fluid osa.) glass of water to
ensure that it would be possible to void urine at 120 minutes*
The 120 minute specimen was collected in especially prepared 
127'I - free glass ware fbr estimation of radioactivity end
12?I. A 9 ml* blood sample was then taken into a heparinlaod
bottle 77 minutes after injection fbr estimation of
plasma radioactivity* One ml* samples of urine and plasma
were assayed for radioactivity in a well type scintillation
127counter* Urine I was estimated by the method of Farrell
127and Richmond (l3)f analyses of I were performed la 
duplicate cm each sample of urine* PII was calculated ftpom 
the equation*
d)/
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(1) PXX (ug/100 ml) • Urinary lodla* (va/100 al) x
plnaofi radialodln* (ope/100 al)
Urlnazy radioiodine (ops/100 ml)
Ths principles underlying the measurement of PII by 
isotope dilution techniques ace folly discussed earlier (p. 34 )• 
Exoollent aocounts of these principles ere given by tanlay (16) 
she first devised them and by iftyne* Koutrae sad Alexander (6).
foe absolute amount of stable iodine (12^I) taken 
up by the thyroid (Alb) over the belf hear period of oloaranoo 
study sas oaloulatad from the formula of Alexander at al (6).
(2) AltT (ug/hr) • foyreidal plaena 1^2I olearaaoa rata (al/ain) x
PII (WtOO ml) x 0.6
The factor 0.6 converts u^/100 al* to mg/wl* and al/min to 
ml/hr. Since the AIU sas being oaloulatad ever the 30 minute 
interval of oloaranoo study for purposes ef comparison with the 
AIU 30 minutes after intravenous administration of KZt the footer
0x6 rather than 0.6 was used.
2
On the following day 2 eg KZ solution was mixed 
thoroughly with approximately 25 uc 1^I aad the mixture 
wae injected intravenously. The endogenous PII is now 
saall compared with PII levels consequent on iodide injection 
(values after iodide injection ranged from 5 to 8 ug/100 ml 
compared to 0.1 • 0.3 ug/100 ml before injection)•
The/
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PICfiJBS 3 The meaii absolute upfeafce at- ©table iodine by the tigroid 
calculated over the half hour period from the administration of 
radioiodine before and after the addition of l i t  carrier to the tracer 
dose in various to ro id  conditions, The numbers m  top of each 
histogram refer to the number© of patients in each category. The 
term non^toxio goitre refers to the patients with simple goitre*
Tho endognotts PII waa therefore neglected aad tha AIU 
was oalottlatad froa a knowledge of tha thyroidal 
uptake at 30 adimtes and tha spaoiflc Mtifilsf of tha 
injected railolodlne*
RKSPidrs
Tha reanlta are ahowa in Table 1 (p*326) 
aad in Fig* 3* Tha naan A1U in tha patianta with 
almple goitre roaa from 2.63^ 0*97 ( m m  - otandard 
deviation) ug/0.5 hoar before tha adainiatmtion of KZ 
to 93 - 89*6 ug in tho half hour tiadjataly following 
tha Intraveaons adalnletretion of KZ* Za patianta with 
Haehlnoto'e diaaaaa tha 4Z9 roaa fins a control vain* of 2*22 
ug/0.5 hour to 4t? ug/0*5 hour* Za patianta thyroldeotoad and 
for thyrotoxiooaie a naan riaa fteoa 1*14 £ 0*96 ug/0.5 hoar 
to 95 - 78*8 og/0*5 boor waa obaarwad* Tho patianta who had 
received 1*1I therapy for thpzotaxiooaia on tho othar hand 
d— onatratad a relatively poor trapping reepoaae to tha iodlda 
loads a rlaa of AZ0 from 8*12 £ 0*74 5 hour to 23 • 13*7
ug/0*5 hoar being obaarwad in thaea patianta* Tha Individual 
raaulta for each of tha 18 patianta in this experiment are 
down in Appendix A (p. 330) which alao ahowa tha PXI aad 
thyroidal pla— a radlolodlno olaaranoa values bafora KZ*
Thaaa/
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These results w en that patients with Kashi ao to fs 
dissass shoved greatest avidity for ths KX load in tho half 
hour period immediately following Iodide administration 
followed by tho pationto who bad boon thyroidoo toad sod for 
thyrotoxicosis, patients with eieple goitre and patients 
treated hr for thyrotoxicosis# The differences in 
AIK during this interval ere higily eignifleant for 
patients treated by compared with simple goitre P < 0.01) 
and for patients treated with ^ 1  oaopared with the patients 
with Hash! ao to1 a disease (P < 0*0001 )• They are probably 
also significant for patients treated by thyroideotoa y 
oonpared with patients treated by radioiodine because all 
of the former pationto have higher AIK1 a than tho latter 
(Appendix A p.330). Sash io the largo standard deviation 
of tho observations on tho thyroidootoaisod patients, however 
that a conventionally aooepted statistical difference io not 
apparent between those two groups# (0#1 > P< 0#05)#
nsmm
The results of thio exporlasnt gave quite 
unexpected results* The disparity between tho AIK 30 
aim tea after intravenous KI injection was quite striking 
when the behaviour of pationto with Haahlaoto'e disease, 
staple goitre and radiation and operatian thyroid
raanantV
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Fwniwft m m  oonpared. A dose — mi nation of tho PII 
levels, pli— o thyroidal 1^ I  clearance — too and AIU 
velum* which vtM obtained —  the oontrol day prior to 
tho — perla— to with XI did not ah—  any oforlowo 
differences bat— on tho findings in each group which 
might explain this disparity. I took the patients with 
Mtaple gait—  as ay reference point* They had a — an 
rl—  in 1^ I  uptake after exposure to tho iodide load 
of 90 ug/0.5 hour (seoond AI0 • first AI0) and did not 
d— strate slgnifioant iodide inhibition, i.e., did 
not ail—  dspresalen of 1^I uptake at 24 hours* As 
*^I and *^I a—  handled in —  id— tioal fashion by 
tho thyroid It one not unreasonable to oonolurio that 
at 24 hours a fair amount of tho iodide do—  gi— a in 
tho oral iodide inhibition toot woo — elding in tho 
thyroid gland* The — lie gi— n by tho patients with 
Hashlaoto's disease differed from this* Their aeon 
12^I uptake after expo—  to the iodide load re—  
by415 03/0*5 how, a wal—  — eh higher than that of 
tho patients with simple goitret yet 24 hows after 
XI gluon orally in the iodide inhibition toot ohowod o 
narked inhibition of ^^1  (and n — mifcly al—  of 
12 I^) uptake* Tho patients thy— id— toaisod far 
thyrotoxicosis bshauwd so— what similarly to tho patients 
with Hashlaoto's disease* Their as—  Alt? —  after 
XI/
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KX administration by 94 «d/°* 5 boors, s value r w y  
similar to that of tho patients with sloplo goitre.
In ths oral lodldo inhibition toot however ths 24 
h ow uptake of (end y— M y  therefore of
12^ I) of ths potlsnts with • thyroidectomy rsonsnt 
woo much loos than that of the patients with staple 
goitre* Only the patients treated by 1^ Z  therapy 
fbr thyrotoxicosis behaved as ons eight have expeetedt 
they had a very much lower riee in 12^ I uptake 
following intravenous KZ adainlstsetlosi (21 e^0«5 hour) 
than ths patients with simple goitre end oerzeepeading 
to this their 24 hour (end presunsfely 12^X) uptake 
waa aleo very much lower than that of these patients,
Zt sequel logical that these results ooold have only 
one explanation. At none period ranging froa 30 minutes 
to 24 hours after intravenous injection of KZ with the 
traoer does, sons of the mixture aeeuanlatei
In the thyroid gland during the initial study period of 
30 minutes auet bo being discharged,
WMaumaum
To test this hypothesis Z studied the pattern of 
thyroidal uptake of sadioiodine before and after the 
addition of 2 ng KZ solution to the intravenous traoer 
does for 30 to 60 minutes following injection hr moans
of/
1 2 0
of ft Honeywell Chart Recorder coupled to a rateaeter*
Serial counts of thyroid radioactivity war® aado 
thereafter for periods up to 6 hours.
X studied 2 patients with Haehlmoto's disease, 2 patients 
thyroidectomlsed for thyrotoxicoais and 2 patients treated 
hr for thyrotoxioosis* The results ef one suoh 
observation on a patient with a thyroidectomy rennaat 
are ehoen in Figure 4* The line joining ths open 
elreles refers to the pattern of thyroidal uptake 
plotted against the equare root ef tine (thyroidal uptake 
is initially a parabolic function) when ths tracer dess 
was adeiidstered intravenously without ths addition of 
XX* The line joining the dosed circles outlines ths 
pattern of thyroidal uptake when 2 tag XX had
been added to the tracer dose on the following day*
Xt oan he aeon that under these oirouastanees the 
initial uptake is followed by spontaneous
discharge of radioactivity from the thyroid gland 
and that this discharge continues for at least 6 hours*
To obviate the unlikely possibility that ths discharge 
of radioactivity was due to rapid synthesis sad release 
of labelled hormone as early as 40 minutes after 
administration,/
1 2 1
4 up toko p&iiama "titwm tha teoor t
& m o  o f  m tio& oM m  its od&d^otox&l in lm v r n s m lw  {h iaok <ste#X«s) 
m ul t& tto a t {ob ^i o&gaXos) I  m§ K l  to  a  p & tlo at oho to& m t o g o m
tl'^B0‘te d o o 8i ^4 ^Ucit £  &$ %X i e  v M ® ii to tho teoas?* 
tho t a l t i& i  "~"*% upte&rc i a  j^ rtem eo a#  cU$0hsu?$o o f  rad io *
a c t iv i t y  f&osa i im  x h ^ m M  gland* &o m ^ t t o m o o Q  v:m  tlo toatei i t i  tho 
t e i t e  tho postal 0  «* 4 ham* Mtontag afeM ote^ion otiggaottaft 
that otily £ m s  tatag Atac&atystfl toB tho fttanil* '
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administration, plasma was checked for radioactivity 
while the thyroid radioactivity wae felling* ffo pli—  
radioactivity was demonstrable after passage through 
an Amtorllte IRA 400 (CSb) ten exohaxvje oolumn, a 
finding which suggests that no radlohoraons was present 
in the plasma*
msmm
It la poeellile that the initially rapid uptake end 
dleoharge pattern ef fig* 4 ie net seen in all patients 
with Haehlmoto'e disease nor in all thyroidectomy 
remnants* I haws observed the pheneeencm in the too 
patients with Haehinoto9e disease whom I studied but 
in only one of the two thyroidectomy rswammts* It 
does seem likely that the uptake-dlsOharge phenomenon 
may account for the iodide Inhibition eeen in a good 
proportion of the oaaee with Ha4himoto9s disease 
beeause Owen an! hie associates (1?) who performed a 
Berson teohnique to measure plasma thyroidal 
clearance rates In 1250 patients found 11 who exhibited 
a rapid uptake, early discharge phenomenon| 4 of these
patients had Kashinoto9s disease but none of the four 
had been given an iodide loed* I have ahown (Tig* 4) 
that this discharge le much more likely to occur when 
the/
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ths patient is given a 2 mg KI load end yet even without 
ths iodine load ths patients studied by Owen et al 
demonstrated a spontaneous discharge of from ths
gland*
ths findings in the taro patients treated by
therapy for thyrotoxicosis shoved, ae one would
haws expected, that the rate of uptake of 127 ~ ^ x
wes eery slow in both eases and eoeordingly the inhibition
131-127of 24 hoar thyroidal I uptake in ths iodide
inhibition test seen in ths X treated gland nest
probably represents a truly decreased functional
capacity of the gland to trap iodide*
Neither Felnberg et al (13) nor Paris and his
eolleagnss (19*20) vsre able to explain ths phenomenon
of iodids Inhibition in ths patients they studied, bat
It seems likely that ths uptake-disohargs phenomenon which
Z have described may have been at least partly
responsible for the phenomenon of iodide inhbition which
was shorn by Paris et al (21) to oeeur in patients with
iodide goitre* XUble 2(9*323) taken froa iaris1
findings (19) shows that in 3 patients with iodide goitre
131the twenty four hour thyroidal I uptake was lower then 
the/
V
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FEINBERG HOFFMAN & OWEN 1959
TIME (HOURS)
5 plotted $m ®. tho of Feinteg et el (195$)
J*  oi&u M oor* 3$* 567# Sfoyxoidal m$iotoeU*ae uptake pattern® 
when ili© /  % tmoer &om is  given omii^r with (hl&ok oirolois) m&
without (open g&piee) & $g El to & H^ O^tOSRiO patient* H*ho 
iiiMMtion o f "I upteto pmluoed hf E l tMoh Fetofcesrg at « i 
otekW&d in  their patient® ie  eeen one hour &£te? -the tooea? <1000 tmu 
teen §ivea* -
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tho 6 hour uptake when 2 mg KI wae added to the ^ 1  
tracer done* Ibis finding suggests that 
mixture wae being discharged from the gland in the period 6 
to 24 hours following oral administration of the lodimted 
tracer dose in much the seme way- as discharge occurred 
in my patients from 0 to 6 hours following Intravenous 
administration of ths dose* Ths authors have not 
consented on this aspoet of their results but it seems 
to as a significant one* Feinborg (18) who showed 
iodide inhibition in his patients with thyrotoxicosis 
measured the upt||k0 patterns of these patients
after iodide throughout the day, on the other hand and 
found that there was a consistently depressed uptake 
after iodides as is shown in Figure %  However he did 
not measure the thyroidal uptake until $ hour
had olapeed after the oral administration of KX and it 
may bo that ha missed a very early rapid uptakc-dlsCharge 
phenomenon In these patients# I cannot ooament further 
on this as I have not demonstrated iodide Inhibition in 
the thyrotoxic patients whom X studied*
l a u M B i u n  s w e a t  j m u m u B i a i a m a w i w B w
fiie uptake-discharge phenomenon whieh X have described 
is very reminiscent of tho discharge of 1^ X  which ooours 
from/
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fro® tho thyroid when KCIO^ or KSCN is administered
to patients who hare difficulty In oxidation and subsequent
organification of iodide either because of
dyehormonogenesis (21-29), Hashlsioto'a disease (12,29-31),
Iodide goitre (32,33) or the administration of other
drugs known to inhibit the binding of iodide to tyrosine
residues within the thyroid gland (34-37)* It has
been known for ranixjr years that one aotlon of iodide itself
on the thyroid le to block the oxidation and organification
of free intrathyroidal iodide (16,38-42). Ik is tempting
to speculate that iodide is increasing or enhancing a mild
underlying defect in iodide organification and that under
these circumstances iodide is discharged from the gland*
However, KCIO^ discharge tests performed on 4 patients
with Kaahlmoto's disease who exhibited iodile inhibition
and on one patient who was shown to exhibit the uptake-
discharge phenomenon were negative suggesting that th*y
did not have an appreciable defect in iodide binding • It
may be that these patients did have a slight impairment in
binding power Insufficiently great to be revealed by the
KC10 test but which was enhanced by the iodide load* A 4
further point however against this concept is the fact that 
the patient with Pendred'a syndrome which is known to 
be associated with defective organic binding of iodide 
(20-27)/
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(20-27) did not dcnonstrate ei&iifloaat iodide inhibition
(32 per cent) although he discharged 35 per oent of 
iha aoounuUtwl thyroidal 131j to ^  Kao^
test9 (upper Unit of normal 12 pear oent (12) )9 a finding 
which suggesthe did base an appreciable defect in iodide 
orgenlfleetlofu This patient9 however, had been 
receiving thyroxine therapy for 2 years prior to the 
perfbrwanoe ef the iodide inhibition teat end thie nay 
invalidate the reeulte of it#
To wy knowledge defective organl floetlon of iodide 
hae net been dcaonstaated in the Hiyroidsctony reanent 
end it any be that the tiptnke-dlsebargs phdctorionon may 
arise in these patienta in a different fashion# Stewart
(42) hae shown that thyroidal inorganic iodide
era— la ted in the thyroids ef patients with alaple goitre
. . X
in the perfbxaaaoe of the iodide inhibition test near be 
discharged by KdO^# This finding has been ooaflnod
(43) end it euggsete that in these glands the relative 
capacity to trep excess iodide has outstripped the 
oepeoity to bind exoess iodide in organic fora# The 
iodide Use free in the gland end oan be discharged by 
Kd04« It is probable that Much the sane thing happens 
in the thyroidectoray reanent except that the inten­
tly xaidal storage pool for iodide is very anch lees 
than in patisnts with staple goitre because it has been 
physically/
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physically reduced by operation* Under these 
conditions the active thyroidectomy r— snnt whioh 
ie known to trap and turn over at a feet rate
(44) nay initially accumulate much more of the 
KX lead in the iodide inhibition teat than it can 
aoooonodate and early discharge then ooours*
Xt ia equally likely that a reduced intrathyroidal 
iodine storage pool ia partly responsible for tho 
127-131 j iiiacharge in Hashlaoto's disease* A high 
turnover rate of *^X due to a email intrathyroidal 
iodine pool has been suggested in patients with 
Hashlaoto's disease (12#3<>i45-46) and Buehanan et al 
(31) who naasured the intrathyroidal exchangeable 
iodine pool in 11 patients with Haahiooto's disease 
found it to be Markedly reduced in alaost all of theou 
Hone of these speculationa are likely to be 
relevant to the radiation remnant where the reaeon for 
the response to the iodide inhibition test would seen to 
lie In a failure of reserve trapping capacity of the 
thyroid to aoounulate the increased plasma iodide load 
presented to it* Support for this concept ie provided 
by the study of Kokert et al (44) who case to somewhat 
eiadlar conclusions from different observations* In 
a study of the treated remnant they showed that the 
ability/
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of tho glona to e*$an& tho iodide taeppdng 
m $m im  following ttohto&oie a&d»ieimtiea m s
reanoed# ■
flho i m t  s e o t ie a  o f  t h ia  p a r t  o f, th e  th e e io  
teorlhes oomer^e^i^ento which for the mk% o f 
eo&pletexie*# X undertook to try to find out why' 
the r a d ia t io n  remnant emmet tw&p exceeo iodide#
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Stadias of 1*^X kinetics and of otablo lodlao 
metabolise before mod after the intravenous 
administration of 2 eg XI to 2 patients with 
Hashimoto's disease9 6 patients with a thyroidectomy 
remnant, 5 patients who had reeelwed therapy 
for thyrotoxicosis and 5 patients with simple goitre 
were undertaken in on attempt to explain the 
phenomenon of iodide inhibition* These studies 
suggested that there are 2 possible mechanisms of 
ooourrenoe of the phenomenon* One meehanim which 
oocured In patiente with Hashimoto’s disease and in 
patients with a thyroidectomy remnant consisted of an 
initially rapid uptake of ^  ^
thyroid followed hr a prompt discharge of from
the gland* The second mechanism, seen in patiente 
treated hr 1*1I therapy for thyrotoxiooads seemed to 
be due to a truly * decreased functional capacity of 
the glands of thess patients to trap iodide* Poeaible 
reasons which might underlie ths first of these 
mechanisms were discussed.
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PART a
SECTION 3 
STUDIES OF THE MECHANISM OF 
OCCURRENCE OF IODI1E IRHXBITXON
(comwsD)
la the previous section of this port of ths thesis 
I have presented evidence vhioh suggests that the mechaalnn 
of iodide inhibition in petlents rendered euthyroid by 
1* X  therapy oonslsts of a truly decreased functional 
capacity of the thyroid gland to trap iodide* For the 
sake of ooeplstenses in detailing my vork on tho phffrvioniwi 
of iodide inhibition I shell briefly deeorlbe experiments which 
Z undertook to try to find out why these glands oould 
not trap ths excess iodide in the iodide inhibition test*
There were too possible reasons for tills inability* The 
first was that there wae eons abnormality of tho thyrotoxic 
thyroid gland with regard to iodide trapping and that this 
abnormality was enhanced by ths effect of radiation*
Ao X had not demonstrated iodide inhibition in frankly 
thyrotoxic subjects in the initial study 9 this line of 
enquiry did not seem a particularly fruitful one to pursue*
The second possibility« which seamed more promising, as 
it was susceptible of experiments! study9 was that the decreased 
fractional capacity to trap iodide had bom directly produced by 
the effect of radiation on those thyrotoxic glands* If 
this wore tho oaso it might bo possible to show that radiation 
injury impaired the functional capacity of normal thyroid glands 
to trap iodide*
X decided to approach the problem in two separate ways*
*or/
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irateaa teiau iNPPp- ■feasspy £ w  ©atfty
tjs«w ©£ the tei'pst*! *m® © t o  tf & oob&ib o? wisst
©Bgsstesitos to e&Mi ’SI® ea§-»«!% ©£ ®» m i 'ts&mto ®ta*«4 
t» seo-p ©jskkw fetfifta© m %  « M « t  *foj&© tfei «s®
fe t m m x & w  *>y % #  ®t©
ssWSy lf«> im tia a la  $0 a©88jj&t»a
MlggtlALS
Ihn p^ vti fiy^ t who## prQ&ai&.bly nonftl tx^ rroia ted
m
besn hsevily unavoidably) irsadiatsd during radios! 
iHRv thorapy lew sarly sannsr of ths larynx wore aelaotsd 
for study• Tabls l(p* 334) shows thsir u s  and tho sgss
M which tnat^Ab was oosMoctKU Only two wars fenala 
I#fi#itl hsrwmss laryngeal wuMSf is pr^ iocdijftntly a 
dissass of ths asls (1)» tell 1 also shows ths total 
dosss of sadlatloa In sads (fcaottonatsd ovwr a trsstnswt 
tlas of 3 to 4 sosks) and ths Interval la years he team  
trsatnsnt and the tlas of study* All patients vers
ambulant and ths lucyn^l osnosr see slthsr vflitd or
- ■
OOWtffOllSilt
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l a  a ll ii&Menta thy&ai<i m s  &os®®e©& by
oX toiaal fo to x v te ff amd OKamtoatiosi (B ) mid b y  iWfoiEO  
^adlaioM,afio ieete o f  thyroid ■£toetlo& (3)* flio eeimra
PB'^X ooiioontaMoa was moaned to all o£ them (4)
<&& thesis? a em  woiso oM disod fo ^  the f« e e sQ S  o f  e n t i*  
thy^ogiobulto a^ fosatifeocty fey the tamed r©€ oall 
im tioa t e a t  (3 )  fos? oaapXemmi f&aetog smtibody to 
thyroid lfirlo^o0omV? ©at%©» *apto  ^a fto o :r o e « t  esitibody 
teolmtotte (&)* iodide itM bltion tost s?&$ posSomsd
n&tnB  the ataai& M  & mg* p o i a m im  to&Me ( t i l )  d o m  m  
deeoadbed i n  the f i s t i t  e s o l im  o f  thto part* o f  the t t a i a #
m m  ....
f&hto .1 (p*3B$) fifoowo iiw  ssomtlta obtained £m 24
1 ■tail? ** % i#take hotee m &  affm* tho K% toad
togotta? with tlio mtetteto& pmom^m  ioMte toMMttea 
im  i^ t ie a te #  && of « «  B S ^ I
©rtto&tioas asa tilm  tootetel, i n this tc&te*
lano of tho patients ww thought to h© pMMeatljf 
ant the ®mm M%^t mo i n a l l  o f t l «
above tho applet t e w  Hs&t of a » l  (3*9 «& pen oent)
la ow Ic^omto^r# fha iwm&L aoooptod te w  Iteit o f 
fi« esX  fsm  tho tl\?m tto3. u ptcte  a t  24 t o  ots?
tt^otootap* tebomtofgr to go $ot oent of ^ 31 4000
la 01%  one patient me tho aptako too  than tMa 
( i f  pm? m®$*)m Z ii t l i le  p&ttont the m o
8*0 %% poifi* eent ami olio mo thcmght eMtitoallgf to ho 
©ai!$»Id# *Ei® III^I at |8 fctmm wae xiogligtote to
all. oaooe* la asm© of tteae imtioato ornate aiiMthpMtl
aat»^atf|.hotias be doteotod*
fho ,f©$ffXto of til.© io&Ufo lalEMtlOB teat m$® 
sitilto to those obtotaoa. la the px^ itml gawp* to ao 
imtioati la thio otit% tae a pe&oentnge inhibition gmoMm 
ttaa §5 fos? eonb won ant the maasi toMMtioa of 3i p©& 
oosst io  not oi^iftoontiaf cliftow t .tern the 85 pofc? oent 
of the oetrtaE giwp (P >0*10).
m m m
The results of this stud/ showed that X-irradlatlea 
given as fraotionatod doses over three to four weeks in 
totals of fzoa 5000 to 6000 reds (mean 5805 rads) did 
not impair the Ions term ihaotlon of the nehte d o huesn 
thyroid eland (from 2 to 5*5 years later) as Judged by 
clinical examination, redioiodine study and sarum P»12^I 
measurements# These observations art in aooord with tha 
findings of other workers (7)*
By contrast, ^ 1X irrsdiation given in doses of 
5000 to 10,000 rods in ths treatment of thyrotoxiooels is 
followed 0/ a high Inoidenoe of late onset hypothyroidism 
(8-13) 40 to 50 per oent of oaees so trusted developing 
permanent syxoedeaa# In addition X had shown that the 
vast majority of patients treated 1/ therapy for 
thyrotoxiooels have a diminished functional oapaoity to trap 
excess iodide when thie is presented to their th/wid glands# 
formal thyroids however treated in this study with equivalent rad 
doees of x-rays at equivalent time intervale before examination 
did not have a diminished reserve oapaoity to trap the iodide 
presented in the iodide inhibition test#
These findings oould have been dens to one of two 
explanations# Firstly, thyroid irrsdiation during tho 
course/
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course of I therapy for thyrotoxicosis might mot base 
impaired the reserve trapping capacity of the thyroid cells, 
this impairment being due to some other faotorf or 
secondly thyroid irradiation might indeed have produced 
impairment of the reserve trapping capacity hut because 
thyrotoxic thyroid oells mere inherently more radio 
sensitive than normal thyroid oells iodide inhibition sms 
not demonstrated in the normal radioresistant cells# Zt 
is known that Increased cell metabolism and oxygenation, 
both features of ths thyrotoxic gland, sensitise a vide 
variety of mammalian colls to radiation injury (14-16) and 
from a study of the rad doses required to render euthyroid 
patients undergoing 1^I  treatment fbr angina pectoris 
hypothyroid, it has been concluded that the normal thyroid 
is indeed more radioresistant then the thyrotoxic thyroid 
(17)« Studies of the action of *^Z in patients with 
thyroid oanosr have led to similar conclusion© (18)#
Z reasoned that if the seoond explanation were true,
Z might have to give very large radiation donee to normal 
patients if I wished to demonstrate iodide inhibition in 
the irradiated normal gland and so prove that the phenomenon 
was a hallmark of thyroid oell radiation injury# Zt was 
not possible for me to obtain oardiao patients treated for 
angina pectoris by and therefore Z decided to use 
the sat thyroid glamt as a model fbr study of this point#
1 T I
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A preliminary experiment was nsoesoasy to determine 
the dosage of iodide required to inhibit the 1“*1X uptake 
of the normal non-irradiated ret thyroid gland so that the 
oorreot dees of iodide (oorrevpondlng to 2 mg XI in the 
human; oould be given in eabeerpient studies# Table 2 (P. 337) 
•hove the results of ea experiment share 0,1,4,10,20,40 end 
80 ug of 12?X were injected with 0,5 me 1^‘X into adult 
female wiatar rate (body weight 180 - 250 0*) who bed been 
resolving a standard laboratory diet for 2 weeke prior to 
study# She ant sals were killed 24 hours later, the thyroids 
dlsseeted out end allowed to stand overnight in 5 ml# of Jf 
tieGh# This procedure soused disintegration of all thyroid 
tissue# Thyroidal radioactivity waa then measured in a 
Huolear Chicago automatic scintillation counter end 
expressed as a percentage of the administered does# Xt 
oan be seen that 10 ng 12^I given with the traoer does 
oaueed a elicit (13 per emt) depression of 24 hour thyroidal 
131X uptake from the control value# Twenty ug 12^I oaueed 
a greater (30 per oent) depression, 40 ug 12<I a marked 
reduetLon (69 per oent) end 80 mg a profound depression in 
the ^  X uptake# X decided therefore to use doses of 10,
20 mad 40 yog 12^X to study the functional reserve capacity
<*/
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oS tho i&s&atetad 8*4 tlgrsoMl to tmp w o rn  om wte
ft* S’VS"
X %hm tmCi to  dooide tow m h  " t  dhenM. bo glvsaa 
t o  tho i f  I  m e  to  p n e t e o  ^ t o t i o n  o f  t t o  
eea# oa?ta? an th a t  8ttot£ilt&& b y  t h y f o t o ^ o  f& tien tio  
during: ^ X  tto so p y * ■ Kfcdtiftf (21) too utotm t h a t  8& t0
50 p& oinMMt ofttiOM d m o tio n a l and histoXegloat 
otag&$ iM tto tl^ rto id  gSxmd 4& $&yo &£t$# a d ^ i n i a t e t i o n  
of tho iootopof t  toaltol ttoftdftgre to uoo tM& do&o extft
a**
also a 79 no Aoso m  t fea? it m§m& that tfaeafc dosofc 
YiroiEd A&£Het innexiiatioi'j damage on the n&t thyroid#
Materials
Seventy young adult female Wlsta? rata from tha
same breeding colony weighing 180*250 3# end reared
under standard laboratory conditions sere studied# The
rats were readonly divided into 10 groups, 5 animals to
each group# They oars individually marked, weighed
in grams and received thyroid irradiation by the intro-
litperitoneal injeotion of I# The plan of this
experiment is shown in Table 3 (p#339) where it eaa be
seen that 20 animals received no 25 received
50 uo (5 of these animals being used later to
provide a measure of background radioactivity in the
thyroid gland) and 25 reoeived 75 uo 5 of these
also being used later to measure background radiation#
The rats wsrs maintained thereafter on normal diet under
standard laboratory conditions for 3 weeks# Saoh animal
than reoeived an intraperltoneal injection of 0#5 uo
apart from ths 10 rats already referred to who were
used to provide a measure of thyroid radioactivity prior
111to the injection of the X tracer dose# Zero, 10,20 
and 40 ug doeas of ^ 1  were administrated with ths 
tracer does to groups of the animals who had received
0,50 and f) uo ^ 1 ,  5 animals in each group (Table 3p«339)* 
His rats who were used for background counting did not 
reoeive/
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Moiifi ,*,l* All animals ittt Hjllad by wal ass 2d 
burn later, ths glands vers dlsssstsd free aad tha
131 *P JfcJIMftli jl aAm AMkJI Pk4k hmmmhI ama) Ml dl 4Mfe4fea season mas sasaasiiisc as previously osocriDecu *xm
• ■ ■ , "*>'^z * * t •' V^percentage uptake eae than derived by ocRsperleen with a 
standard#
i m u
The results ef this experiment ere shown in Tables 
4 and S (?• 341 - 3) where the mesa 24 hour thyroidal 
uptakes end mean percentage inhibition of uptake after 
allowance for background radioactivity due to the 50 end 75 uo 
131X doses, ere shown* Appendix A ehows the individual 
counte obtained for each anlaal prior to the oorreotlon for 
background radioactivity* (see p.345)
A The noa-lrxnAlotod oentrol group
The nom-irrsdiated control aninale who wese given 
the 131X tracer doae without 12^ I had a aaaa uptake of 
32 per oent* Thie oontraete with the value ef 26 par oent 
found in the non-irradiated anlaal • given 10 ug 12^ I with 
the 131X ( an inhibition of 19 pear oent ef the uptake of tho 
control group) end with the uptakes of 7 per oent and 3 per oent 
in the groups who reoelved 20 end 40 ug 12^I (78 end 92 pear 
oent inhibition reepootlvely)*
B g »  gwap glT«n y> no 131X V  latr»prlton»»l Inaction
Tho enlnale who reoelved 50 ue 131I and no iodide 
with the 131I tracer bad a mean uptake of 22 por oent*
This la a significantly lower uptake than that of the 
nea»lr*edlated oentrol group (P< 0*05)* The eeen uptake 
ef the rate given 50 ue 131X who were studied with the 
addition of 10 ug to the tracer wae 16 per oent end 
the/
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ths percentage Inhibition of uptake was 29 per cent* This 
ie not significantly different from the 19 per oent inhibition 
of uptake which was found in the nan-irradiated group# Hie 
inhibition of uptake produced by addition of 20 and 40 ug 
to tho control group was ao groat (78 per oent end 
92 per oent respectively) that it wae not possible to expect 
further significant differences between these values and the 
values for irradiated animals#
c. a u s a s a i i a i u s M i a i i B L  a i s m
!he rat* who received 75 bo had more radiation 
induced damage in their thyroid glands than did ths group 
treated with 50 ue fbr they showed a marked inhibition 
of 131I uptake# Ths uptake for thie group when no 
carrier iodide was given with ths tracer dose wae 15 per cent# 
This value is significantly lower than that of the non­
irradiated xats (P< 0#02)# After 10 ug 12^I was given with
111the tracer dose the I uptake was 5 per oent which represents
an inhibition of 67 per oent of the original uptake of this
group, and is significantly different from the percentage
inhibition of the ocntrol group (P< 0.02)» The inhibition
127of uptake produced by 20 and 40 ug I in the control group
was so great that it was not possible to show a significantly
increased inhibition of uptake in tha groups treated with 
11175 uo I who were given Iodide loads of this magnitude.
#  A C k
Discussion
Irradiation with *>0 and 75 no which may ho 
calculated to deliver very approximately sad do boo of 
tho order of 20,000 and 30,000 rede (19) doaee whioh 
axe in oxoees of thoee uaad to treat hyperthyroidism 
(20), produces irradiation injury to function (iodide 
trapping) in the normal rat thyroid (21). This le 
denonetrated in the present experiment both V  the 
impaired ^^1 uptake of the residual thyroid naaa 
following jirrw*i atl'wi end by the iqairtd capacity to 
deal with the 10 ug Iodide load (in the 79 no treated 
SSOHp)*
®o exclude the possibility that there was an 
early uptake - rapid dieoharge phenomenon aeoh ae Z 
have described in aoea patlante with Haahlmoto'a diaeaaa, 
I studied the uptake patterns of heavily irradiated 
rate in another experiment at 6,12,18 and 24 hours after 
administration of the “ 131I mixture. 1 shall net 
present details of this study but the results Showed that 
the early uptake - rapid dieoharge phenomenon did not 
oocur In these rat glands.
These findings suggest that when Irradiation injury 
in the gland le ouch ae to Impair the function of the 
tissue a situation whioh obtains in the treated patient, 
significant/
significant iodide Inhibition aagr aloe bo dsnonatrated 
particularly when tho radiation injury ia severe. It 
it ia possible to oxtrapoiata from tha rat thyroid to tho 
human gland, which ona can do only with extreme oaution 
it would thaxofora appear that iodide inhibition in 
patients treated by therapy ton thyrotoxicosis Mgr be 
a reflection of tha known irradiation induced norphologioal 
and functional disorganiaation whlah has bean denonetrated 
by histological and in vivo studies of these glands (20-24).
These results do hot exclude entirely the possibility that 
other factors such as a diminished slae of tho lntrathyseldal 
iodide storage pool nay also be important in producing the 
phenomenon ef iodide inhibition in some ^^X treated 
patients.
Many studies here demonstrated that those are two 
grades of irradiation injury when ms— all an sella art 
exposed to radiations initially the eel Is lose their 
oapaelty to dlwide and multiply following moderate irradiation 
(14916925) and then as the rad deee la lnoroaaod the Amotion ef 
tho oella beoonee impaired (16,26 - 8). That this general 
rule ie also true fbr rat thyroid cello has been shown by 
many workers (29 - 33). Xa addition Al-Hindawi end Wilson (34) 
bailees that the *^X radiation remnant ia the human thyroid would 
exhibit both grades ef irradiation damage if it ware possible 
to measure inhibition of mitosis and soil turnover sates in 
the/
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tho thy^o&d ot mun
fho amimel gugg^abtl&i th w  $&y bo a
AM3?& g&o&Q Of A^v&A&tAait A & jffiy  An th o  tlysro id  which
^m'TOTiori hof0£0' to ta l fa iltro  of c o ll functions namely#
im hlliiy  to t£t$ tho oxcoso Ao&M© load pgrooontod with tha
t%mm* £i*x$&X&t&o& Injury pi?o&uo$& by JJO y& ^ X
waa &mr®m o&ough to a&uoo tho ft&aoft& gmH® o f  demgo to
the jfato thyroid 00XX3 foa? thoy ahowocl Ara)^l«mt of ^ X
mpt&to* Hodovas? tho jksbobv© e& paoity o f  th ose a e l l e  to
t*&# tho mm pt&potttion of tho cHgooaa Ao&Ado load (10 og)
remained ©AiaAXar to tho oont£$l tm»ix££ri!i&to& ooAXsh
tihcu tho irradiation dame$a was in0£o&&&& taw rer by
adtjiinistoring 75 uo * X dQ868f tho gooovvo oapaoity to
to p  02S0080 Aodido &X$o became Bmomlj Amp&AracU fIte£o
flmUt&o md tho finding# o f others tteeo g&ideB
of ii?3?adlation Anbury wearing w ith AnoroiioAfl^  cevmrity
of terMAation tei&ga* tn  tho £im% gm&e#. tho oapaoity
o f  tho th yro id  o o llo  to m u ltip ly  hsoss^s impaired* Secondly
tho fhnoticm of the glami as a whole t>ooo.mos Amp&Arod dne to
of ooiXo which haim attempted to multiply* Th® xmB&t&xig
m tl®  tevo toov^i? tho oapaoity to trap ®to®m Ao&Ade presented
to thsM* Tm third $rad$ ooouro vMm tho ^saining cells exh ib it
impaired m&®&m fimoUoml capacity to *tap i^sooos iodide*
X hypothesise that those observations sight bo *4te?vant
1^ 1
to  tho p a t ie n ts  t r e a t e d  by ‘ X th e rap y who p o s s ib ly  h ^ o  a t
least twa of the»e graded of irradiation injury in their 
glands. Histological studios have shown defective oell 
reproduction in the treated remnant and it is likely 
that mtkoy microscopically normal looking cells have bean 
sterilised ty irradiation (20). functional abnormalities 
have been also dsaonstratsd in the post radiation thyroid 
remnant (22f24» 35t3c). X have shown in addition that all
of these patients once euthyroid demonstrated iodide 
inhibition end in this respect they «ey be similar to the 
rate who reoelved 75 uo who also demonstrated inability 
to trap an excess iodide load. This suggests a defect 
in the patients glands similar to that found following 
sever# radiation injury to the rat thyroid gland ae both 
demonstrate the third grade of injury*
This argument suggests that the irradiation injury
in the glands of ths patients who have reoelved sufficient
111I to reader them euthyroid is likely to be severe end 
this concept is wholly compatible with the observations 
of a high rate of thyroid oell failure leading to myxedema 
following therapy for thyrotoxicosis in these patients.
m m
This section of tho thesis describes some 
studies which wore undertaken to &qpl&ln tho phenomenon 
of Iodide inhibition whidh was shown in Section 2 to 
occur lit patients treated with tlterapy for thyro­
toxicosis* It wae felt that tho moot obvious 
explanation for Hie failure of those patients1 glands 
to trap the excess iodide presented to them in the
iodide inhibition teet was that the radiation injury produced 
111by X had rendered the thyroid oell abnormal In respect of
its reserve capacity to accumulate iodide* This question
was approached in two ways* Firstly a study was made of
patients who had had the thyroid gland unavoidably included
in tha treatment volume during radical x-ray therapy for
carcinoma of the larynx* I found that these patients did
not exhibit the phenomenon of Iodide InhiMton, If they bed
exhibited ths phenomenon it would have been strong evidence
111that radiation injury in I treated patients was at least 
in part responsible for iodide inhibition* A negative 
finding however did not disprove the hypothesis) the 
possibility existed that the thyroid gland of a thyrotoxic 
patient was vudh more sensitive to irradiation than ths 
normal thyroid gland ant there was evidence to support 
this concept* It therefore appeared that if I was to 
produce/
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produce the phonomonon of iodide AiMMiton In a mmmX 
thyroid gland by injury X should have to
employ •very la rg o  dosoo o f ra d ia tio n *
4o th is  s*&& not p o esiM e in  p a tie n ts  1  ttsad th e 
s& t th yro id  gland to  pirnne tho h ypoth esis th a t 
^ d ia t ie n  fttfu sy  was resp o n sib le  fo r  the phenomenon o f  
io d id o  AsMfoitAon* I n i t i a l  experim ent enabled m  f i r o t  
to &kia tho dose range of stable iodide# comooponcUng 
to the 0! mg KX does in mn? whioh obeuM he o4miniata3?od 
w ith  tho t o e o r  dose* X wao then a b le  to  show th at
rats $Av$n 75 no 3 viooks prion to study showed a
4«a* *07tirfhsiMng istiiMtion of • i-'uptake when 10 tig >fX w&e
a&s^nletored w ith  tho tra o e r  compared w ith  non^AnnaMated ,
o o n tra l ssato# Shio in h ib it io n  o f uptake tr&e not ohoowod
in a?&t$ who had received a, slightly lose* though #t£U
1 j  . *
oonsiteahlo amount of * 1 (30 no)* %e findings
iti
siklgomted th at sgr o r ig in a l hypothesis t o t  t  iirpadiatiO B 
in ju ry  m ($ resrpotiaihla fo r  tho io d id e  in h ib itio n  seen  in
mpatients tae&tad hy ■ X for thyrotoadoosio# too correct, She 
phenomenon was not a  good in dex o f  ra d ia tio n  damage in  the 
m t  th yro id  heemtisa i t  was m t  observed u n t il
ii& B ivM & w ciB  o f  more otwdem param eters o f th yro id  fu n ction* 
suoli 00 iodide trapping* were precent*
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COSS-aWCSXOH OF A JffiBEI. .TOR 0Q5STO38 **
m ssm>  M A ® s:cst ’
m u o i m m  so a m  wimi&mmm, m m w m
OF MOlKimSO S ) ! S
The art of dli0Mflli xvquifit on tho on* hand tho 
taking of a careful hlstozy, tho accurate recording of 
ptysie&l signs, tho performance of laboratory studies la 
oortain oaooof aad on tho other on Interpretation of tho 
information than provided*
!Hdi interpretation xt^ ttixti tho clinician* o 
aooooonont of tho probability of tho foaturoo tndtr 
oonoidoration occurring la a particular disease* Uuoh aa 
aooooonont lo aado la tho light of bio poet experience of 
tho inoidenoe of thoao foaturoo la thio aad la other diseases*
Xa praotloo this io often aoooapllohad without difficulty 
but error® nay ooourt fbr area experieaoed observers aay 
ooaotlaoo find it difficult to decide tho sola tire Importance 
which should bo attached to different flirtings* hot only 
aay clinicians attach differing degrees of stgnifloeaoe to tho 
eaao foaturoo but a single clinician any also waxy la hie 
interpretation on different occasions* Moreover# one 
particular finding any distract tho observwr9e attention 
from the oonoidovatioa of tho ooaplete ollniool picture*
todloy and Lusted (l,2) hove suggested that statistical 
techniques night advantageously be applied in the uaking of 
a diagnosis, and Wayne end hie oolleeguee (3)* using a technique 
based oa discriminant analysis, have widely explored the 
practical/
practical possibilities ef the epplleetlcm ef statistical 
techniques to the dle^toele of clinical problem.
More recently the feasibility of using probability 
teohniquee for arriving et e diagnosis bee been explored 
by eerver&l authors (4 • 11). As these methods involve 
calculation of diagnosis fron complex equations and front 
large saeeee of data, an tomtio computation using n computer 
becom e  mandatory (10). As Spencer end Tollbms (12) hero 
recently cemented *a olia&te of expectation has developed 9 
tho general feeling being that practicality in theee usages 
ie Just around the comer", notwithstanding the initial 
practical studies which have been undertaken la antenatie 
computation of diagnosis using probability theory, however, 
the accuracy of a computed diagnosis has yet to bo measured 
against the skill ef experienced clinicians en a largo ample of 
patients whs are difficult to diagnose.
Z considered that probability techniques might be applied 
to the problem ef son-texlo goitre, differentiation of whleh 
into Haehlmotc'e disease, simple goitre and thyroid cancer m y  
at time bo difficult particularly if ths ellnloal features are 
atypical. Thus, all these conditions may present with a hard 
goitre, all m y  on occasion produce pressure effects end none 
can be confidently diagnosed by say single laboratory teet (13). 
Furthermore/
Furthermore it le important when faced with a patient with 
aon~texlQ goitre to make a correct diagnosis aa the treatment 
of the abort conditions differs* VhlXe thyroldeetcmj la 
often the treatment ef choice for thyroid cancer, surgery la 
usually unnecessary and aey result la hypothyroidiisa la 
patients with Hashlneto'e disease* Idfalong thyroxine le 
the treatment ef oheioe in the latter group la oontraet to 
the patients with staple goitre who at beet bent fit only 
free short courses ef thyroxine*
In this part of the thesis X present details of hee X 
constructed a probability matrix far tho differential diagnosis 
of these 3 conditions* The diagnosis ef the patients whose 
data formed this eatrlx was confirmed by histologies! examination 
of thyroid tissue* Using this matrix X ealeuleted the meet 
probable diagnosis far a further group of patients employing 
two slightly different applications ef probability theory* 
in Elliot 803 automatic digital computer was employed fler 
computation of the diagnosis* These diagnoses were then 
eempared with each other, with a clinicianvs diagnosis and 
with the final diagaosie established either by histology, response 
to therapy or results of long term folios up*
msmsm mam ana a m mam
(*) In Cortgtruetlon of .«•
Plfty-ono patients with (dnpla -^oitro, ^ 53 patisats with 
Haahimoto,« disease and 51 patisnts with thyroid oanoer «tn 
studied* The majority of these patients had been referred to 
the Thyroid Clinic associated with the University Department of 
ftedioine In the Boyal Infirmary, Glasgow. In ell pationto the 
diagnosis was confirmed histological examination of thyroid 
tissue obtained at operation or Mopay* All of theae patients 
were personally examined by ay self apart from 23 patients with 
Haafttlmoto's disease who attended the Western Infirmary, (Usages*
X thank Professor Sir Sdeaxd fsyne for permission to study these 
patients* Details of all of these patients are shown in 
Appendix A (p.412)*
Examination of eaoh of the histological sections of ths 
'hyrold left no doubt as to tho diagnosis in any of the patients* 
The criteria for the histological diagnosis of Badhimeto's disease 
wore those of Joll (16)* In the patients with staple goitre 
several of the sections showed the minor degree of aggregation 
of chronic inflammatory cells not infrequently described in 
simple goitres (17) bat
Jfestttte*
4 The term Nsimple goitre** includes simple goitre, colloid goitre 
and nodular goitre* These are all stages of the same patholojioal
process (14*15)

but them were net ef mfflelemt — verity to sense eonfhaim 
with Kashi— to1* dieea— • Minor degrees of chronic thyroiditis
were likewise eeen ia many ef the patients with thyroid censer. 
However miners end extensive chronic thyroid!tie wee seen in 
only tAO patients in when the prinary dlajp— is both on oil ml ml 
and histological grounds wae thyroid censer.
Forty-nine ef the patients with Herttl— te'e disease were 
fomle and fbtur were nalei the man age ef them patients wae
48.3 years (range 27 to 78 years). Of t^e patients with staple
gait—  49 were female, 2 were sale and the wean age was 33.2 years 
(renge 16 to 71 years). Thirty-nine patients with thyroid oanosr 
wero females sad 12 were sales. The aean age of this group wee 
61.7 yes—  (range 17 to 02 yes— ).
(» ) twAHftVan a t  Aftn jffA g A atf. M w a - i
A farther 89 patients attending the sans Thyroid Clints 
warn stalled. Details of them patient* a—  supplied in 
Appalls B (p 461)# Tha diagnosis wae eonflmed histologically
in 49 patients, 21 with Ha#ii»otole disease, 9 with sisple goitre 
and 19 with thyroid cancer. In 22 patients with Haahlmte's 
die—  and in 1? patients with staple goitre the diagnosis wae 
considered unequivocal on the results of a omprehenaive 
aoaeseneat of the clinical feature**, results of laboratory 
studies,/
•tndltif results of follow up obumtlMkB aad tho response 
to treatment* Thua fOr tho purpose of thia study either 
tho comprehensive ac— a— mt or tho hlstologloal diagnosis 
«m  considered tho "final" diagnosis* Tho diagnosis aodo 
by ths elinlotan or hy oaloulation sms said to bo oorzoct 
If it agreed with tho final diagnosis*
Of tho patisnts with Hashlooto9s dissass in this 
group, 41 vox* female, 2 sore aale and ths mean ago sms 
46*7 yoars (range 25 to 73 years)* Ths patients with 
staple goitre comprised 26 females and one aale with a 
asaa ago of 34*0 years (range 18 to 73 years)* Seven 
of the patisnts with thyroid eanosr were sale sal 12 vsrs 
female| ths ssen sgs ess 59*2 years (range 39 to 79 
yoars)*
S U A m L
In addition to tho ago of tho patients tho 
following symptoms wore recordedi duration of the
goitre, presence er absence of disooafort, pain, hoarse* 
ness, choking or tightness (classified as one s/aptoa), 
cough or stridor (classified as one symptom), dysphagia 
and history of recent Increase in also of the goitre* In 
hypothyroid patients hoarseness eae not soared as a symptom* 
Hsoent increase In else eae said to be present when the 
goitre had Increased in also In ths preceding sir months*
His oXlnloal signs noted on examination of the patients
eeret/
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\70sas . oHaic&l wtothor oatliyroM* ^putbyraid
«  fto g&®§ of tho thyroid $ieati its
oo^ointanoys mtofchctt? it nao ttriltita? or r&o dttfc&tfly
and tho pru&sno# or atounoo of & lotof
g&ttfrt&Ga to tlesuau* (ttgvte&l %mph »too
&n& luryngoai palsy# <
lo attacqft m o  m$$- to tm^o mt® suhtlo <iiatine$iuu 
of of aonoi&l^nay than tho t&cea a&iogorloB 00ft*
0»m or hard* 1% m u  oonoictemt, unlikely that greatm? 
di^orimina-ting #ot?er w u M  rottflt from tom sanily .
oto^aifle&ttea and in %m&%teo ttiia ict h m  
tho OTjority of alinXoiom record the consistency of n 
goiito* Buitr# niao m &  aa $mtt (axipro^imtoly
JjO ■* 100 G*) ? iatt# (aH>ra^imatojly 100 <* 200 $«)* ^  
largo (^ator than 800 $*)• In all patiente the oiinleal 
t#atna %m& asaeased wring tho oritela aoeoritod by tityug 
(10)* taqmgo&l palqy w  &ia*$no8®& by indirect laryr^oaeo^y.
®wn l&tor&tcwey iW00ti^at:lona parforeod m#o as follow#* 
tho thyroidal uptako gf r&iioio&lna ( ^ % )  tr&o m w ! m &  24 
hmwG after an omX traoer &om of 05 no. Beram
&n& butanol e&teOtibln iodine
CiB^i) m m  at 40 tours (19)*
liluo iUsotef^a of eomraul&tel fcftlenftng tto
oral administration of potassium perchlorate (1010^) 
sms studied* Details of the techniques of study used 
base been previously described (19,20). lbs test was
said to be positive when either 10 per cent of the 
accumulated sms discharged 40 alnrntes after KCIO^ 
administration or 12 per cent after 60 minutes*
Serum protein-bound stable iodine 
nsasuremeats sore per formed by the method of Farrell 
and Richmond. (21)*
Serum globulin determinations, electrophoresis 
and serum floeoulatloa tests (thymol turbidity end sine 
sulphate turbidity) sere eaarried out using standard 
laboratory procedures (22,23)* The erythrocyte 
sedimentation rats (S*S*R*) was dstoxuinsd by tho 
Vostergrsn mothod*
The precipitin toot for satlthyroglobulin and ths 
ocmplomsnt fixation test for antimlorosomal thyroid auto- 
anti bodies (c*F*) tost sore psrfowsd by the methods 
described by Qoudie, st al (24) end Buchanan, et al (2$), 
The specificity of tho C*F* toot for thyroid tioeuo sae 
chocked using saline extracts of liver sad adrenal gland*
gOTtlftgri. J U S i  S >  M t t w S
Two approaches sere used, based on tho oonoepta of 
Bayesian/
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Baysadan probability (4,10,26) and likelihood (27) 
XMpsotiiily* Thom who dislike tha use of these 
terms which are admittedly & subject of controversy 
among profseeional statistloians and others (28) may 
prefer to think of the quantities concerned as 
frequency ratios. Xn each method the aasumptlon wae 
made that the population being studied consisted 
entirely of patients suffering from either Hashlmeto9s 
disease, simple goitre or thyroid oanoer. The general 
theory of the method follows.
fttaftjttaaaw h
Suppose that in past experience, out of a total 
ef Hjj patients with ea esteblietmd diagnosis of 
disease X who had boon submitted to teet J,
responded with result K(J), ths subscncipt to this 
latter index showing that ths nature of the result 
depended on the test. Also let 2^  represent the 
number of patients having an established diagnosis of 
diseases X, and V the total number of patients.
In tho study X could have values 1,2 or 3 
corresponding to Hashimoto9s disease, simple goitre 
and thyroid cancer respectively, J could have velues 
in/
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la the nags 1 to JO and K(J) valuta la tho nogt 1 to 3.
Tho tost and aaaolt nuabara aaa Sham In tabla Z (».349)«
* I *
For tho purpoooo of thio otod/ o toot 00000 ;ithor a 
nyaptoo, sign or laboratory reoult#
*0 owing that a nor pationt has boon d m m  fro* 
tho oono population ao tho othoro tho ohflaoo that ho or 
oho hao dlooooo Z oa tho teolo of rooalto K(J^)9 
K(Jg) •»•••# 1(^1 for toots »•#••• Jg io takon ao
*r * W
  • mmmmmmmmmm • •maMMMwM M M "« M a a M M M
(1) * “w .
5 *1 Hu 1K(J1) "u / U j) *»/(*.)
X •  x *  h i .  *u 2 h jm
_  ^   Ht ^ ^  ^In Boyeoian thoozy “  would bo oallod "prior probability"
«
far di ooooo l» Tho function roprooonto tho ohaaoo of droois^ 
at randoa froa tho population a pationt with di ooooo I* Tho 
individual j
1 7 0
individual ratios 1/plfUd Igr m i d  1m  regarded
ti th« probability of » pat&ont with disoaoo Z producing 
result K(J) for toot J*
Ao will bo dloeuoood more tally later prior 
probabilities ohanps depending on boo patients a n  oolootod 
for windy* Thao prastlsel difficaltloo ovo onooantorod whon 
on attempt is nade to ooloaloto tho parlor probability of 
oooarronoo of o goitre*
V
Thio approooh owes tho eone entitles no dooo Bayesian
probobilit/ bat tho interpretation is sonswhat different*
tar o dieoueslon of tho phUooophlool differences between
the two points of view ths roods* is roforrod to Kpnrtoll
and Stiasrt (2?)« Tho ooin dlftarwnoe from tho oathooatioal
standpoint lo that tho prior probability terms
gI ( X » 1*2 and }) art oadttsd* Thus tho ohanoo that n 
V
potiont hao diooooo Z whon rosolto K(J1) 9 K(Jg) * * * * * *  K(Jd) 
ooo oboorwod for toots J1# Jg *»*#»»* is now taken to bo
V < v  t a
(»
■u, *o, "u.
3 _  * U 2K(J2) * W
I
*fur * u1 * 1  1 2
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Since the denoadunstor of this fraction le the oano 
for ell the dlooaeoe boinj ooneldered thle oxproealon mi/ 
be written ee
"u , « v  V v  *»/<*.>
K
( 3) -------------  * ................ ..............................
* U  *IJ, *IJ_  " l  2 e _
The expreeelon In bradketo In (3) le oelled the
likelihood of Z given K ( ^ ) ........KU,). In the
eonputer prograen* it wee found convenient to oxpreee 
the eoore given bar (3) bar eeeliwg reeelte eo that the 
eeviMia for aay eet of diagnoeee bed e value of 100 per oent* 
Thie coaled quantity wee oelled the relative likelihood* 
Selection of further teete
Once en Initial dlagnoele hae been calculated it le 
poedble then to eeleet whioh rwnalnlng teete (ueually 
laboratory inveetigatione) ere most likely to be worthy of 
stody to enable one to reach a dlagnoele* tthis le done 
by calculating the dleerialnating power of each of the 
raminlng teete for the three dleeaeee end expreertng the 
reenlte ee a percentage value of the highoet dieorlnlnatLng 
power*
le the nathenatloal notation for the ataple roe weiring 
behind/
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behind this calculation is fairly ooaplsx, 'Bible 2 has 
been constructed to aid the reader in following this 
reasoning* (see p.357)
Let IP, aad IP, be the discrlainatlng poser of
*2
tw o  teste J1 end Let 3^ bate two possible outooass 
J^X aad J^T* Let 3 ^  Lars three possible outooass 
JgX, J2Tf Ja2 (Table 2).
Pj x | h represents the probability of flndli£ the
|S
the probability of finding result J^X In a patient with 
staple goitre, etc*
Consider test Jj* the dlsorisdmtlng power will 
be a function of the extent to which the probabilities fer
j*: '"i
the possible results JJt and 3^Xf JgT and 3^Z differ 
aaong the three diseases* If*
<«) V"* - V|a
than ths ooourxenoe of the result J^X will not dlatingulah 
between Uashiaeto,s disease end simple goitre, since the 
likelihood of this out coma is the same for both diseases* 
Sindlarly. if
(5) % t i h  -  V I s -  V i c
I * /
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if tMt gum m m l t  JjT, it « m U  not It p— IbU on 
«w  I m U  of thio vomit to tttlhwiik totmm  tho thmo 
d i m m t
Thio would appoar to load to tho oowoloolon that If 
oil tho poooihlo difforonooo of prohahHitloo ooo ovalaatod 
for oach toot
^ J ^ l h  - ^ x l o ^  ^ j ^ l h  - ^ Xlc^* ^ J ^ I b - •tc*
owl « U  thooo dlffovonooo oso addod togothor for oooh toot9
o aoooooo of tho diwrlsdnftti^f po»tr of tho toot will sooolt*
Hooooovt tho difforonooo obovo will giro dlffaront roaulta,
doponllng on tho oodor in oMofr tho oohtoootloao ooo na&o*
Sftaoo tho *>H if otumld ho ianatorlalp dtotlhgwlthing hotooon
ffoitfilooto* n dlooooo M  oiqplo gsltvo holng tho oooo oo
diatln^ulhotooon iff*;oltro and H&ohlaoto'o dlooooo9
tho aoiuluo of oooh dlfforenoo lo uood (!•#• tho anooriool
valtto, Ignoring any nogatioo art that tlo d g O »  and thooo aro
oddod togothor* So for omplif on thio baolo9 tho
dloorlnlnoting pooor of tho toot ^  oonld hot*
(6) ap,^ | - pf,x|c |♦ |PJ|X|& - Pf|X{c|
♦| \l\k  -  '^Tlsj ♦ |%T|h - \ l \ 0  | j^Tjs - V,*l«|
oad for Jgt*
(7 )  • j .  Pjf^|s | «, jI'fgXlh - *f^|01!♦ l ^ j X l B - ^ c ]
. .  jf#£|f - r*+\e\
Hu/
V
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The test for which IF le largest is taken to possess 
best discriminating power between the three conditions*
The disorinimting power of each teet waa expressed ee a 
percentage of that of the teet with highest discriminating 
power* fybowskl end Franklin (29) haws used on approach 
siallar to thie for calculation of tests likely to be of 
value in idsntlfioation of bacteria*
It sen be shown that thw procedure le analogous to 
evaluating distances In a Buolidean space in which ths 
co-ordinates are probabilities of the various outoo—  s*
Such an idea la not new* Taaiaoto (30) used a logarithmic 
measure of distance in a space which had co-ordinates 
representing probabilities* In this study, it was not felt 
nsoesssiy to introduce this degree of complication*
(1 ) gMMiaiawL it a  i s w a i u s a  ****
(Appendix A p*412) oollwotwd on the initial 135 patiente she 
were used to font the probability satrlx consists of two kinds 
The first kind, the discrete variables, constat of tests which 
have definite ”jee" or "no", "positive " or "negative" results 
Ths possible outcomes of these tests such as presence or 
absence of fixation of the goitre, positive or negative K&O^ 
discharge test exist in mutually exclusive classes* The 
seoond kind of data exists as continuous variables where ths 
outooas/
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outoos* of a tool nay range a m  aero to 100 or m o  
(e.g. B.S.R.). Continuous variables mgr bo treated 
ao ouch (10) of alternatively tho range of possible 
values for tho toot oan bo dlvldad into a amber of 
mutually exclusive olaoooo thuo asking tho data discrete, 
tho ooooad method of dealing with continuous variables 
oao adopted in thio study. Figure 1 atoows boo tho 
data on tho K.3.R. oan bo transformed into dlooroto 
variables. A frequency histogram of the number of 
pationto with each condition having E.S.R.’e in tho 
range 0 • 10, 11*20, 21-30 eto. wee oonotruotod. those 
histogrsas wore ooapared and it was soon that tho best 
arbitrary separation of tho throe diseases was obtained 
when tho K.8.R. wae oeaaldered In the throe mtually 
exclusive olaoeos 0 - 20, 21 • 40 aai> 40. Siallar 
frequency histogram wore oonotruotod for the other 
oonttnoous variables sad tvom a consideration of those, 
arbitrary olasees were then chosen which best separated 
tho throe diseases frost each other.
' * * ' j
Tho probability natrlx shown in IMlo 1 (p. 349) was 
oonotruotod by recording tho m uibor of patients with 
eooh disease who gave a certain value for each tost and 
had the tost perform*. Ao on sxasple 18 of tho 46 
pationto with ftMhlsoto'e dims so tested were found to have
• v
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an E.S.R. in the range 21-40 wm/hcwe9 This repereeente 
37*5^ of the population of patient* with Haahimoto's 
disease tested and this figure is entered in the probability 
matrix ao 0.3790* Table 3 shows the amber of patients 
who supplied data from whioh the figures In the probability 
matrix were derived, (p . 359)
The diagnosis in 300 consecutive oases of goitre 
attending the Thyroid Clinio at Glasgow Royal Infirmary 
was Hashlmoto’s disease in 29, simple goitre In 268 and 
thyroid canoer in }• The ratio of prior probabilities of 
oeourrenoo for these three diseases wae accordingly taken 
to bo 10t 89* 1.
a— n  ssflittit ■
Tho Elliott 803 medium speed digital computer wae 
need to compute the diagnoses In this study. It ham 8192 
words of high speed storage each word having a capacity ef 
39 bits (about 12 deoimal digits), and an automatic floating 
point unit. Output oan be either via punched paper tape, 
punched oaxds, or on line printer and Input via either 
punched paper tape or punched cards. In this study punched 
paper tape was used both far Input and for output. Pigs. 2 
and 3 ahov tho Elliott 803 naohlms and its memory store. 
Procodure/
Procedure
The signs recorded for each patient were Indicated 
on a proforma sheet lay singing the appropriate code words*
The data on the proforma sheet was transferred to paper 
tape by punching* A paper tape containing details of 
the progress* or list of instructions the machine had 
to follow in ealculating diagnoses wae first fed into the 
Slliett 603 computer* Z had a great deal of assistance 
fro* Or* 0* Franklin, M*R*C* Computer Services Centre,
London, in writing the program** to aset wj requirements 
in thie study* The progreaas which wae written in Elliott 
603 eutoeode ie d i m  in Appendix C (p.490). Anyone wishing 
to repeat thie work and not having an Elliott computer night 
he better to rewrite the progren** free scratch in Algol or 
Fortran rather than try to adept it for a machine using 
these or other languages*
After the programme had been fed in eoae e tape 
oontalnlng details ef the probability natsix (Table 1 9*349)* 
Finally ths tape containing data on the patient wae fed in 
and the output containing the ooeputer diagnosis wee reed off 
fron a direct line teleprinter attached to the aaohine* On p.361a, 
Tbble 4 shows a typical computer print out* The tern 
"Fra©* Opt* Pat*” refers to on attempt which I made to 
celoulate/
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calculate haw closely the disease pattern of a particular 
patient fitted the elaeslc pattern of each of the three 
diseases as they existed in the computer1s memory*
Xhe abbreviation stands for "Fractional Optimum Pattern"*
In addition X had theoretical grounds for believing that it 
might be of value in shoving that a patient had neither of the 
three diseases under consideration* Unfortunately neither 
of these hopes were fulfilled ty experiment and I shall not 
discuss the Fractional Optimum Pattern further*
Rather than use solely rqy own observations on patients 
to test the efficacy of ay method of computer assisted 
diagnoses, X recorded on ths proforma shoe the observations 
of several clinicians experienced in diseases of the thyroid 
gland as they first saw ths patients at the thyroid clinic*
X also took their diagnosis, once the results of laboratory 
studies were available, as the clinical diagnosis* Xn this 
way it was possible for me to oaks a clinically realistic 
appraisal of the method*
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W m  5(p*362)f 6(p«370) and 7(p*375) show the itaalts 
o M M  for each of tho 89 patients whan diagnoses wars 
computed using Methods baaad on Bayesian probability*
Thblea 8(p479 )# 9(p*388) and 10(p*393) show tha moults 
obtalnad whan tha mlatiwe likelihoods of diagnoses warn 
eoaputed* A oonparlaon with tha all til Qian* a diagnosis 
fbr aaah Indlwldual patient la also Inoluded in these 
tables* Tables $ and 8 refer to patianta In whan tha final 
diagnosis waa Haahlnotots disease9 Tables 8 sad 9 to patianta 
In whan tha final diagnosis waa alnpls goitre and Sables 7 
and 10 to thoso who worn finally thought to haws thyroid 
oanoor*
In addition tho results haws bsen flynopsieed la two 
oontrastlng fashions for sass of refsrsnoo* Tsbloo 1l(p. 397} 
and ta(p*398) show a short mrnmty of tha results without 
nldog mfsmnoo to dndlwldual patisnts ^  ths so two tablos 
bstwssa then snablo a quick Idas to bo gaiasd of tho relatiws 
pesrfomanee of elinlelen end aaohlne* fables 13 - 19 (• 400-4 }
show a different way ef manorial the results. Tiers 
oowmet aad Inoorreot diagnoses by clinician and naohlns for aaoh 
ef the three dieeaeee a m  pmeentad with reference to Indlwidnal 
oaeea/
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oases represented as oase numbers* The actual 
probabilities or likelihoods calculated for any ease 
can be found by referring to the appropriate Tfcble 
(Tables 9 * 10)*
i pa a m  na * urn ammmmss&i 3im&
There were 43 patients in whoa a final dlagnoele of 
Kashi no to* a disease wae mad* Table 5(p*362)f Table 8(p.379), 
Table 1t(p* 397) and Table 12(p*398)* Where thyroid 
cancer wae suspected the calculated dlagnoele wae arbitrarily 
accepted ae being unequivocal if the probability or likeli­
hood of the loading diagnosis on the oeaputer print cut wae 
ooaputed ae being three times greater than the next 
possibility on the list of differential diagnoses* for
. f
instance, although ths ooaputed likelihoods of dlegaosos for 
Case 173 using relative likelihood were Haehimeto’s disease 
100 per oent, thyroid cancer 73 per oent, and staple goitre 
0*01 per oent (Table dp* 379) sal although Haahiaoto'e disease 
wae in fact the final diagnosis ths computer calculated 
dlagnoele in this oaee wae judged “wrong” booause insufficient 
separation of Haahimoto’s discsss from thyroid cancer wae 
obtained* •tfhon the diagnosis wae oomnuted udnff Bayesian 
probability (Table 5p^62 ) the results were Haahimoto’s 
disease 93*01 per eent probability, thyroid oanoer 6*82 per cent 
probability end simple goitre 0*1$ per oent probability* 
Haahimoto’s/
H&ahlmoto* 8 disease was approximately 14 tinea nore 
than thyroid canoer and Bayesian probability was accordingly %
judged to hare given a correct diagnosis in view of the degree
* \ -
of separation obtained between Hashlaoto's disease and thyroid Cv
,    . ‘ .......  . : . 'I \ '•oanosr. , K  - V.
• A. \\ \\In other oaeee where thyroid oanoer did not figure Y's 
prominently in the differential diagnosis, the disease which
■ v I ■
wae computed as most likely was adapted as the unequivocal 
computed diagnosis irrespective of the likelihood or probabilitya
oalculated for the remaining possibilities.
The clinician was classified as having made a wrong 
diagnosis when he mistakenly took a course of action which 
under normal circumstances dealing with a typical case of the 
disease he would not pursue. For example when he arranged 
thyroidectomy or thyroid biopsy for a patient on suspicion
of thyroid oanoer and the hlstologioal diagnosis and subsequent
. '♦ -1
course of the patient indicated Eaahimoto'e disease, he see 
accepted as having made a wrong diagnosis.
(•) tiaasiMffl ■rat
These patients comprised a group of 28.
Tablo 3(p . 379 j and TrtU ulvTmT.
The computer calculated diagnosis agreed with the clinician's 
diagnosis/
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diagnosis in 26 of thooo oases. Wont patients presented 
little clinical difficulty and this le reflected In the 
very high likelihoods computed fbr Ifaehlnoto** disease 
compared with the extreoely lew likelihoods computed fbr 
staple goitre and thyroid cancer. A typical case History 
from this group is quoted as an example.
S a U u S L
This 30 year old houeewifb presented with a 9 month 
history ef goitre which had Increased recently in else.
She had experienced slid lethargy and a disinclination to 
do her household duties hut had noticed no other symptoms 
suggestive of hypothyroidism. Her goitre was painless 
and occasioned her no discomfort. She gave no history of 
dysphagia, choking or tightness, nor had she a cough*
Examination revealed a placid woman with a cool dry 
akin, and alight facial puffiness. Tha thyroid gland waa 
alightly enlarged sad easily palpable on account of its 
nodularity and firmness. The gland moved on swallowing and 
was not fixed to the mtrxomUns tissues. A pyramidal lobe 
could not be palpated.
80 cervical lymph nodes were palpable and Indirect 
laryngoscopy revealed normal movement of the vocal cords on 
phenatiaxu
Laboratory/
'v x
■% S '
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Laboratory investigations shoved the fellowingi 
E.S.H. 10 me. in the first hour, precipitin test positive,
C.F. test positive, thymol turbidity 1.5 MacLagan units, 48 hour 
FB1^ X  0*13 per oent of dooe por litre of plasma,
2.1 ug per 100 elf there wae mo radlologloal evidence of 
tracheal oompreesion or deviation.
Comment1
While thie patient presents a fairly typical picture of 
Hashlmoto's disease which would be reoognieed by most clinicians, 
she wae by no means a class!sal ease. Thus her goitre eas 
nodular rather then dlfftasei she bed a normal E.S.R. and thymol 
turbidity, nor did she demonstrate elgalfleant amounts of P B ^ l  
at 46 hours. nonetheless the details given were sufficient for 
ths likelihoods of diajposls to be calculated as Hashlmoto's 
disease 100 per oent, simple goitre 0.00 per oent end thyroid 
oanoer, 0.00 per oent.
In too of tho 28 patients in this group tho computer 
calculated diagnosis agreed with the ellnloal diagnosis but 
did not give a sufficiently clear-out separation between 
Hashlmoto'e disease ami thyroid oancor. While the likelihoods 
of Haahlmoto'o disease being the oorreot diagnosis were calculated 
for Caees 220 and 222 (Table 6 p. 379) to be 100 per oent, 
thyroid/
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thyroid cancer was oalculated as being 67 and 69 per oent 
likely respectively* These two patients were therefore 
oonsldered to be incorrectly diagnosed by computation ae 
insufficient separation existed between oanoer and 
Haahiaoto's disease*
01agnosia computed ustatf Bayaalan Probability
age Table j, lB*362LftBrl .11 .l£t.39Z)
Here the computer calculated dlagnoele also agreed 
with the clinician's diagnosis in 26 of the Cases* Caeee 
220 and 222 were among the patients in whom the calculated 
diagnosis wae now correct* The reason why these two patients 
had a diagnosis calculated incorrectly using relative likelihood 
and correctly using Bayesian probability deserves brief oonment 
now and will also be discussed later*
As previously explained Bayesian probability and 
relative likelihood differ ft?cm each other only insofar as 
the former takes aooount of the prior probabilities of any 
patient having Hashimoto's disease, simple goitre and thyroid 
oanoer while the latter does not* Ths ratio for these prior 
probabilities is 10: 89* 1 respectively* When the ratio 
of the relative likelihood to be Hashimoto's disease 100 per oent, 
simple goitre 0*00 per oent end thyroid oanoer 67 per oent 
(Case 220 Table 8 p* 37$) computing by Bayesian probability will 
alter this ratio according to tho ratio of tho prior 
probabilities of occurrence of the three dioeeees and the 
probabilities/
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probabilities t i M M  93.7 P «  oa«t, 0.00 par oentand 6*29 
par nan* rwaooctiwelgr. TClngnosec ecmpatad frora ralativa 
likelihood and Ba/aalan probability mgr therefore ooaaaionalty 
differ.
In two of tliaaa patianta tha eoaputar oalonlatad 
dlatptoola aaa Ineorraat. Biapla fioitra (74*96 par eant 
probability) aaa eeagnttod to ba aora probabla than Haahiaoto'a 
rtlaaaaa (25.22 par aaot protoUUty) ia Oaaa 166 (Table Jp.362,. 
Xa Caaa 176 elnpla goitra aaa oootpvtod to to 66.64 par aant 
probable and Haahiaoto'a diaoaae aaa 33.31 par aant probabla.
(DO
lhara aara 15 patianta in tola gamp.
In 12 of thaaa patianta tha ooaqnrtar oalonlatad 
“Grand with tha final diagnosia. (Oaaaa 156,156,159*160.161.162. 
165,169,171,174,175,177 Table # (p ,v i‘| ) .  Xn a»et o f the patianta 
in thla group tha olinlalan probably allowad hiaaalf to to 
nntoty aaagrai by ana feature in tha Uatoty o r examination 
and paid littla or no attention to other featur00 which night 
hare lad tin to tha corraot diagnosis. In oartain inatoneaa 
took of Mppert fton toeta which ha expected to eubetantlato 
hia clinical diagnosis (e.g. Oaaa 156) had tha affaot of 
dlaeaadiag hia firoa tho oorraot diagnosis and lad hia to a 
Amity conclusion. The following too patianta illnatrato thaaa 
pointa.
aa m r «»v
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Case 156 - Mrs* M*W*
A 32 year old housewife resented with a goitre of 6 
years9 duration which had shown some incroaao in aiao in tho 
preceding 3 months* ^ho had erperionoed aono coughing aad 
the sensation of choking but had had no dysphagia or 
hoarseness* She had no complaint of disoomfort or pain 
in the region of the thyroid gland*
Examination revealed a cheerful woman who waa clinically 
euthyroid* Tho thyroid gland was small, extremely hard, and 
nodular but was not fixed to the surrounding tissues and 
mowed easily on swallowing* A yrami&al lobs could not bo 
palpated and ths oervioal lymph nodes were not palpably 
enlarged*
Laboratory studies gave ths following results* &*S*R*
32 am* in ths first hour* Thymol turbidity 3*9 UaoLsgsn Units, 
thyroidal 24 hour *^X uptake 66 per oent of dose, 48 hour
1*01 per sent of do so per litre of plasma, 93*6^
of PB*^X* Precipitin teat was negative*
A diagnosis of thyroid oetissr was mads* Histological 
examination of tho removed gland showed ths appearances of 
Haahimoto's disease throughout ths whole of tho thyroid gland aad 
ths patient has remained well since her operation on thyroxins 
therapy*
Comment!
This was a very hard thyroid gland aad beoauee of this
one/
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one fact there wae little doubt in the aind of the cllnlelaa 
that he wae dealing with canoe** It is difficult to soar why 
Hashlmoto's disease wee net given move thought in the 
differential dlagnoele but it wae hardly considered. A 
negative precipitin test doea not exclude Hashlmoto's disease 
by ai\y means and the raieod E*S*R*f thymol turbidity and 40 
hour PB1* I  are found more ootaeoaly in Hashlmoto's diseaee 
than la oanoer* This oaee illustrates admirably how one 
clinical feature aaqr distract the olinioiea,e attention from the 
overall olinioal pioture and laad him to a false dlagnoele*
Caaa 156 - Mro« M.S.
this 44 year old housewife presented with a goitre of 
3 month1 d duration but did not complain of ineroaae in die 
since the goitre was first uotioed* There had been no pain 
or diooomfort in the gland and there wae no complaint of 
dysphagia, choking or hoaraanaee*
Sxamination showed a placid woman with a pulse of 72 
per minute. Heir wae normal in texture and the din wae 
coarse but wara* The thyroid gland was firm and nodular and 
small* It wae not fixed to surrounding tissues and no 
pyramidal lobe could be palpated* Cervical lymph nodee ware 
not enlarged.
It ae thought possible at this etoge the patient might 
have IJaehlaoto's disease and indeed the relative likelihoods of 
this/
this diagnosis ty computation from the results of clinical
exaudmtion alono are Hoshlnoto'a dli n n  100 per cent *
thyroid canoer 0*27 per oant aad simple goitre 0*23 par oent*
Laboratory InvoetlgatlonB t o o l  the following*
precipitin teet negative, thymol turbidity 14 MaoI«gftP unitof
— am  globulin 3*6 CU per 100 ml.f thyroidal uptake at
1 »24 hours 62 per oent do— , 48 hour PB I 0*19 per oent do—  
per litre of plasma.
In vl—  of the negative precipitin teet end the normal 
value fbr the 4# hour the initial lap— ion was
reversed and a diagnosis of staple goitre was node* The 
calculated dlagnoeisho— ver was H— himoto'e disea—  100 per 
oent, staple goitre 0*00 per oent and toroid onnoer 0*00 
per oent. Histology of ths gland — owed typical changes of 
Rashlmoto's disea— .
.yaari«mtv>»
This is an interesting Ca—  fbr it denonetrat—  the
inability of the clinician to deal adequately with the nany 
variables which oust all be considered in arriving at a 
correct diagnosis. Zt al—  clearly demonstrates that rigidly 
held ideas about which features should or should not be found 
In any one disea—  nmy lead the clinician from the correct 
diagnosis if the—  features are missing. Thne the clinician 
already having a suspicion of the correot diagnosis relinquished 
tha id—  when the precipitin teet was found to be negative and
w
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t o  48 M m  to
i0m ?$&$&& w £ # t  to t o  w y  ftWh towft tmMdity to tMo 
cturn* to&t t o  m  p^ta&ta vi&tb £fe£&o $oito to t o
mi&in (M ft o  1  $*349) t o « &  t ! ^ ® i  v o t o
to ggz&bm t o n  3 units mid it id p&tobiy d t o  ta&to
tot o&dk & to&tog id mioosm to pattonta xMh ®it®%o # &to# 
f ^ ^ s m M o n  of t o  s ^ o t e M M %  t o m  i m  t o t  it to not
memos* fo& a pstitat t&tk fedlikiota^a dtamao to Isxm. 0 
i^wipltto to t  a nom*& at 4® few *
Oonoi&osatton of to@o points t/onid hm® isa&o too di&s&ondo of 
itoMiaol^to tltoo&ao Itoiy to tfeto pationt tod t o  
tiStototai totigM to t M o  nia^ Jc?*
to t o  too® of tftto gemw of 13 pattonta both
tiio. olisito&l to  ttogarooa mm w-mg 137
170 pm . 173)* Wmm m& m $m  &%idac& Oxem ®S
lfadMmotof0 diooadd imoote m  t o  $lm€l xm tm& taft m toto£?f 
t o  p?0otoitto test vim m£0MMz$ t$ma mm ao &mm pm%o&® 
<tt$$^bo8aoo « &  t o  imaMoiito tola \70va &a
e&soeffiy Hont^mod t o  o w a a t  (tfaairaKto m *  oauiputod £<n? Caso 173 
tmt to o  stab tc&m to bo a mf0oto f^e1-y sme M&o&y
ton tftyxraU oat»? (2SMa$tbco& 73 #&*? wat) to? i t  to bo of 
^i^ead ift&u® mid aoaosid&n y^ too oatoi^ation has 1mm dMmiMQH 
m glM m  » mons tftagnadte*
to/
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The results of calculations using Bayesian probability 
agree closely with those obtained nsins relative likelihood, 
ihua in 12 of the patients tha ooapnter calculated diagnosis 
agreed with the final diagnosis and disagreed with the 
clinical diagnosis. (Cases 156,153,159.160,161,162,165,169, 
173,174,175 a *  176 **!• 5p.362>. Case 173 In which tho 
dia&iosio was insufficiently clear-cut and therefore drroncous 
when computed ty relative likelihood was correctly diagnosed 
using Bayesian probability# The remaining three patients who 
had erroneous diagnoses oonputed were Cases 157 and 170 (as 
also occurred when relative likelihood was used) and Case 171 
who had been diagnosed correctly using relative likelihood#
There sere 27 patianta in this study who had a final 
dia&wcda of staple goitre Tbble 6(p#370), Bable 9(p»33d)t 
Tbble 1l(p#397) *®d Tbble 12(p*98 )•
(•) Patients In who* ths flUSMSl nada the oorasot diagnosis
Thsse were 25 patients in whoa ths olinioisn raade a correct 
diagnosia.
3—  Ibbls 9ta^98 J and W e  12la,J2Sl 
Hare the calculated diagnosis agreed with ths olinioisn1 s 
diagnoaia In 22 Caaaa# In three patients (Cases 181, 184 
and 191) the calculated diagnosis did not agree with the clinical 
diagnosis#/
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9 m  1P1 - H n i l f i  M s
A houaowife, 4) years of ig»t oomplainod of 
exertional dyspnoea dating from an attack of acute 
bronchitic four months previously, abs had had 
chronic bronchitis fbr 20 years manifested by oough 
and mucoinirulent sputum especially during the winter 
months. Cough had been wares recently and she had also 
noticed stridor* She had had a goitre adaoe the age of 
16 years but had not notlood tuny reoent inereaao in else, 
oho had boon hoarse but had not experienced dysphagia, 
there had been no pain or diaoonfort in the reglen of her 
thyroid gland,
Examination revealed a euthyroid woman with 
inspiratory and expiratory strider and a whose*.
the thyroid gland eae hugely enlarged, soft and 
nodular and waa not fixed to the surrounding tissues. She 
had a left sided Homer's syndrome ehieh had been present 
for 15 years, A pyramidal lobe was not palpated and tho 
oervioal glands were not enlarged. Examination of the cheat 
showed be sal crepitations and fairly widespread rhonohl which 
wears thought to bo indicative of an attack of acute bronchitis 
superimposed on longstanding chronic bronchi tie.
Laboratory studies! B.S.R, 28 ms, in ths first hour, 
whits blood count 8,400 per cam, haemoglobin 13,8 G, par 100 al. 
Chest x-ray showed congestive changes in both basal regions 
and/
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and narked bilateral upper msdlaetlnal widening consistent 
with an enlarged thyroid gland* X-ray of traohsal inlot 
showed tracheal compression* Sputum culture eae negative, 
serum globulins 3*0 0* per 100 al«9 thymol turbidity 0*8 
MaoLagan unite end tho twenty-four hour thyroidal 
uptake wae 52 per oent of the does* P01^1I at #8 hours 
wae negligible* Indirect laryngoscopy showed the left vooal 
cord to be practically Immobile in the cadaveric position 
and the right oord mowing freely and approximating to it on 
phonation# ftaapiratozy function teetai vital capacity
2*8 litres, F*B*T. (1 boo*) 1*54 litres* These findings were 
unchanged after iseprenallne and the result# ware interpreted 
ae Showing evidence of airways obstruction net relieved by 
bronchodll&tere*
m m
The probability of a patient whose S*8*R* ie 20 me* 
in the flret hour and who has laryngeal paltgr, having a 
simple goitre ie extremely remote* Thus thyroid oanoer, 
which is very likely in the presence of laryngeal palqr wae 
the flret calculated diagnosis and Hauhlaoto's disease 
(likelihood 3*13 per oent) wae the eeoond diagnosis (Table 9p* 38$) #
The ollrdoian on the ether hand bed information about 
this patient whleh allowed him to place much less clinical 
emphasis/
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emphasis on these findings. Bn know for example that 
tho rise In £«$,R, might woll bo secondary to tho acute 
bronchitis. In addition ha realised that tea patient 
had had Horner1 s syndrome for 15 years and that this 
sas presumably doe to pressure of the goitre on the 
oervieal sympathetic nerves. As she was still alive 
13 years later it was unlikely that thyroid oanoer was 
tee dlagnoele. After control of her bronchitis the 
patient wae submitted to thyroidectoey on account of 
the olinioal evidence of pressure on the recurrent 
laryngeal nerve,
Thio Case illustrates one of ths difficulties 
which may arias In the attempt to oalculate a diagnosis,
A general approach for dealing with patients in whom 
dual pathology alters the olinioal significance to be 
attached to any particular feature 9 does not at the 
moment suggest itself* Omitting the feature whose 
significance is questionable from the data from whioh 
the diagnosis is to be calculated might c noeivably prove 
of value and in this patient such a procedure allowed the 
correct diagnosis to be calculated,
sm. m  E a u J U L
A 32 ] w t  old houseeifo who g m  . hiotory of » 
.oitre present for 6 aonths with no recant lnore&ao in 
lee./
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siM. 3ht had oxi>«rioneed choking bat had hod neither 
dyephagia nor hoareonoo nor diooorafort In tha region of bar 
thyroid gland* Sho did not oooplaln of oough*
K^ nwrt nation ahem el a oaoowhat polo m m  who woo 
ooapoood and whoso akin woo warm Vat dry* Tho thyroid
t
gland woo large 9 soft and diffUeely onlargod* Zt waa not 
flaod* Neither a pyramidal lobo nor oorrlool glando ooold 
Vo palpatod*
Laboratory atudioo gave tho following rosuites 
thyroidal Z) hour 1**1I uptake 31 par oont of doao9 PB1^1! 
at 48 yours 0*02 par oont doaa par litru of pl&ona9 aorua 
globulin 2*8 0* per 100 al*9 thymol turbidity 2*3 MeeTaqan 
units* An X>ny of tho tracheal outlot showed eridenoe 
of troohoal deviation aad ootspreoelon* Tho oonputed dlagnoala 
woo Raahlaoto'o diooaoo*
Tho oliniolan woo oontent with tho information abort 
to aake a diagnosis of simple goitre and this woo confirmed 
by hi otology when tho patient inoiotod on thyroidoetoqy booauao 
of tho choking oonoation in her threat*
Cnmnonti
Zt io possible that this oaoo demonstrates a disadvantage 
of dividing continuous varlabloa into dioorete olaoooo In tho 
oonetruotion of tho probability aatrlx* Tho thymol turbidity 
and/
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m  globitlin m e  not imvfely Novated to this*
p&tim t# too o iii& eton &m®p'm(i tto o  vooulto nn being 
^oaeon&bly nom& and ix&mlim & so ft go&tfa w ith mm&  
etudioa mid m  o f ahnomalit-r in  the p ie r *
potato® aecox*te& -the obviotto di%nooie of atolo goitre 
ite tte ?  ofcndy* toe throe &±mmt® oleeeoe in to  
?Meh iko vatooo fbg the 0!i#ia thymol tebidii^ w e  
grouped to the protaftlHty mtElss toaver mo 0 to 2$ 0*1 to 5
and gx&ftto* ttaa 5 $&c&agen xmiw ( ^ M o  1 9*349)* too 
v&too 0*3 thoroteo folio #&a* vMMm tho lesr/or rango of 
tho eoaond otooo# l^ cmaination of tho w&tato oto?o that 
the lihelihoode o f oisnplo $ o lte  mid Haehimototo dtoa&oe 
vfimn thie eigm hao & vc&m lying in tho Bmmxl oteea 
11*09 and 8?*66 reapaet&voly* tone ffoshimototo dtoa&ao 
&o tatad ao likely ao otatpte goitre* too
MMihom'iri for thoso diooaooo whon tho w&m  f&s? tho oiga 
lio e  in  tho i im t  em 08* 10 & ft 05*93 raepsotivoly 
cuti dUtypto go itre  i® now ap$ron£mic% itooa ttooe moro 
liholy than H&e!itoatofs dieeaoo* toe p -^otog of tf&o 
ttynftft turhMi^ votoo 4n tho goodsA elase 
$&tta? t te i tho fto a t otoss tSnia mato KMiiwoto^o dtooa^Q 
6 t i mB mom lUwty? t to i i t  would ht$r® Mm  i f  tho thymol 
teMdity value tod JKIleii to tho ftoat ol&sa* IT this 
fcec^&tfty » I  value tod toon ■te&toi on its ao&ito
it would not have lied oooh a profound effect on tho outoooe 
of the calculated diagnosis* Similar considerations 
apply to the remit for the serum globulin level* A eolation 
to these difficulties m y  bo found when warm data hae boon 
collected for tho probability matrix, or whon tho continuous 
variables are treated ao euch (10) rather than being grouped 
Into dieorete classes*
il— M U  ooewtftA wing Bwwtta prtbahmtr
ivhon tho diagnosis wae calculated using Bayesian 
probability simple goitre wae calculated to be a auoh more 
likely pooeibility for Caoo 192 then it hod previously boon, 
but tho first calculated dlagnoele wae etill wrong* Caoo 
184 waa diagnooed correctly* In other roepoote the 
results were identical with those obtained using relative 
likelihood*
There were two petienta (Cases 180 and 192) in this
group*
Both the calculated diagnosis and the eliniolaa,a 
dlagnoele agreed in those two patients and both wore wrong* 
Both patients presented with ^mptone and signs strongly 
suggestive of thyroid oanoer* The following case illustrates 
the difflcultiee*
a h u m ls  m s . &!>»/
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O&BQ.t'SO - MSB,
1SM© 6J year old widow bad had a goit$0 for 35 
yo&rs# Sh© presented with a history of nioiay breathing 
and had noticed that ho$ goitre was Increasing in si#e 
recently* She had had eitaelcs of choking and a tiglit 
sensation in her throat hut did not complain of dyophagto* 
hoarseness or temlemoss in bar thyreoid gland#
I&camination showed a robust v/oman with easily '
audible stridor and a largo stony*haa?d no&ttloa? thyroid gland which 
was firmly fixed to tho adjacent tissues* 3?o cervical 
glands wore palpable nor could a pyramidal lobe bo felt*  
laboratory investigations s Igjyroidal 1 uptake
at 24 hours 2? per cent dose, PB ■ *X at 4  ^ hours 0*13 par
cent doea per litre  of plasma# of tracheal outlet
showed traohoal ooiaproosicm and deviation# Scrum globulin 
3 O# per tOO ml* lBiymol turbidity 0*7 Hao'hagan units#
A confident clinical diagnosis of thyroid cancer was
confounded at operation when the appearances* confirmed by 
histology were those of simple goitre#
Comment e§
rihis patient presented an atypical form of simple goitro*
I t  is difficult to see how she could have been diagnosed 
correctly without thyroid biopsy and both the clinical and 
computed/
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computed diagnosis favoured thyroid oanoer*
«>«»*♦* aalng Bayaian j?roba)aUty 
Here the results were identical to those obtained 
using relative likelihood*
III PATIENTS WITH A FINAL PIAQH0JI3 OF THYROID CANCER
In this study there were 19 patients in whom the
final diagnosis was thyroid oanoer (Table 7p*375* Table10p*393*
Table 11p# 397f Table 12p. 398)*
(a) Patlanta In whoa t)u» oUnlojan mado the correct diagnoaje
Dla^noaia ooaputed ualng relative likelihood 
S*e W l e  IOCp . 191) and table 12(g. 39a)
Here there were 16 patients whose diagnosis
calculated by relative likelihood agreed with the olinioal
diagnosis*
All patients diagnosed correctly by the clinician
as having thyroid cancer were also calculated to have thyroid
oanoer when relative likelihood was used*
Bftagnpala. pqngitad ua&fi 
Sae Tabla 7(p.375 ] and lahlt? .Ul&»221
The results using Bayesian probability were less
satisfactory* Thus while 13 patients were calculated to have
thyroid oanoer* 3 patients (Cases 233* 237 and 242) were
calculated to have simple goitre* All of these patients
presented with symptoms and signs which were suggestive of
thyroid cancer end although some olinioal difficulty wae
encountered/
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onoomtemt a aiagriaoi^ wan V  tho ol&niote#
la  Vim o f  tlioao rooaStfeG i t  in  f o t t  that Beyos&aa prob&MMiy 
So tateti&to to  tid&st&w M&olifiood t e  tho srii^osob o f  
calculating a dlO0toaiOt to io  point -to dieoueeed taoa?o fo lly  
l&tor#
Ci>) M S s a l a  Jajii§sJj&ya^^
%n the tte?& patient** in  title  group (&i&q3 P329 B0 m3 
041) both tho oalcmlatod tiiogaotda and tho ol:lniotei*o
smm wang# One of thcsso o&sos in qa&b&a as an
es&mplo*
IM ii 45 yo «  old housewife pyaeonted w ith a M a te y  
o f ao5r^ oit0hos0a pali>itcvliou% • sweating and a lig h t etorfcaoaa 
o f bMath o f y&asfa* Aur&tteu
she had tod no %-aphagia o r dlsoomfowt
in  region o f tho l&yroid gland* tooro hod ta rn  no 
weight to$* I3s«lnatlon d\o»d a rarwi® wm$a with wool 
moiot rMn and a ooawna fingor tmaoa?* Pttilm vms 96 
ilm liO i' Ttoao were no oyo oigno o f tl^xoto^tooslo and tho 
patients %im not too thyroid gland although
d e fin ite ly  ontegad m ®  m$&% and fa ir ly  nodular w ith  one 
tergor firm  nodtft# in  tho rig h t lovior polo o f tho gland* 
$ho/
The thyroid m d  easily on swallowing and was silent*
At tha sight hand aid* of tho thyroid a email firm 
mobile oervioal node mas palpable* On investigation tha 
following results vero obtained* Thyroidal 24 hour 
1^I uptake 53 per oent dose* P»1^11 at 40 hours 
0906 per oent of doeo per litre of plasma* E*3*R* 2 o u  
in the first hour* X-ray of the tracheal outlet ahowed 
no evidence ef tracheal compression nor deviation# Thymol 
turbidity 0*7 MoeLagan unite*
The ellidcal impression wee of a long-standing 
single nodular goitre with a larger nodule In the right lower 
pole of the gland* It oaa roallaart that a palpable lymph 
node was suspicious of thyroid oanoer ( and it wae for this 
reason that thyrrtdeotoay wae undertaken) but it waa fait 
that the most probable diagnosis waa staple goitre in wiew of 
tha nobility and tha consistency of tha thyroid gland*
Histology of tha nodule shooed a thyroid oanoer of mired 
papillary and fblllaular type* Tha lymph nods eaa almost 
wholly replaced by eeoondaxy differentiated and undifferentiated 
oanoer with central cystic degeneration*
ja— t*
Xt ie this type of eaae which can eauee the clinician
nuch/
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much difficulty in diagnosis. It is interesting to note 
that the ooaputer-oalculated diagnosis places thyroid oanoer 
fairly high on the list of diagnostic probabilities (simple 
goitre 100 per oent9 thyroid oanoer 32*54 per cent9 Hashimoto1e 
disease 0*91 per cent Table 10(p.393). Indeed if one aooepts 
the arbitrary criterion that if thyroid oanoer is not to be 
considered ae a likely alternative diagnosis it must be less 
than three times as likely ae the first diagnosis9 then it le 
seen that In this oaae the dlagnoele of thyroid oanoer was not 
entirely satisfactorily excluded by the oaloulated diagnosis 
lying as it does on the borderline of this range*
Diagnosis ooHPuted ualng Bayealan probability
g£ SBS 7Ui37fl »¥
When diagnoses were oomputed using Bayesian probability 
the results were essentially similar to those obtained using 
relative likelihood* One important difference existed for 
Case 232* Whereas thyroid oanoer was oaloulated to be a 
diagnostic possibility in this patient by relative likelihood 
when Bayesian probability was used it was hardly considered 
ae a possibility (simple goitre 99*52 per oent9 thyroid oanoer 
0*36 per oent9 Hashimoto1 s disease 0*10 per oent)*
W  DIAGNOSES WHICH WERE WRONG CONTRASTED WITH DIAGNOSES
3gcg, w?gs MS3PP
So/
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So far I ten classified diagnoses as olthor "correct" 
or "wrong". Zt ia obvious that when tha diagnostic 
performance of a clinician la being considered the situation 
any bo acre coaplex then this end leas easily definable# for 
Instance although be often considered Hashlaoto's disease a 
likely diagnosis he sonatinas felt it necessary to advise 
either biopsy or thyroldectosy on the suspicion of thyroid 
oanoer# These procedures not only sense the patient groat 
inconvenience but aay also on oooaalen bo harmful# Her 
would tho ollnlolan usually reoon— nd then if he wae reasonably 
certain ef the dlaptoais# Accordingly where tho histology 
showed Hashlaoto's disease the ollnlolan1 a diagnosis was 
classified as wrong# However, although it nay not bo idoal 
it is nonetheless clinically acceptable to make a wrong 
diagnosis while considering the possibility of tho eorroet 
diagnosis# for instance ths elinldaa considered that the 
diagnosia was most likely to be simple goitre in Case 232 
but he advised thyroideotooy# Although his ollnioal 
Impression was of staple goitre he did not discard the possibility 
of thyroid oanoer# One cannot aay that he mi seed the diagnosis 
of thyroid oanoer# Thus when the ollnioal usefulness of ths 
oaloulatod diagnosis ia being assessed it is Important to 
mention not only ths Cases where this mas wrong but also to 
describe how often the correct diagnosis was completely missed 
by/
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Isqt the clinician and by ejaculation* Z have defined a 
missed diagnosis in this study as one share the clinician 
did not even consider the possibility of the correct 
diagnosis as a differential diagnosis or where the wrong 
diagnosis wae calculated to be 10 times more likely than 
the correct dia&ioal*. It wae felt that this latter 
figure was reasonable for purposes of comparison between 
clinical and computed diagnoses for if a clinician considers 
the possibility of the oorxeot diagnosis ae being lees then 
one in 1Q# it is fair to assume that he has missed the 
diagnosis.
Table 16 shows the wrong diagnoses analysed la this 
way. Relative likelihood missed three patients with simple 
goitre (Cases 181, 182 and 191) who were either diagnosed 
or had the oojrreot diagnosis at least considered by the 
clinician. The results fbr thyroid oanoer are particularly 
important from the clinical standpoint* Calculations using 
Bayesian probability gave a completely erroneous diagnosis 
in one patient (Case 232),fbr whom the clinician considered 
oanoer ae a differential diagnosis* The likelihood of thyroid 
oanoer being the diagnosis for this patient calculated by 
relative likelihood was 32*34 per oent (Table 10p* 393) aad this 
drams/
dntt attention to the need to consider it in the difftarentl&l 
diagnosis* In other eovda Bayesian probability gave fde- 
leadlng results in this patient, relative likelihood did not* 
Bayesian probability alee mi seed the diagaoala of oanoer la 
Caoo 235 who was correctly diagnosed by the clinician* here 
thyroid oanoer wae oonoomed the dla&ieetio performance of 
relative likelihood and clinician wae identical*
* ammusumm aate
Zn oaeee 156 to 200, only tho reeulte of history 
taking and olinioal examination were initially supplied aa 
data to tho maoMLne* this allowed equations (6) and (7) (p. 174) 
to bo used in thoao oases to calculate whioh remaining tests, 
namely laboratory investigations, wars most likely to giro a 
oorreot diagnosis* % •  te sts selected by calculation were 
those whioh a clinician would in moat inetanooe have chosen 
himself* Table 4(p»36li shows a representative emaeple of tho 
tests oaloulated for some patients when the results of history 
and olinioal examination were supplied aa data to tho machine* 
Ones an initial diagnoaia had been oommtad using olinioal 
data, the results of laboratory procedures were then alec 
incorporated and tho diagnoaia waa recalculated using all the 
information available te the ollnioian. The reeulte I obtained 
in tho selection of further tests by tbs oaohins sake ae feel 
that the fboiliUee offered by equations (6) end (7) would bo 
well/
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well worth while incorporating into Arturo diagnostic 
programme* Tho approach le ae it etande a relatively 
orude one and sous of ite dofloienolee axe discussed 
later hut in tho present otudy the test, which were selected
tor the machine although obvious next steps for a doctor 
experienced in thyroid disease way not have been so obvious 
to a doctor with less experience in this field*
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It has bten suggested that oaloulated diagnoses 
produced by digital computers nay one day be applicable 
to a large number of dleeaees for which there exist meqy 
eigne and symptoms* Behind thie suggestion ia the 
realisation that the clinician of to-day cannot possibly 
keep abroact of all the nee Information which ie now 
being published daily in medical literature tl&oughout 
the world (9)* Although wide interest has beeiexpressed 
in such possibilities (2) the resuite of few etudiee hare 
eo far been reported and in none hare detailed comparisons 
been made between the diagnosis calculated using probability 
theory and the ollnioal diagnosis when discordance existed 
between then* Thus they do not give the information whioh 
a ollnlolan would require before feeling that he could hare 
faith in a computer-calculated diagnosis*
Where two procedures glee essentially the same results 
there it no reason for using one In preference to the other* 
Where the procedures give differing results then one may to® 
superior to the other and the use of the superior procedure 
may then beeone justified (31)* This comment applies as 
much to the formulation of a diagnosis as to any other activity 
and If techniques fbr automatic computation of diagnoses are to 
find wide acceptance in mediolne they must be shown to give 
better results than does the clinician in the face of a 
difficult/
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difficult diagnostic problem.
the advantage of the present study is that a histological 
diagnosis has always been available where disagreement of 
opinion between the clinician and computer occurred* In the 
series of 69 patients disagreement between clinical and 
computed diagnoses occurred in 17 patients using relative 
likelihood* In 5 of these patients the clinician’s diagnosis 
was supported by histological examination of thyroid tissue*
In the rsnalnlitt 12 patients the computer-calculated diagnosis 
eas similarly confirmed.
Vishnevsky, Artobolevsky and Bykhovcky (11) dealing 
with congenital heart disease, have also noted that in some
- v v |
of their patiente the ooaputer-oaloulated diagnosis disagreed 
with ths clinical diagnosis* These authors found that at 
operation the oaloulated diagnosis was confirmed* Unfortunately 
they do not give ollnioal details of the individual patients 
nor do they state how often discrepancy of opinion between ths 
clinician and computer occurred.
The concert of a computer being better at diagnosing
illnese than a clinician le both emotionally and logically
r
unacceptable for in the final analysis it is the scientlfio 
ingenuity of the human mind that tells the computer how to 
perform/
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perform these remarkable feats (2) or me a recent leading 
article in the British Uedloal Journal (32) put it,
"the computer cannot produoe constructive thought or 
any baaio facts other than those with which it hae been 
programmed"* .
Aa shown in Table 10 when the computer wae progiuwasd 
to take account of the prior probabilities of occurrence of the 
three diseases (Bayesian probability) in the calculation 
of tho diagnosis, three patients with thyroid oanoer were mis­
diagnosed* These patients were diagnosed correctly by the 
clinician end by computation using relative likelihood* A 
fourth patient (Case 232) with thyroid oanoer in whom this 
diagnosis was given ae a possible differential dlagnoele by 
calculation using relative likelihood and by the clinician wae 
completely misdiagnosed when prior probabilities were used in 
the calculation* Tho reason for the poorer reeulte obtained 
when prior probabilities ere used oomes A m  a consideration 
of how prior probabilities may ohange depending cm the population
A m  which a particular patient la drawn* If he le selected
« 1
at random from tho general population of Great Britian, the 
ohaaoea of hie having thyroid oanoer ere smote, and accordingly 
the jwior probability of thyroid oanoer ie very email* If he la 
selected at random from a doctor1 e surgery the prior probability 
of hie having thyroid oanoer become somewhat greater*
This probability le greater still ae one 
moves/
Eotroe a popxtlattoi o f p&tie&tc M  & waiting
»  to o, population of hospital outpatients and gfeom tho&a to 
m populcition a f pat&onto attending a opoolal oMnio :te  
iiao&aoo of tha thyroid &lsnaU fhe- composition of pntioato 
«&  dtoaa&aa in  thaoo a&ffoasont £#q?tt2&ttona ia  gttgioeftfy 
altered fey tho p?ooooo o f eoieotioxu
fhojea io  at&31 m otta? w y tin wMch tK>teot£on siagr 
change tteoe psJcteMMtioe &cd&tlv$ to  e&i#i otto?# . tn tM $ 
otndy p&tlonta who ocoaslonad tho o%i,tAoiMi oomo cliognootio 
difficulty voko oetooted fos? computes? calculated diagnosis# 
Although simple goitea ooou&tii most oonsaonly in  & tf'p fo lc l 
olinio f&ll<nya& in deceasing1 feq&nonoy o t ooouwoeoo fey 
llaoMaoto,0 disease ani tl$ w M  oanoo^t when tlto  fina l, 
dio^noeoo o f patlenta v&o m in im i dfogriontlo d iffic u lty  eso 
OKamtod i t  ie  osou tha t llfoM ftotct'd disqaso :la ths oom o^st 
diagnosis^tl^r^oid cssiom? ia  mn% oonamaat and simple $oite> 
ia  least common (® $lo  11 p*397* M ilo  IS p*398)* llao^efoajo
tho p&ios? pi?otol5iHtieo which apply to any patient picked a t 
3 » te i  l»m  the population attending a thptf>M oHivlo? aa?o 
ommemie whon applied to a pasfciauim? patient who has feaoa 
especially selected fey mmm  of tho diagnostic} difficulty vMch 
ho p&osontei to tho eMirtete* IMo woitM scorn to ho tins
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exp anation of the poorer result obtained when diagnoses 
were calculated using prior probabilities* Swa if it 
were poeeible to prediet a figure for prior probabilities 
for each disease for any patient presenting diagnostic 
difficulty to one doctor (for instance from a study of 
that doc tor9 a past performance) it is not certain that 
these prior probability rates would hold for another 
doctor who say be better at diagnosing, for exasplef 
thyroid oanoer but worse at diagnosing Haohiaoto1 o disease*
Zf diagnoses are bailor computed routinely for every patient 
who preeente with a non-toxio goitre, prior probabilities 
baaed on an estimate of the final diagnoses of a large 
number of patients attending a thyroid clinic would be 
valid* If on the other hand, oaeee are being selected 
for diagnosis the results of this study suggest that values 
for prior probabilities should not be Ineluded in the oonputatiou* 
The onleeion of prior probabilities possesses a 
particular advantage when one le dealing with non-toxic goitre, 
fbr thyroid oanoer, a rare disease, then becomes Just ae 
likely a diagnosis ae staple goitre, whereas with the inclusion 
of prior probabilities it is 89 tines lees likely* The 
safety factor thus included weights the results of the ooaputatton 
towards thyroid oanoer and la olinieally acceptable | in 
addition/
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addition the diagnoaia is than baaed cm olinioal findings 
alma and not on a factor which has nothing to do with than, 
namely incidence* It was considered that the eigne need 
In the construction of the probability matrix should bo 
derived from patients who had undergone thyroidectomy or 
thyroid biopsy for only then could one be certain of tho 
validity of tho dlagnoele end the Integrity ef the matrix A m  
whioh diagnoses would bo oaloulated for new patients* It 
might be argued that patients with simple goitre or Hashlmoto's 
disease who have undergone thyroidectomy or have been submitted 
to thyroid biopsy oan hardly bo considered representative ef 
the general population of patients with these diseases and that 
miscalculation of diagnoses might accordingly result* In eons 
instances a goitre eaa removed because the elisxioal picture was 
atypical and the diagnoses in doubt, in some instances 
because of pressure symptoms end in sows instances for ooeoetio 
reasons* Although thyroidectomy was thus undertaken far different 
reasons in this series of patients in wet of them ths reason 
for operation or biopsy was that in many cases the ollnioian was 
in sew doubt ae to the diagnosis* It is conceivable that if 
o&loulatlens based on data A m  a probability matrix are to be of 
value to the ollnioian facing an atypical or difficult case the 
data in the matrix should haws been derived A m  patients 
who thaaealvea have oeoasdoned diagnostic difficulty* 
Notwithstanding/
ihOfio oonoitteatteia ite&a io  l i t t lo  doubt 
th&h #10 iftedsl xtmii in  th is  stra&y tmx* oxteaaoly OUGC6K0&& 
in  diagnosing tha- o®,m o f #mth dieo&s&u
X'lik&'nmt in  a ll c lin ic a l studios x& a lte$ej aloaiont 
o f ofcsmnw vmat&tion wkloh &$ Crcolei^  Tteray and V/oyno (3) 
h&vo #bo?/i>. e&n 1)0 reduced but not completely eliminotod# i$0 
epssi&I oogni^ anoa tr/ao tkon o f observer &m>r boo&use tM a 
study io  tiom&tPM oolely w ith tho inliex^a^abion o f tho 
h is to ry  physical &£$m> && they ware vacated by the 
el&nicistn end the question o f sdmnnmx* than boeoroo
SEhe log ic  -boMnd both o f tho aothotiti i«s& in  th is  
study for the e&ionlM$on of diagnoses i?j that of conditional 
pxt&nMX&ty ihacwy and 0m of the aiffioultioB involved 
in cite application to diagnosis is occasioned %  tho inter­
dependence rMoh may e:dot hotw«oxst tests* Xnte&lepeMenoo 
tm& ha oaid to oomr hotmm two tests when the probability 
of oowOTnee of either of -blmn in affected by tho presence-
m  thence of tho other* *M?le 1? U)# 409) illtfataatao hrn
m?r$m may tinim in  the calculation o f dfcHpweis vhmi toots are 
inter&eponfeat* Shown is a probability m%i?3x consisting of 
S tostS | thymol tu&btdity* thptol flooonlalaoxiy ^ino eulptete 
ta tib id ity* eophaiinaholesteroX floccu la tion  and eollo i& ul gold 
which/
sis
which are interrelated ae they ail reflect to a greater or 
lessor degree changes in the eentm globulins. For eaee 
of comparison between then the results of the teete are 
considered in three classes "normal" (X)9 "slightly 
abnormal11 (11} and "very abnormal" (ill). The "oelleotiwe 
probability" 9 that le the probability of a patient whose 
r**ults for all 5 teats lie in the sent class ie also shown. 
Because these tests are interdependent a patient who glees 
for example a class I result to any one of them le liable 
to giwe a class I result to any of the other ones irrespective 
of the disease which he has. The likelihood of a patient 
with shy single class X result hawing thyroid oanoer ranges 
ae shown in Table 17 froa 1,2 to 3«9» Xf all the eigne ere 
considered together the likelihood le now 69,2, Therefore 
when acre than one of these interdependent teete ie used 
in calculating a dlagnoele the likelihood of thyroid oanoer9 
to cite a speoifio example, will bo oaloulated ao being 
falsely high if the patient hae a elaea X result to any test. 
As Sngle (33) hae remarked In a closely integrated 
organ!«i such ae a human being, it would bo quite remarkable 
if all of tho eigne result!^ ikon a single disease process 
were independent, Warner hae tried two approaches to the 
problem of interdependence of eigne. In the first (4) he 
ooobined certain eigne whioh he recognised ae interdependent 
and then/
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and then considered them ao a alngle sign complex* In the 
coconii approach with Ifagent and hie colleagues (34) he 
examined the independence of signs by preparing two V  two 
contingency tables tor thie actual and expected coincidences 
of 154 possible paired combinations of 13 eigne in hie 
patienta# Associations were judged to be significant
or not d  ^ ifloant on the basis of the X teet (35)# Ihie 
approach might be olinioally unsatisfactory for to aay that 
two signa are Interdependent is not to deny that while 
taken collectively they nay give an unduly high estimate of 
ths probability of a disease, they nonetheless both have 
valid resolving power between two diseases although ef a 
lesser degree then that suggested by their interdependence# 
Accordingly to disregard one of these eigne entirely might 
result in neglecting olinioally relevant information.
Bailey (10) feels that the use of som  of the 
reoently developed theory of interactions in contingency tables 
(36,37) might provide the oorreot method of approach when one 
ie dealing with Interdependence between the discrete variables 
but it is unlikely that these procedures could be adopted 
without greatly increasing the complexity of the mathamatioal 
model# .
In/
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In  the pttosoat X m&o m  ejpiwoziPJtM on# X 
considered that the somm HoacuXaidoai taoto  tos?o the ones 
which wcxo l ik e ly  to- ho most interdependent a s  they a t !  
r e f l e c t  changes in  the serum gXobnHn©# The? in form ation  
obtained fmii the signs Hhy$o£ fXcooifLation* ? fa<gpb&l&tt 
ohoX&st&KoX' and "coXXoid&X gold* tee not tteecl in tho 
co n stru ctio n  o f  tho p ^ o b aM lity  wattfitec# Whoa the &±«$i 
thymol itrtfk id iiy  t e e  used to  o&XouXato tho dcvigmssis o f  
a xm*ticiite? pationt? tho value o f the {Sine sulphate twMdity 
vm  not used and vioo versa* dll other teete wore tskon 
nn boing indopondont# The results obt&imd in the study 
j u s t i f y  t h is  app ro^im tion *
Fox conditional probability theory to ha completely 
v a l id  not only should e l l  s ig n s  he independent o f  ouch otlm * 
hut the d ise a s e s  ihomsoXvas should ho amituuXXy asatluoivci* filmolo 
goitxa mid HatMmoto*o dlmmm  my he aoooptod as such# VMXo 
th yro id  eoBoore ±b known to coots? in  glaudo iu’evioustiy the se a t  
of Eaohimotofs diateee (3%39) this assooi&t&on is  uncommon 
and probably not cigni&o&nfc (4$»41)* Tho in cid ence o f  th yro id
cancer in  patients w&th stable goitre  is  reported by Bolmd (48# 43) 
0s  b e in g  lo s e  than 0*5 jpos? cent* Xv io  thoarafoga l i k e ly  fo x
pmot&o&X purposes th at these throe d ise a se s  oan he accepted ad 
m utually eiscoXusivo said th at la rg e  e r ro r s  w i l l  not r e s u lt  fxosj 
t h i s  aooiMptimi vdiea tootoicpoo basqd on tho theoxy o f
co n d itio n a l/
ooitll tlonal probability ore applied to tho calculation of 
• diagnosis*
It will bo apparent that tho present studies dooeribe 
a model fbr the calculation of dlagoals. There remain n»ny 
improvements which might bo inoorporatod into future models and 
which oould bo of iomenoe value to the ollnlolaa. For 
lnetanoe the oaloulation of the dieorisdnatin^ power of tho 
eigne which remain in tho matrix oould bo bettor tailored 
to suit tho clinician1 e needs. At present only thooo signs 
which beet distinguish between all three dleeaa e are piehed 
whereas In away instances the ollnioal problem ie to distinguish 
between two diseases both of which ore quite likely to be 
ths correct diagnosis. One refinement which would be of luenee 
importance concerns ths programming of the maohine to stop 
calculating a diagnosis and printing out further differentiating 
testa to be done once sufficient evidence has aoeuanlated to 
point unaqtii vocally to one disease. It would be the ollnlolan9a 
responsibility to build into the machlne,e instructions the 
definition of the word "unequivocaln. Thie involves a consideration 
of the next refinement whlah would entail programming the 
machine to osloulate the level of significance reeohed between 
the probability values for the flret and seoond dla&iostle 
possibilities. The clinician oould dictate the degree ef 
significance required before the diagnosis oould bo said to
V
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bo unequdvooal*
The aot of diagnosis le a highly complex one which at 
prooont defloo «$rsten»tic analysis. It M y  he that a 
doctor passes through tec stages in arriwlng at a diagnosis* 
In one stage ho records symptoms and signs and has certain 
laboratory toots carried out and in tho other he evaluates 
these eigne according to hie experience* This le probably 
an ovsreiinplifleattan of the processes ineolTing correct 
diagnosis for it is equally likely that an initial oluster 
of qrmptoms or signs prompts the ollnioian to eearoh for 
other features which may be fitted into the pattern which 
at an early stage he hae reoognieed ae being a possible 
diagnosis* Hew information strengthens or weakens ths 
pattern impression he hae constructed end in turn may lead 
to the formation of new patten s* These speculations do 
not preclude the possibility that oorreot diagnoses could 
be oaloulated using methods which although different from the 
oliniolan9 e may be no lose logical and are oertainly more 
easily defined titan his* The results of this pert of the 
thesis support this contention*
mm
This part of tha thesis described tha aaa of a computer in 
tha diagnosis of non-toxic goitre.
In a study of $3 patianta with Haahiaotofa diaaaaav 
51 with simple goitre and 51 vith thyroid oanoer in whom 
tha diagnaala had been confirmed hi etologleally, information 
relating to symptoms, signs and results of laboratory 
investigations were used to construct a probability matrix 
consisting of a table of tha observed inoidenoe of each 
piece of information In oaoh of the three diseases. Proa 
the data diagnoses ears calculated on a computer for a 
fkeah series of 89 patients, (43 with Il&shinoto’s disease,
27 with simple goitre end 19 with thyroid oanoer), using 
two slightly different applications of probability theory 
(a) taking account of the existence of prior probabilities of 
occurrence for each condition and (b) Ignoring these factors.
The two diagnoses computed for each patient were 
compeared with each other and with the diagnosis of s clinician 
experienced in dealing with thyroid conditions. The 
computer wae also used to calculate which laboratory tests 
would be most likely to give the correct diagnosis once the 
results of the clinical examination had been supplied as data 
to ths computsr.
w
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PATIENT 26
IDE N TI F IC A TI O NS
o
o
QIVEN:
FIXATION TO TISSUES
CERVICAL LYMPH NODES
PYRAMIDAL LOBE
PAIN IN QOITRE
HOARSENESS
DYSPHASIA
COUGH OR STRIDOR
RECENT INCREASE IN SIZE
NODULAR OR DIFFUSE
DU RAT I ON C YEARS)
NO
IMPALPABLE
ABSENT
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
NODULAR 
10.1 +
m
•
m
o
•  ESTIMATED SIZE 
OF QLANDCQRAMS) 201 +
•  CONSISTENCY SOFT •
CLINICAL STATUS EUTHYROID #
AGE 31-60
•  THEN APPLYING THESE RESULTS TO THE COMPLETE SET OF DISEASES, •  
THE 3 MOST LIKELY ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE :
• REL.LI KELi (.%) FRAC.OPT.PAT. •
NON-TOXIC QOITRE 100.000000 0.000033
HASHIMOTO'S DISEASE 8.865070 0.000004
•  THYROID CANCER 1.650511 0.000005 •
•  THE BEST SYMPTOMS AND TESTS 
ARE, IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
THAN 0.50 OF THE MAXIMUM
FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THESE POSSIBILITB •  
CTAKINQ THOSE WHOSE POWER IS GREATER 
POWER SCORED 5:
REL.DISCR.POWER
•  C.F.T. 1.0000 •
PRECIPITIN TEST 0.8377
PB127I 0.8337
•  THYMOL TURBIDITY 0.8179 •
BE131I 0.8094
TRACHEAL DEV. OR 
COMP. ON X-RAY 0.7868
E.S.R. 0.6923
•  GAMMAGLOBULIN 0.6891 •
PB131I AT 48 HOURS 0.6691
ZNS04 TURBIDITY 0.5839
•  DISCOMFORT 0.5653 •
SERUM GLOBULINS 0.5370
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Appendix B
Beta! la of the 89 patients wtxo m m  
sotaitted to oornxmter oaloulated diagnosis 
in the aoaeeoment of the effectiveness of 
the probability matrix as an aid to diagnosis#
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: : PROGRAMME FOR ASSISTING IN THE IDENTIFICATION OFTHYROID DISEASE 
SETS MC315UC305SC405NTYIJKLRC90}QCZHC40}QEF ' •
SETV BC805WC10005PA)CDYC30)
SETF PUNCH 
SETR 320 
1005OUTPUT 27 
OUTPUT 29 '
OUTPUT 30
WAIT '
JUMP-@Z •
' 1633PUNCH 1
JUMP @165 . ■
1645TELEPRINTER 
JUMP @165
625© ' • . ■
*700:032, • - 
421635:40164} • ■
000:200
}
1655READ N:sNO. OF.DISEASES 
JUMP UNLESS N%40@61 •
OUTPUT 31 : :N%40,PRINT N AND RAREAD
OUTPUT 14 ■
Z~o2
JUMP - @100
615READ TsiNO. OF SYMPTOMS AND TESTS 
JUMP UNLESS T%30®42 '
OUTPUT 31 ::T%30,PRINT T AND REREAD
OUTPUT 20 •
Z=6l
JUMP ©100 ■
425READ MC315:: 0 IF REL»LIKLIHOOD,1 IF BAYESIAN PROBS. BEINQ USED
144}V=0 ■ '
V;PY 1=0:1sT •
8 3 -READ MCI 5 : :NO. OF POSSIBLE RESULTS FORTEST I
V®V+MCI 3 ’ ‘ '
REPEAT * I
READ MC30}:: SUMCHECK .
JUMP IF MC30}=V@41 -
OUTPUT 3 1 : :SUMCHECK FAILURE ‘
OUTPUT 13::PRINT M AND REREAD
Z=42
JUMP @100 , '
41}K=0::WEIGHTS READ IN BY ROWS, EACH kOW SUMCHECKED
SSOYARY 1-0:1 :T . • ■ ' .
443X®0' "
VARY J=K:1:V 
' READ WCJ3 ■
X=X+WCJ3 
REPEAT J  
READ WC10003
X«WC10003-X '
X«MOD X
JUMP IF X$0.00002@43 ’
OUTPUT 31s sW ROW SUMCHECK FAILURE, PRINT ROW NO. AND REREAD ROW
OUTPUT 23 . . . .
OUTPUT 27 ' '
PRINT I .
Z®44 •
JUMP-@100 .
433K“K+V 
663REPEAT I 
• @ •
>7 0 0 : 0 3 2 , '
42923:401665
000:020
3
166 3 TITLE
THE DISEASES AMONGST WHICH IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE UNKNOWN 
IS TO BE FOUND ARE » ■ • • •
! CYCLE 1-1:1:N:: PRINT LIST OF DISEASES IN SET
SUBR I • ' •
LINES 1 
REPEAT i 
TITLE ■
THE SYMPTOMS AND TESTS BEING CONSIDERED ARE I
: CYCLE I“1:1 :T :: PRINT LIST OF TESTS IN SET 
J=I+101 • • ■
SUBR J 
LINES 1 
REPEAT I
923READQ:: PARAMETER TO INDICATE NEW RUN OR CONTINUATION
JUMP UNLESS Q»*0@45 . . .  . .
983VARY J«=0:1:T ' .
SCJ3=-1: : NEW RUN ' ' '
REPEAT J  : .
973VARY Ka0:1 :N ’ ■
B CK3=1•0 
BCK+413=1.0 
REPEAT K
JUMP-@52 ■ • . '
453Q=0:: VALUE OF Q DESTROYED
VARY J = U :  1 :  T ' ■ - v .  . ........ .................................— ,.. . ...... ..
READ SCJ5::CONTINUATION OF PREVIOUS RUN 
Q=Q+SCJ5 . '• ■
REPEAT J .
READ SC305
JUMP IF S<30>Q@47
OUTPUT 31::S SUMCHECK FAMLURE, PRINT S AND REREAD SCJ)
z=45 • .
JUMP-@100 
47DC-0
1 395X=0 .
VARY K=C:1:N '
READ BCK5 
X=X+BCK5 
REPEAT K .
READ BC405 
X=BC405-X
X=MOD X .
JUMP IF X$0.0000041®64
OUTPUT 31::B SUMCHECK FAILURE, PRINT B AND REREAD BCK5
OUTPUT 2 ■ •
Z=47
JUMP-@100
6 45JUMP UNLESS:C-0@161 
iC=41 •
JUMP-@139
1615Q=0 -
VARY K=0:1:T
READ RCK5 -
Q-Q+RCK5
REPEAT K
READ RC905
JUMP IF RC905**@52
TITLE RCK5 SUMCHECK FAILIURE
Z=161 • •
JUMP @100
5 25READ Q;:N0. OF TEST/RESULT PAIRS
V =0 •
: C —  1-
965VARY I=0:1:Q
485READ K::TEST NUMBER '
READ RCK5: .-RESULT FOR TEST K 
JUMP UNLESS J«T-1@49 OUTPUT 31
OUTPUT 11::K OUT OF RANGE
JUMP-@51 '
495JUMP UNLESS RCK3XMCK)-1@50 
OUTPUT 31
OUTPUT 18::RCK5 OUT OF RANGE •515Z-48 . . .  ■ .
. JUMP.-.@1.0O: : REREAD:K.RKO.  ...    : ..........
505JUMP UNLESS K$C@53: ’• CHECK TEST- .NOS* IN ORDER OUTPUT 31::OUT OF ORDER, PRINT;C :
OUTPUT 3::AND REREAD , • ' •
JUMP-@51 • - '
535JUMP IF K«C+1@54
C=C+1 ■ • ' . •
]<=*!<-1 ' :
L=0 ‘
955CYCLE J=*Cs1 :K
L=L+MCJ5 , .
REPEAT J '
L=>L»N 
V bV+L 
K=K+1
545V«V+RCK5 
S CK5 = 1 
J=N“1
945CYCLE L=0:1:J 
BCL5’=W<V5*8CL5 
V=Y-RCK5 
F “MCK5-1 
A =W CV 5 -
VARY Z=V:1:F .
JUMP IF A%WCZ+15@63 
A»WCZ+15 
635REPEAT Z 
B C41+L5=A*BC41+L5 
V “V+RCK5 
V=V+MCK5 
REPEAT L 
V=V-RCK5 
i C=K
REPc-AT I
TITLE ■ - :
I DENT1 FI CATI ONt
GIVEN:
F =167
VARY K=0:1:T 
.-JUMP IF K=0@132 
F«r+MCK-15
1 325JUMP UNLESS SK»1@90 
K=K+102 
SUBR K 
K “K-102
■ in
SUBR F '
LINES 2 
903REPEAT K
863READ P::DISCRI MI NATION LEVEL ON;DISEASES
READ F ::OUTPUT LIMIT ON DISEASES ' .
JUMP IF M31=0@138 • •
TITLE
i CN.B. FOR 'RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD' BELOW, READ "BAYESIAN PROBABILITY
1 383TITLE THEN APPLYING THESE RESULTS TO THE; COMPLETE SET OF DISEA:
' > SES
JUMP IF F=0@89 . *
JUMP IF P=0®88 ' •
.TITLE THE MOST LIKELY ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
ICTAKINQ EITHER THE FIRST •
PRINT F ,2• ■
TITLE OR THOSE WHOSE
% RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD IS GREATER THAN • ‘
A=P*100 ' ■
PRINT A,3:0
TITLE %, WHICHEVER IS LEAST3t
j u m p  @55 ‘ •
893JUMP IF P»0@87
TITLE THE MOST LIKELY ARE, I
ORDER OF PREFERENCE • .
■CTAKINQ THOSE WHOSE % RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD IS GREATER THAN 
AnP*100 . • • • ■
PRINT A,3:0 .
TITLE 3: ■
JUMP-@55 ■
883TITLE THE •
PRINT F,2
TITLE MOST LIKELY ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE *
j u m p -@55 ■ •   ’873TITLE P AND F BOTH ZERO
WAIT- • .
JUMP-®86::REREAD P AND F •
553LINES 2• ® . '
■ 700:032,
421453:401463
000:100
3 '
1 463TITLE REL.LI KELt C3S3
• ©  ■ ■
*700:411453 '
3 • '
TITLE FRAC.OPT.PAT.
■ 4 453LINES-2— ^ .... — ..   - .— -------------------
JUMP UNLESS-C“0@920=41 ,
JUMP-@101 
1625RC305=0 
VARY K-0:1:T .
PRINT RCK5.2 
RC305=RC305+RCK5 
REPEAT K 
PRINT RC305.4 
WAIT 
JUMP-@92
* 725TITLE
NO FURTHER SYMPTOMS AND TESTS
WAIT
JUMP-@92::START NEW RUN
* 765TITLE
ONLY ONE;DISEASE
WAIT
JUMP-@92::START NEW RUN 
595TITLE
ALL DISEASES ELIMINATED
WAIT '
845D-0
VARY K=0:1:N 
■D-D+BK 
REPEAT K 
JUMP-@78
JUMP-@92 ,
1 DTITLE 
EXIT
2 DTITLE' 
EXIT
3 DTITLE 
EXIT
102DTITLE 
EXIT
103DTITLE 
EXIT '
1 04DTITLE EXIT
1 05 DTITLE 
COMP. ON 
EXIT
1 06DTITLE 
EXIT ■
1075T !TLE 
EXIT '
108DTITLE 
EXIT ' 
109DT1TLE 
EXIT ■
1 10DTITLE 
EXIT ■
111 DTITLE 
EXIT •
112DTITLE 
EXIT
113DTITLE 
EXIT '
11- m i  TLE 
EXIT •
115 DTITLE 
EXIT ■
116 DTITLE 
EXIT ■
1 17DTITLE 
EXIT '
1 18DTITLE 
EXIT •
1 195TITLE 
EXIT •
120 DTI TLE 
EXIT '
121 DTITLE 
1311 UPTAKE 
EXIT
HASH IMOTO* S DISEASE
NON-TOXIC QOITRE 
THYROID CANCER 
PRECIPITIN TEST 
SERUM GLOBULINS
DISCOMFORT
TRACHEAL
X-RAY
DEV. OR
LARYGEAL PALSY 
FIXATION TO TISSUES
CERVICAL LYMPH NODES
PYRAMIDAL LOBE
PAIN IN GOITRE
HOARSENESS
DYSPHAGIA
CHOKING OR TIGHTNESS 
COUGH OR STRIDOR 
KCL04 DISCHARGE
RECENT INCREASE IN SIZE
NODULAR OR-DIFFUSE 
BE131I
GAMMAGLOBULIN
E.S.R.
24-HR. THYROIDAL
122DTITLE 
EXIT
123DTITLE 
EXIT •
1 24DTITLE 
EXIT •125 DTITLE 
OF QLANDCQRAMSD 
EXIT
1 26DTITLE 
EXIT '
127DTITLE 
EXIT
1 28DTITLE 
EXIT
1 29DTITLE 
EXIT ■
1 30 DTITLE 
EXIT
131 DTITLE 
EXIT
1 67DTITLE 
EXI T
168 DTI TLE 
EXIT •
169DTITLE 
EXIT ■
170DTITLE 
EXIT ■
1 715TITLE 
EXIT •
172DTITLE 
EXIT
1 7 3DJUMP- @171 
1 74DJUMP- @172 175 DJUMP ' '
176DJUHP- 
1 77DJUMP 
178DJUMP 
179 DTI TLE 
EXIT
1 80DTITLE 
EXIT
1 81 DTITLE 
EXIT
182DTITLE 
EXIT
1 83DJUMP- @171 
184DJUMP- 9172 
185DJUMP' @171
.1 RfiD. JUMP '.@172
PB127I
PB131I AT 46 HOURS 
DURATIONCYEARS} 
ESTIMATED SIZE
CONSISTENCY
CLINICAL STATUS 
C.F.T.
THYMOL TURBIDITY 
ZNS04 TURBIDITY 
AGE ■
0- 2.2
2 . 3 "
NO
YES
@1)1
9172@171
9172
IMPALPABLE
PALPABLE
ABSENT
PRESENT
1 873JUMP-@1711 88 5 JUMP - @17'2
1893JUMP-@171
1 903jump- @172 ' :
19 1 3JUMP- @171
1923JUMP-@172
1 933JUMP-@167
1 943JUMP- @168
1 953JUMP- @172
1 963JUMP- @171
1 97 3TITLE NODULAR
EXIT
1 98 3TITLE ■DIFFUSE
EXIT • •
1 993TITLE 0-79%
EXIT ■
2003TITLE 80-100*
EXIT
201 3TI TLE 0-0*9
EXIT
2023TITLE 1.0+
EXIT ■
2033TITLE 0-20
EXIT
204'TITLE 21-40
EXI 1 ■
205 3TITLE 41+ ‘
EXIT
2063TITLE 0-30
EXIT -
2073TITLE 31-60
EXIT •
2 08'3TITLE 61 + -
EXIT ■
2093TITLE 0-3
EXIT
2103TITLE 3.1-5
EXIT •
2113TITLE 5.1 +
EXIT ■
2123TITLE 0-0.20
EXIT •
2133TITLE 0.21-1
EXIT ■
2143TITLE 1.01 +
EXIT ■
2153TITLE 0-1
EXIT ■
2163TITLE 1.1-10
EXIT •
2173TITLE 10.1+ ...
151}VARY J»0:1:T * ' .
JUMP IF F»0@73 r:-,iiUfc..-j- •
JUMP IF J%F-1@71 '
1733K=U<J3+102 ■ • - •- >
A=YCK“1023/YCE3 ' ' '
JUMP IF P=0@65
JUMP IF A$P@71 . .
653JUMP IF A*=0@71
SUBR K •
>700:032, r
421495:40150) ■
•000:100 
3 ’
15030UTPUT 0 
OUTPUT 27 
PRINT A,1:4 
1493LINES 2 
•713REPEAT J  -
JUMP IF F«0@91
JUMP UNLESS Po0@91 ■
JUMP UNLESS A*0@91 ’
TITLE ' •
NO OTHER. DISCRIMINATING! SYMPTOMS OR TESTS FOR THIS SET OF
* * * * »
913WAIT
• @ . ■ • .
»700:032,::READ HANDSW1TCHES,
42523:40565::F2=0 MEANS CONTINUE 
000:010::F2=1 MEA NEW RUN • N
3 '
563VARY K=0:1 :3 0 : :ENABLIN£) PREVIOUS RUN TO CONTINUE LATER
OUTPUT 0 • ' ■ • •
REPEAT K '
Qs=1 - . •
PRINT Q,4 • .
SC303=0 '
VARY J “0 :1 :T •
LINE ' ■ -
PRINT SCJ3.4 . ' ' ■
SC303«SC303+SCJ3 ' •
REPEAT J  .
LINE . ' ' '
PRINT SC303.4 .. . -
: C=0 . ' / • ■
1013BC403=0.0 ' :
VARY I°C:1 :N .
PRINT-BCI3,9/ : : '
B C403=BC403+BC13 ' ' • ' ' V . •
LINE • . ' : ' .
REPEAT I ,
- PRINT.BC403,9/....................... ......
DISEASE
...f>-CHECK_U.CJ2 _____________________   ;_  .____
i CHECK YCL5 * * •■■■■• -\ • v . '-. . • ■
REPEAT J
825VARY J*0:1s T .
YCJ5=-Y<J5~1.0: s RESTORE YCJ> .
!CHECK YCJ5
REPEAT J::SORTINQ:COMPLETA '.
LINE ■
E *1X105 -
JUMP IF YCE5=>0@72
465READ P::DI SCRIM. LEVEL ON TESTS 
READ F ::OUTPUT LIMIP ON TESTS 
JUMP IF F=0@81 • •
JUMP IF P=0®80 •
TIT! CTHE BEST SYMPTOMS AND TESTS FOR DISTINQUISHINQ BETWEEN THESE 
ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE>CTAKINQ EITHER THE FIRST - -
PRINT F,2
TITLE '
OR THOSE WHOSE POWER IS QREATER THAN 
PRINT P,1:2 ■
TITLE OF THE MAXIMUM .
POWER SCORED, WHICHEVER IS LEAST):
j u m p -@79 •
815JUMP IF P«0@60
TITLE THE BEST SYMPTOMS AND TESTS FOR■DISTINQUISHINQ BETWEEN THESE 
ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE'CTAKINQ THOSE WHOSEPOWER IS QREATER
THAN ■ • - - . -
PRINT P,1:2
TITLE OF THE MAXIMUM POWER SCORED D:
JUMP @79 ■
805TITLE THE
PRINT F ,2 • , ,
TITLE BEST SYMPTOMS AND TESTS FOR.DISTINQUISHINQ BETWEEN THESE 
ARE,IN ORDER OF PREFERENCEJ . . . .  .
JUMP @79 . ' •
60DTITLE P AND F BOTH ZERO -
WAIT*
JUMP-@46:{REREAD P AND F '
»795LINES 2
• @  • . . .
■700:032, '
421515:401525 '
000:100  •
5 .
• 1525TITLE REL.DISCR.POWER
VARY I=0:1s Ns:SORTINQ 
L =0 • ■
•C=N-1
933VARY K=0:1:C • ■
JUMP IF BCK+15%BCL3@57* *FIND MAX.JUMP-©58 ■
57>L=K+1 '
585REPEAT K
H C O = L  . •
JUMP UNLESS BCL)»G@141 
BCL5=2.0
141JBCLDa-BCL) ' '
i CHECK MCI5 
:CHECK B C D  
REPEAT I 
VARY K=G: 1 :N
JUMP UNLESS BCK>-2.0@142
B CKD^O
1423BCK3=-BCK3 •
REPEAT K 
E “MC0)
JUMP IF BCE5»0®59 
JUMP UNLESS M31“0@84 
D=BCE!> ,
783VARY I=0:1:N 
K-HCI)+1 ' .
A=BCK-1)/D "
JUMP IF P»0®77 :
JUMP IF A$P@85
JUMP IF F“0@74 '
773JUMP IF I%F—1@85 ’
7 45SUBR K::PRINT DISEASE NAME @ • •
700:032,
42147):401485 
0 00:100
1 485CUTPUT 0 ' ' ’ ..
OUTPUT 27 '
A =A*100.0: .-LIKELIHOOD RATIO AS % 
PRINT A,3:6 • • •@ •
700:41147))
A=BCK-15/BCK+40)::OPTIMUM 
PRINT A,3:6 •
1 475LINES 2 '
BCK-1 )«=-BCK“1 ): :NOTE THOSE PRINTED
85^REPEAT 1 —  •••••■•
I =0::FORM L IS T  OF RELEVANT DISEASES 
VARY K=0s1:N
JUMP UNLESS BCIO$0®67 ’MCI 5=K ■
BCK5=-BCK5 ' • , .
CHECK MCI 5 . : ‘i.-
1=1+1 • ’ 1 . 
675REPEAT K ■ V ' ■
Z = I-1
JUMP IF Z=0@76::ONLY ONE:DISEASE 
VARY J=0:1:T •
Y C J5=0
JUMP UNLESS SCJ5=-1@68
0=0
JUMP IF J=0@75 
VARY 1=0:1:J 
Q=0+MCI0
REPEAT-I • '
755Q=Q*N ■ ■ • ; : 1
CHECK Q
E=Z-1 ■
e YCLF. L=0:1: E
F=L+1 • '
CYCLE:C=F:1 :Z 
VARY K=0:1:MCJ5
I =MCJ5*MCL5 ' ' ■
1=0+1
WC1O0O5=WCI+K5 
I=MCJ5*MCC5 
1=0+1WC10005=W<10005-WCI+K)
W C10003=MOD WC10005 
YCJ5=YCJ5+WC1000>
REPEAT K
REPEAT: C '
REPEAT L . .
6851=1::WASTE TO ENABLE ALL YCJ) TO BE: CHECKED 
CHECK-YCJ5 ■
REPEAT J .VARY J=0:1:T::SORT YCJ5 INDICES .
L=0 ‘ ’
C=T-1
VARY K=0:1:C
JUMP IF YCK+15S>YCL5@69
JUMP-@70
6 95L=K+1
705REPEAT K
U CJ5=L ' •
EXIT •
218DTITLE 0-100
EXI T -
219 DTI TLE 101-200
EXIT . ■
220DTITLE 201 +
EXIT •
221 DTITLE FI RM *
EXI T •
2 22DTITLE HARD .
EXIT •
2 23 DTITLE SOFT
EXIT ■
2 24DTITLE HYPOTHYROID
EXIT • •
225DTITLE EUTHYROID
EXIT226DTITLE HYPERTHYROID
EXI T
227)TITLE ++
EXI T
2 28 ^ ’’IMP @167
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